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ABSTRACT

Chernov, Sergey
Detecting Cellular Network Anomalies Using the Knowledge Discovery Process
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2015, 62 p.(+included articles)
(Jyväskylä Studies in Computing
ISSN 1456-5390; 225)
ISBN 978-951-39-6391-0 (nid.)
ISBN 978-951-39-6392-7 (PDF)
Finnish summary
Diss.

Analytical companies unanimously forecast the exponential growth of mobile
traffic consumption over the next five years. The densification of a network struc-
ture with small cells is regarded as a key solution to meet growing capacity de-
mands. The manual management of a multi-layer network is a very expensive,
error prone, and sluggish process. Hence, the automation of the whole life cy-
cle of network operation is highly anticipated. To this aim 3GPP introduces a
self-management concept referred to as SON. It is envisioned that SON updates
information concerning the latest network conditions through the MDT mecha-
nism. MDT enables a network operator to collect radio and service quality mea-
surements from regular mobile phones. Self-healing is SON’s functionality that
implements fault management in radio networks. The automated and timely
detection of a malfunctioning cell is one of the crucial challenges for network
operators.

The thesis investigates the topic of self-organizing radio networks and pro-
poses a cell outage detection framework based on MDT measurements and ad-
vanced data mining techniques. The sequential analysis of LTE network events
underlies the proposed idea. The conducted research demonstrates the feasibility
of the original idea and designs the KDD process for the automated analysis of
cell failures. The second part of the study improves the computational complex-
ity and performance of the proposed solution. Besides, the research discovers the
impact of location accuracy and scarcity of MDT measurements on the quality
of cell outage detection. The validation of the framework has been conducted
on the state-of-the-art LTE/LTE-A system level simulator. Results demonstrate
reliable and timely detection of a malfunctioning cell. Therefore, the developed
cell outage detection solution can be considered for the practical validation and
implementation.

Keywords: radio networks, LTE, MDT, self-organizing networks, self-healing, cell
outage, KDD, data mining, anomaly detection
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1 INTRODUCTION

A cell phone is the most wide spread piece of high technology. With the origi-
nal purpose of making calls, nowadays it supports a variety of multimedia ser-
vices. As a result, a smartphone has become an integral part of our everyday life.
We leverage smartphones for writing emails, watching YouTube videos, or even
making video calls. With the growing number of mobile phone subscribers, the
quantity of media services increases. At the same time end users are becoming
more and more demanding in terms of quality provided services. These factors
will lead to the exponential grows of mobile traffic consumption over the coming
years, (Ericsson, 2015).

In order to meet the increasing demands to mobile traffic consumption, net-
work operators have to improve spectral efficiency, widen signal bandwidths,
and leverage frequency reuse principle. Spectral efficiency represents the num-
ber of bits per second (bps) transmitted via 1 Hertz (Hz) of frequency band.
For example, Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) (Release 6)
demonstrates the spectral efficiency of 3 bps/Hz. With the recent introduction of
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology – one device transmits and
receives radio signals via multiple antennas – the spectral efficiency reaches 16
bps/Hz and 30 bps/Hz for Long Term Evolution (LTE) (Release 8) and LTE Ad-
vanced (LTE-A) (Release 10) technologies respectively, see (Sesia et al., 2011). The
term signal bandwidth is a spectrum band utilized for data transmission. For the
aforementioned technologies the allowed signal bandwidth equals 5 Megahertz
(MHz) (Release 6), 20 MHz (Release 8), and 100 MHz (Release 10). Frequency
reuse principle, in its turn, implies the reusing of the same frequency band. It be-
comes possible due to signal attenuation in the propagation. In future networks
the dense deployment of small cells will heavily utilize frequency reuse princi-
ple. Small cells will enable to increase the quality of service and offload spots
with high mobile traffic consumption, (Hwang et al., 2013).

The advances in cellular technologies pose considerable challenges and re-
quire intelligent solutions from network operators. On one side, the radio net-
work architecture becomes very complex, which increases maintenance costs. On
the other side, revenue is not growing that fast. This effect is known as the scis-
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sors effect, (Blennerud, 2010). In order to decrease expenses and prevent the scis-
sors effect, the alliance of mobile operators Next Generation Mobile Networks
(NGMN) reports network use cases that need automation, (NGMN, 2008). In
the report NGMN focuses on the automation of cheap, but frequent operations.
The automation of expensive and rare operations obtained low priority, because
it requires significant efforts and looks unprofitable. As a response to the initia-
tives of mobile operators, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) introduces a
Self-Organizing Network (SON) concept, which aims to automate network man-
agement, improve network performance, and reduce network deployment and
maintenance expenses, (3GPP, 2014b; Hämäläinen et al., 2012).

SON concept consists of three solutions, namely self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-healing. Self-configuration refers to the automated con-
figuration of the newly established networks. Self-optimization mechanism au-
tomatically adjusts network parameters in order to guarantee high quality of ser-
vice and reduce maintenance costs. The purpose of the self-healing mechanism
is to automatically detect and address network operation problems, avoiding sig-
nificant impact on subscribers’ experience and reducing operational expenses.

Later in (NGMN, 2010) NGMN formulates top 10 operational efficiency rec-
ommendations for SON. The list includes standardized Minimization of Drive
Tests (MDT) method and a cell outage detection function, which is part of the
self-healing mechanism. MDT is a method that enables mobile operators to col-
lect measurements from a regular cell phone. A mobile operator can employ these
measurements to improve capacity, coverage, and performance characteristics of
a radio network. One of the use cases is the identification of malfunctioning cells.
The automation of this process allows fast and effective cell outage detection,
while reducing the risk of human error to a minimum. Despite its benefits, the
implementation of MDT functionality is a challenging task for network opera-
tors. It requires an intelligent management of data flow, data storage, and data
processing mechanisms.

1.1 Objectives and Scope

MDT is a data collection process and an auxiliary mechanism for SON functions,
such as self-healing. MDT concerns radio and service quality measurements from
a regular user device. Since the measurements are collected from all devices,
MDT database may include an enormous amount of records. The management
of this huge database, especially processing, is a very challenging task for net-
work operators. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is known to be an
efficient tool for the processing and extraction of information from large volumes
of data. KDD is an umbrella term for machine learning and data mining tech-
niques, which address anomaly detection, clustering, and other types of informa-
tion retrieval problems. Therefore, network operators can employ KDD methods
to analyze huge MDT databases and improve a network’s performance.
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SON includes a self-healing mechanism, which can leverage anomaly detec-
tion methods for the automated detection of malfunctioning cells. Cell failures is
a highly important problem, because it directly affect on customer satisfaction of
wireless services. Unsatisfied clients may change a telecommunication provider,
leading to the loss of the provider’s revenue. Therefore, effective and timely de-
tection of cell failures is a vital problem for mobile operators. Sleeping cell is
a special case of cell outage, which makes mobile service unavailable for sub-
scribers even though the cell still appears to be operable from the networks point
of view. Usually, sleeping cell outage lasts for days until it becomes unveiled
by multiple user complaints or after a detailed analysis of expensive drive tests
measurements. For these reasons the timely detection of sleeping cells is of high
importance for network operators.

The primary goal of the thesis is to leverage MDT measurements and to
develop an advanced data mining framework for the detection of sleeping cells
in LTE/LTE-A networks. To fulfill the goal, the thesis formulates the following
tasks:

– Define and simulate a suitable model for sleeping cell problem in LTE/
LTE-A networks.

– Consider the feasibility of using advanced data mining and machine learn-
ing methods for cell outage detection.

– Design and develop a data mining framework to pinpoint anomalous net-
work behavior via MDT measurement.

The actual sleeping cell failure is modeled in LTE/LTE-A system level sim-
ulator via a malfunctioning of a random access procedure. The simulator is a
validated and verified tool used by the Nokia Research Center and Nokia So-
lutions and Networks research groups. Random access procedure is a constitu-
tional part of Random Access Channel (RACH) and is deployed for initial access,
radio resource connection protocol re-establishment, uplink synchronization, and
handover. RACH failure makes it impossible for a user to establish a connection
or to make a handover to the malfunctioning cell. However, this cell still carries
traffic for those users who were connected before the failure has occurred. Typ-
ically, RACH problem would be detected only after a long observation time or
after a clients complaint.

We employ data mining techniques to examine MDT radio measurements
and to discover abnormal network behavior. As it is specified in Release 10, MDT
reports provide the location information of the conducted measurements (Bau-
mann, 2014). In our approach, the location information plays an essential role in
the identification of the problem area. The current study aims not only to design
and verify a cell outage detection approach, but also to examine and to improve
its constitutional modules.

The main research questions of the current thesis are as follows:

– RQI: Feasibility of the detection of a malfunctioning cell by means of user-
level statistics and data mining techniques.
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FIGURE 1 Relationship between the research questions and the included articles

– RQII: Design of KDD based cell outage detection framework via user-level
statistics.

– RQIII: Optimize parameter N in N-gram analysis with respect to the com-
plexity and performance of cell outage detection framework.

– RQIV: Examine different data mining algorithms in order to enhance
the detection quality of impaired cells, while preserving low computational
complexity of KDD framework.

– RQV: What is the positioning accuracy impact of user-level measurements
on the performance of cell outage detection framework?

– RQVI: How does the density of user devices influence on the performance
of cell failure identification approach in LTE/LTE-A networks?

The defined research questions are addressed in six scientific articles included
in the thesis. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the research topic,
research questions, and the included articles.

1.2 Main Contribution

The study of cell outage detection problem has been conducted in collaboration
with researchers from the University of Jyväskylä, Magister Solutions Ltd., and
Eindhoven University of Technology. KDD based cell outage detection frame-
work is the result of this international and fruitful collaboration. Supervised
learning is the underlying principle and is implemented in two phases: training
and testing. During the training phase, the framework processes MDT measure-
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ments and learns a regular network operation. The training is needed to adjust
and choose thresholds of the utilized algorithms of the KDD process. The next
phase is testing. During this phase, the framework discovers the set of incoming
MDT reports and automatically detects abnormal behavior in the network. In the
conducted experiments, the abnormal behavior is caused by a sleeping cell. Lo-
cation information of MDT measurements plays a crucial role in the detection of
a sleeping cell. The main outcome of the study is the developed framework that
enables a mobile operator to improve its network performance and save mainte-
nance expenses.

The results of this research are published in six scientific articles, see Fig-
ure 1. Paper PI investigates the question whether data mining algorithms can
be brought to the detection of malfunctioning cells in modern radio networks.
Based on the findings of Paper PI, Paper PV elaborates a complete KDD frame-
work. Further articles develop and examine constitutional steps of the proposed
KDD process. Paper PII is concerned about the choice of parameters for the pre-
processing step, as long as it impacts strongly on the computational efficiency.
Paper PIII considers data mining step, which is crucial for the performance of the
cell outage detection solution. Paper PIV investigates the impact of MDT loca-
tion error on the accuracy of the proposed framework. Paper PVI evaluates the
quality of the outage detection solution under the low density of user devices.

The author’s contribution to the included articles lies in the design and de-
velopment of the KDD cell outage detection framework. The results of all in-
cluded papers are based on data that comes from LTE/LTE-A system level sim-
ulator. The author has not participated in the implementation of network sim-
ulations, but performed data validation. The elaborate description of author’s
contribution to the included articles is as follows. Paper PI designs a data min-
ing approach for cell outage detection via the analysis of MDT measurements.
The approach encompasses traditional and original methods. Traditional meth-
ods include N-gram feature selection algorithm, principal component analysis
for dimensionality reduction, and Find Cluster-Based Local Outlier Factor (Find-
CBLOF) for anomaly detection. The discovered method is referred to as symme-
try analysis. The author contributed ideas to the general approach, participated
in the implementation and design of the data mining framework, and proposed
to utilize the FindCBLOF algorithm. Paper PII concerns the preprocessing step
of the developed cell outage detection solution. Parameter N in N-gram analy-
sis is optimized with respect to the complexity and performance of the solution.
The author introduced the original idea of the article, performed the analysis,
and interpreted the results. Also the author proposed a heuristic measure for the
performance analysis of the whole solution. Paper PIII examines the data min-
ing step of the developed cell outage detection framework. The author proposed
the original idea of the article, implemented anomaly detection algorithms, per-
formed the analysis, and interpreted the results. Paper PIV investigates the lo-
cation accuracy impact on cell outage detection in LTE-A networks. The author
proposed the original idea of the article, performed analysis, and interpreted the
results. Journal Paper PV provides a thorough description of the developed cell
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outage detection framework. The author played a key role in the development of
the whole KDD process, actively participated in the writing process, and worked
on comments from reviewers. Paper PVI demonstrates the influence of data set
size on the performance of the cell outage detection approach in LTE-A networks.
The author proposed the original idea of the article, performed analysis, and in-
terpreted the results.

1.3 Structure of the Dissertation

The original thesis is composed of five chapters. The first one is an introduc-
tion chapter. Chapter 1 draws a general overview of the current state of modern
cellular networks, describes a research gap in this field, and narrows down to
the topic of the study. Also, the introduction chapter outlines the main results
of the conducted research. The purpose of Chapter 2 is to introduce modern
radio networks and their latest advances. The chapter provides necessary back-
ground knowledge about general network architecture and a manual network
management, economic challenges for network providers and the outlook of mo-
bile traffic consumption. The narration continues with self-organizing networks
concept, which is a crucial step towards the automation of radio network opera-
tion. Minimization of drive tests is also presented in this chapter. The rest of the
chapter is devoted to the review of cell outage detection approaches, which are
developed by academic and industry researchers. Chapter 3 introduces origins
and principles of data mining, which is a common approach for the analysis of
large volumes of data. The general description of a KDD data analysis process
is also provided. The main focus of the chapter is made on the developed cell
outage detection framework. The framework and its elements are covered in de-
tail. Chapter 4 focuses on thesis’s research contribution. The main contribution is
a cell outage detection framework, based on advanced data mining techniques.
The chapter is split into two parts. The first part outlines problems and results of
the research about the approach feasibility and framework’s design. The second
part summarizes the problems and results of the framework’s analysis. Chap-
ter 5 concludes the thesis. Here the author summarizes the results, discusses the
limitation of the proposed approach, and outlines future challenges of cellular
networks from the perspective of self-management.



2 MODERN RADIO NETWORKS

The main requirements of gradually and inevitably growing mobile cellular net-
works are high throughput, low capital expenditure as well as low operational
costs. These aspects are dictated by the growing demands of high-speed access
to communication services for less money. To this aim, radio access technologies
and cellular networks are constantly evolving and achieve more efficient usage of
radio resources. For example, the second generation (2G) of cellular technologies
originates in 1991 in Finland, where Global System for Mobile Communication
(GSM) standard was officially launched. The business use of the third generation
(3G) networks began in 2001 in Japan. LTE is a common term for the fourth gen-
eration (4G). Nowadays, LTE is the most advanced commercially used wireless
technology, which allows voice calling and fast access to data exchange services.
The most anticipated features of 4G are autonomous maintenance and manage-
ment. This concept is referred to as self-organization, which encompasses three
functional parts: self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-healing. Such au-
tonomous mechanisms are being developed by many research institutes and re-
veal a great field for research activity. As long as the current research focuses
on the development of self-healing mechanisms, this dissertation misses to prop-
erly introduce LTE technology. The thorough description of LTE can be found in
external sources such as (Sesia et al., 2011; Holma and Toskala, 2011).

This chapter introduces a general architecture of modern cellular networks.
The narration continues with the outlook and economical aspects of wireless tech-
nologies. The following sections elaborate on the self-organizing networks con-
cept and minimization of drive tests functionality. The section about cell outage
detection problems and research activities in this field concludes the chapter.

2.1 Radio Networks Architecture

The architecture of modern radio networks is a very complex system, which is
the result of a long-lasting evolution of wireless technologies. The main require-
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ments for the network architecture are interoperability between various wireless
standards and seamless handovers between different networks and services. The
other challenge in the network design is the compatibility of network equipment
manufactured by different vendors. The integration of heterogeneous network
with the further deployment of 4th Generation (4G) is going to signify the afore-
mentioned challenges even more dramatically. To handle the growing complex-
ity, 3GPP has designed a cellular network that supports interoperability of such
multi-network, multi-service, multi-vendor, and heterogeneous environments.

(Olsson et al., 2013) book highlights the latest aspects in the mobile network
evolution. Also, the book provides a high-level illustration of 3GPP network ar-
chitecture, see Figure 2. 3GPP defines the following components of the network:
User Equipment (UE), Radio Access Network (RAN), core network, and external
network. UE is a handset or modem, which is placed at the beginning of the sys-
tem. A mobile user makes voice calls, consumes media resources, or generates
data traffic by means of this device. UE supports one or more Radio Access Tech-
nologies (RATs) in order to connect to a core network via RAN. RAN is respon-
sible for radio related functionality such as radio access, mobility management,
and radio resource management. Handovers between different base stations, fre-
quency carriers, or RATs are performed by RAN elements. The heart of a cellular
network is a core network. It handles and redirects a subscriber’s call within
the current network or to another operator’s network. Also the core network
performs charging mechanisms, controls data connection to external networks,
and implements other management procedures. An external network consists of
Circuit-Switched (CS) and Packet-Switched (PS) networks. These technologies
transmit information in conceptually different ways. A CS network establishes a
dedicated channel, which is unavailable for other transmissions. The dedicated
channel is used for voice calls and telephony services, like integrated services
digital network, see (Wikipedia, 2015b). A PS approach splits a user message into
a number of smaller pieces, called packets. These packets achieve the destination
point via different routes. Afterward, the original message is assembled on the
receiver’s side. The Internet is an example of PS network.

RAN is comprised of network elements, which are related to different gen-
erations of RATs. Depending on the access technology the network elements per-
form distinct functionalities. The common part is a base station, which is usually
deployed on a building or a post. The base station transmits and receives a ra-
dio signal via sector antennas. The coverage area of a signal from one antenna is
referred to as a cell. Multiple distributed base stations split the target coverage
area into cells. Cellular structure is the underlying principle of modern radio net-
works. This principle allows localizing signal interference and an efficient utiliza-
tion of radio resources. For instance, if a base station allocates a mobile subscriber
a band on a frequency of 900 MHz, then the transmitted signal power attenu-
ates in direct proportion to the square of the distance. Thus, a distant enough
base station can reuse the same frequency band on 900 MHz because the inter-
ference from the original base station is negligible. GSM EDGE Radio Access
Network (GERAN) and Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN)
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FIGURE 2 3GPP radio network architecture

are the common names for RANs of 2nd Generation (2G) and 3rd Generation
(3G) respectively. The management of multiple base stations – Base Transceiver
Stations (BTSs) – is carried out by a Base Station Controller (BSC) in GERAN.
Node B (NB) is a term for a base station in UTRAN. One Radio Network Con-
troller (RNC) coordinates multiple NBs in 3G radio network. 4G radio access net-
work is called Evolved UTRAN (E-UTRAN) and features flatter structure, than
the previous generations. The complete functionality of E-UTRAN is placed in
one network element referred to as evolved Node B (eNB). Such restructuration
achieves lower signal latency. Non-3GPP is a packet access network, which is
unspecified by 3GPP. Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), see (Wikipedia, 2015c), or Blue-
tooth, see (Wikipedia, 2015a), are well known examples of non-3GPP wireless
standards.

A core network includes a subscriber management component and circuit
core, packet core and Internet protocol based Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) do-
mains, as shown in Figure 2. These network domains are connected via inter-
faces, which are completely defined by 3GPP. Subscriber management element
consolidates and coordinates all subscribers’ information. 2G and 3G allow ac-
cess to the external network via both the circuit core and packet core domains.
LTE and non-3GPP technologies do not support circuit-switch services. The com-
plete functionality of these technologies is provided over PS connections. IMS
is an Internet Protocol (IP) based framework for providing multimedia services.
IP allows achieving more flexible network architecture; hence, the overall oper-
ational expenses decrease. Besides, IMS allows network operators to increase
revenues by providing a wider range of services. For instance, this domain is
responsible for establishing sessions between a user handset and the Internet. To
find a detailed description of IMS refer to (3GPP, 2015c) 3GPP technical specifi-
cation.

3GPP explains general requirements to the elements of network architecture
without detailed specifications. Interfaces between the elements, on contrary, are
unambiguously defined. This approach serves a double purpose. On one side,
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FIGURE 3 Global monthly mobile data and voice traffic

network manufacturers are enabled to develop the internal functionality of their
equipment. On the other side, 3GPP standards guarantee interoperability be-
tween the elements of a complex radio network.

2.2 Outlook and Economics of Radio Networks

Ericsson, Cisco, and other companies reveal the constant growth of global mo-
bile data and voice traffic in their annual analytic reports (Ericsson, 2015; Cisco,
2015). This process would be impossible without the appearance of high-end
user devices such as smartphones and the development of high-speed wireless
technologies. In Figure 3 Ericsson analysis illustrates the exponential growth of
global data usage. As you can see, voice calls and messaging traffic slightly in-
creases, while its relative share is rapidly declining. For instance, in the fourth
quarter of 2010 mobile data exceeded twice that of voice traffic. At the beginning
of 2015 this ratio increased up to seventeen times.

As for the upcoming five years, Ericsson report forecasts the substantial
growth of generated mobile traffic, see Figure 4. This trend is caused by the grad-
ually increasing number of mobile subscriptions all over the Globe. However, the
key factors of growing data usage differ from region to region. In mature mar-
kets, the number of consumed bytes per individual has a significant role. This
is driven by the high development of wireless technologies in these regions. The
other reason is one person generates traffic from multiple devices, such as tablets,
mobile computers, and mobile routers. In developing countries, the growth of
mobile data usage is largely caused by new subscribers, as long as smartphones
are becoming more affordable and LTE achieves a bigger share in regions. As it is
shown on the Figure 4, Ericsson anticipates that during the upcoming five years
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FIGURE 4 Global mobile traffic per region

mobile traffic consumption will exhibit a moderate increase in the economically
developed markets such as Central and Eastern Europe. In opposite, mobile data
usage in the developing Asia Pacific region will experience significant growth
and exceed half of the traffic generated in the world.

In modern cellular networks, smartphones constitute the main share of the
connected devices. The appearance of 5th Generation (5G) technology in 2020
will fulfill increasing demands for short latency, high-speed connection, and ro-
bustness. Advanced capabilities are going to significantly expand the range of
business models. The major applications are expected to be machine-to-machine
and device-to-device type communications. For instance, 5G technology will en-
able communication between cars and the control of smart houses. Therefore, we
anticipate an even more dramatic increase in the number of connected devices
and data consumption after 2020.

To fulfill ever growing data usage demands cellular technologies are mov-
ing along the way of widening frequency bands, improving the spectral effi-
ciency, and utilization of MIMO technology. The other approach is to make use
of the fundamental principle of cellular networks – frequency reuse. The idea
implies the splitting of the coverage area into smaller areas or cells. It localizes
interference, allows less transmission power from base stations, and guarantees
higher network robustness. The cellular concept formed the basis of the princi-
ple referred to as heterogeneous networks. The fact is that the majority of mobile
traffic is generated indoors, i.e. within buildings and malls. Such locations re-
quire a macro-cell to an extra power in order to transmit the signal through the
concrete walls. Deployment of small cells – also known as pico-cells, micro-cells,
or femto-cells – within the buildings will enhance the performance of the network
in target areas while freeing the resources of a macro-cell. The disadvantage of
such a multi-layer approach is the massive infrastructure of cellular networks.

The constant cellular evolution leads to the growing complexity of network
infrastructure and increases operational expenses. Mobile operators already sup-
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port multiple standards, such as GSM, High Speed Packet Access (HSPA), and
LTE. As (Pingping et al., 2013) points out, modern cellular networks are faced
with the following three major challenges. The first is the efficient utilization of
radio resources. Then multi-RAT networks need to guarantee a decent quality
of wireless service regardless of the used RAT. The third task is to optimize and
simplify the coordination of complex cellular network architecture and provide
a seamless connection between different RATs. Thus, the management of multi-
RAT networks is a nontrivial task, which involves highly qualified human labor.
As a result, maintenance and operational expenditures remain high and increase
with further network evolution.

The economic component of network deployment and maintenance is a
complex term. The purchase price of network equipment depends upon the ven-
dor’s name and embedded proprietary functionality. However, this price is not
the main financial concern for mobile operators. Radio communication providers
deal with Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), which is the estimation of the total
expenses for a certain period of time. Usually, network equipment becomes ob-
solete and needs to be updated in five years. Therefore, TCO is analyzed over
a duration of five years. TCO combines three components, which are Capital
expenses (Capex), Implementation expenses (Impex), and Operating expenses
(Opex). Capex includes the market price of network equipment plus the neces-
sary materials and tools. In the case of a base station deployment, Capex also
covers network planning and other relevant activities. The actual installation of
network equipment is related to Impex. In the base station example, it includes
transportation and installation expenses. Besides, all the activities concerning the
initial configuration and launch are covered by Impex. Opex mainly consists of
operation and maintenance costs. These cover rental and electricity bills. Also,
Opex includes a bunch of activities like network optimization, replacement of
broken devices, necessary measurement campaigns, and other relevant aspects.
(Cassidian, 2013) points out that Opex is a substantial value, which may reach
80% of Capex.

2.3 Radio Networks Operation

Radio network operation is a continuous process aimed at monitoring and im-
proving a network performance. The process features centralized management
architecture, which is referred to as Operation, Administration, and Maintenance
(OAM). As (Hämäläinen et al., 2012) shows, the operation tasks are split between
network planning, network monitoring, and network optimization centers, see
Figure 5. Although, network operators intend to automate these procedures, hu-
man supervision is still required at each level. Network monitoring center regu-
lates Performance Monitoring (PM), Fault Management (FM), and Configuration
Management (CM) processes. PM collects measurements from different levels of
a radio network. The measurements are referred to as Key Performance Indica-
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tors (KPIs). The FM process detects failures and triggers alarms. Failure detection
involves the analysis of KPIs and depends on the experience of a human operator.
CM adjusts the network parameters for network optimization or troubleshooting.
As for planning and optimization, these departments focus on the improvement
of coverage and capacity characteristics while reducing Opex. This is achieved
by analyzing data received from the network monitoring center.

The planning department is engaged in the tasks related to rolling out a
network or the deployment of a base station. Important aspects in this process
are the policies of a communication provider regarding signal coverage, network
capacity, and service quality. Network validation follows the planning step. The
performance of newly deployed network is usually analyzed during drive test-
ing measurements. A more detailed overview of the planning and optimization
processes can be found in (Laiho et al., 2005).

Continuous network monitoring is needed to maintain and guarantee a
target level of provided service. For these purposes, the PM process collects
KPI measurements by multiple ways (Laiho et al., 2007). KPIs statistics can be
roughly divided into field, user equipment, and network equipment based mea-
surements. Drive tests are field measurements that are intended for performance
and signal coverage monitoring. The collected data is very important for network
optimization and constitutes a significant part of Opex. Field measurements are
carried out for troubleshooting or when radio environment changes due to ma-
jor construction. Note that drive testing campaigns are conducted by means of a
vehicle, which is equipped with measuring devices. Therefore, mobile operators
are missing the picture of indoor network performance. The indoor radio mea-
surements can be carried out by phone applications and sent to network manage-
ment centers. These user-level statistics mirror the provided service quality and
radio network performance. In its turn, a network equipment log contains de-
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tailed information, which is automatically collected during network operations.
These measurements allow the monitoring of conditions of network elements and
detecting changes. In the case of a hardware or software failure, detailed infor-
mation from network equipment logs serves for problem solving and root cause
analysis.

Failure management or troubleshooting is placed among network monitor-
ing tasks. Failure management functions encompass timely detection of network
faults or performance degradation and further reactions. Malfunctioning is de-
tected by direct network alarms, via the analysis of KPIs, or after multiple user
complaints. The next phase initiates necessary failure compensation, root cause
analysis, and repair actions. In the case of cell outage and the consequent arising
coverage issues, the most efficient compensation action is the adjustment of an-
tenna tilts of the neighboring base stations, see (Amirijoo et al., 2011). Root cause
analysis involves the detailed study of KPIs. Sometimes, a network operator may
even carry out drive tests if extra measurements are needed. The goal of the re-
pair work is to completely fix the problem. This action may require adjusting
parameters, repair, or even replacement of the network equipment.

The network optimization center aims to improve the systems performance.
The process is carried out via the continuous optimization of the network equip-
ment’s configuration. Firstly, KPIs are analyzed and the need for network re-
planning is assessed. After the reconfiguration, performance indicators evaluate
the efficiency of the optimization procedure. The necessity for the continuous
network optimization is explained by the following reasons. These are imperfect
planning of newly deployed network and radio environmental changes due to
construction.

2.4 Self-Organizing Networks Concept

High needs towards the automation of radio networks management are dictated
by the increasing complexity of the network architecture and demands for cost
reductions. In 2007 and 2008 the alliance of mobile operators NGMN introduced
a set of network use cases where the automation is desirable. The use cases are
related to typical network problems and are divided into planning, deployment,
optimization, and maintenance groups. NGMN activities and network automa-
tion research projects had an impact on the 3GPP standardization process. As a
result, 3GPP introduced the SON concept, which aims to optimize network man-
agement. In technical report (3GPP, 2011), 3GPP published a set of SON use cases
and solutions. They include coverage and capacity optimization, interference re-
duction, energy savings, and others. The SON concept and its requirements have
been under development since Release 8 onwards, see (3GPP, 2014b).

SON concept consists of three solutions, namely self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-healing (Hämäläinen et al., 2012). Self-configuration refers
to the automated configuration of the newly established networks. Self-optimiza-
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tion mechanism automatically adjusts network parameters in order to guarantee
high quality of service and reduce maintenance costs. The purpose of the self-
healing mechanism is to automatically detect and address network operation
problems, avoiding significant impact on subscribers’ experience and reducing
operational expenses.

The overall goal of SON is to automate network operation and to reduce
or completely exclude manual work. On one hand, the exclusion of manual op-
erations minimizes the risk of human error in everyday tedious tasks. On the
other hand, the automation of low-level management functions saves Opex and
enables network operators to focus on more significant tasks such as the design of
network policies. SON vision of the human role is providing high-level instruc-
tions and monitoring the network condition via KPIs.

The implementation of SON significantly impacts radio network architec-
ture. Changes of network conditions may require either immediate actions or
delicate analysis. For example, eNB SON functionality can immediately tackle
the problem of a cell outage and a consequent coverage hole by increasing sig-
nal powers of neighboring cells. Besides, SON functions can be implemented
in a core network. 3GPP is responsible for the standardization of radio mea-
surements, interfaces between network modules, and the fundamentals of self-
management system. The actual logic of SON algorithms is the responsibility of
network equipment vendors. As a result, cellular networks will leverage a mix-
ture of proprietary SON mechanisms within the unified hybrid SON architecture.

The scientific community demonstrates a high interest in the SON concept.
The list of related research projects includes Celtic GANDALF (2005-2006) (Alt-
man, 2006), EU FP7 E3 (2008-2009) (König, 2009), EU FP7 SOCRATES (2008-
2011) (Kürner and et al., 2010), and FP7 SEMAFOUR (2012-2015) (Willcock, 2015).
GANDALF project tackles automation and optimization problems in the envi-
ronment of 2G and 3G networks. Based on the self-organization principles, E3
focuses on the design and development of wireless network architecture for be-
yond 3G systems. SOCRATES focuses on self-optimization, self-configuration,
and self-healing methods in LTE radio networks. SEMAFOUR is the most recent
SON related research that finished in August 2015.

SEMAFOUR is a European project, which is the result of the collaboration
of research institutions and major telecommunication companies towards the au-
tomation of network planning and maintenance, (Willcock, 2015). The main trig-
ger of the project was the numerous number of SON solutions, which had been
under 3GPP standardization process or already in specifications. These solutions
had an unsystematic nature and mostly tackled problems of RAT layers. Under
the pressure of potential difficulties to handle numerous SON solutions the SE-
MAFOUR project was established. The project aims at the development of an
integrated self-management scheme that facilitates network management and re-
duces Opex. To achieve this aim SEMAFOUR formulates two major goals. The
first goal is to come up with common SON functions that support network con-
figuration and maintenance across different RATs and cell layers. The second one
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is to build a unified SON framework that enables an operator to fulfill perfor-
mance requirements for a heterogeneous network condition via developed com-
mon SON functions.

As a result, the SEMAFOUR project developed a unified self-management
system for the automated planning and maintenance of multi-RAT and multi-
layer networks, (Hahn and et al., 2015). Elaborating on major achievements,
the project proposes a transparent and effective SON mechanism, impacts on the
3GPP standardization process, and improves network performance and spectral
usage. The designed solutions were examined via extensive experiments on the
Hannover simulation scenario, (Rose et al., 2013). Simulations demonstrate mul-
tiple SON approaches developed within SEMAFOUR. For example, multi-layer
traffic steering approach enables to offload LTE traffic via a Wi-Fi network. User
steering approach predicts user mobility behavior and avoids unnecessary Han-
dovers (HOs). Sectorisation employs antenna beam steering to localize interfer-
ence and save energy. Dynamic spectrum allocation optimizes spectrum usage
across multiple RATs. Also, SEMFOUR addresses the problem of conflict avoid-
ance between SON functions.

Based on the conducted research and feedback from mobile operators,
SEMAFOUR provides future vision and key challenges for a unified
self-management system, see (Eisenblatter et al., 2013). Key challenges are cov-
ered by the following three topics. First, conflict diagnosis and conflict resolution
between the different SON functions executed in parallel. Second topic focuses
on the development of a mapping process from high-level objectives of a net-
work operation into particular SON functions. And third one is devoted to the
interpretation of global network policies through high-level objectives.

Communication technology companies already present business solutions
for self-management of radio networks. Nokia is one of the biggest players on
the market of SON solutions. Nokia Eden-NET solution presents automation for
network configuration, optimization, and healing operations. For more details
about implemented multi-vendor and multi-RAT functions visit (Nokia, 2015).

2.5 Minimization of Drive Tests

Drive tests are field measurements performed by mobile operators and aimed
at gathering network statistics about coverage, capacity, and quality of service.
Drive tests allow the finding of weak parts of the network and ways for per-
formance improvement. Hence, field measurements are essential for network
planning, optimization, and troubleshooting processes. Technically, drive tests
are carried out by means of special vehicles. The vehicles transport the mea-
suring equipment along the streets and roads. Global Positioning System (GPS)
receivers associate conducted radio measurements with actual geographic loca-
tions. As a result, a mobile operator obtains coverage map and network condi-
tion as a function of coordinates. Despite its benefits, a drive testing campaign
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features noticeable drawbacks. Drive tests miss radio signal measurements ev-
erywhere: pedestrian zones, buildings, and other car inaccessible spots are out
of scope. Also, drives tests constitute a valuable part of Opex because the tests
require manual work of qualified specialists and entail expenses related to the
usage of complex measuring devices. Optimization of Opex and limited reacha-
bility are the ruling factors for the innovation in collecting field measurements.

3GPP introduced MDT functionality in Release 10 (3GPP, 2014a). Release 10
responded to high demands of network operators for the automation of driven
tests (NGMN, 2007, 2008). The underlying idea is to employ user handsets for the
collection of network performance information. In 2010 NGMN alliance placed
MDT among the top 10 solutions to ensure network operation efficiency (NGMN,
2010). In opposite to traditional field measurements, MDT allows for the collec-
tion of network data throughout the whole map, including indoor and outdoor
locations.

The original emphasis of the MDT study was made on coverage optimiza-
tion, see (3GPP, 2010). Coverage represents signal strength at a particular point.
The space distribution of signal strength – coverage map – is a crucial aspect for
the assessment of network performance because it directly influences on service
quality. From a customer’s point of view, coverage maps are easy to interpret
and often play a key role in choosing a communication provider. Thus, the de-
velopment of solutions for coverage optimization received a high priority. The
common solution implies the detailed visualization of signal strength distribu-
tion over the network area. Signal strength distribution facilitates the detection
of areas with excessive, weak, or no coverage.

The further development of MDT assisted functionality involves mobility
optimization, capacity optimization, and quality of service verification (Hämäläi-
nen et al., 2012). An example of mobility solutions is the optimization of han-
dover parameters. At first, the analysis of MDT location information provides
users’ mobility patterns. Then, mobility patterns enable better configuration of
handover settings. Also, MDT facilitates capacity planning. The first step is to
identify the relationship between traffic flow and geographical location. The re-
lationship spots areas with high or increasing traffic usage. Then the deployment
of new base stations in these areas offloads busy network cells and improves
scheduling of radio resources. Besides, MDT verifies the quality of service. Ver-
ification gives the comparison between expected and actual quality indicators.
Significant discrepancies of the indicators may force a mobile operator to recon-
sider scheduling policies.

2.5.1 MDT Architecture

MDT architecture is built on top of a subscriber and equipment trace concept,
see (Hämäläinen et al., 2012). Tracing enables to keep track of all user activities
in a cellular network, see (3GPP, 2015d). 3GPP distinguishes two ways of trac-
ing activation: signaling based and management based. Signaling based trace
sessions monitor all activities of a chosen handset. Monitoring continues if the
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handset moves throughout the whole network area. Management based tracing
captures all users within a chosen area of several cells. This type of tracing is
activated when a new user comes into the specified area and is interrupted when
a user leaves the area. Both tracing approaches formed the basis for subscription
based MDT and area based MDT. Subscription based mechanism collects radio
network measurements of a particular user equipment. The user equipment is
identified by International Mobile Station Equipment Identity (IMEI) in a core
network. Area based MDT retrieves information of network conditions from all
active calls within a specified area. Both MDT mechanisms can be activated on
a mobile device only after obtaining a permission from a subscriber. The basis
of the current research is the analysis of measurements from multiple devices.
Therefore, the developed algorithm implies the utilization of area based MDT.

3GPP implements measurement and reporting procedures by immediate
MDT and logged MDT approaches, see (3GPP, 2015e). Immediate MDT or so
called online approach stands for the information collection from a mobile ter-
minal, when it is synchronized with RAN. This operating mode is referred to as
Radio Resource Control (RRC) connected mode. If a user device is in RRC idle
mode – the device is disconnected from the network – then field measurements
can be implemented over logged MDT or so called offline approach.

Immediate MDT and logged MDT approaches can be utilized for the man-
agement of area based MDT. Figure 6 illustrates the architecture of both ap-
proaches at high-level. OAM performs the original configuration of MDT settings
and distributes it by means of the trace functionality to RAN elements (3GPP,
2015e). RAN elements manage MDT settings on end-user devices via a control
plane. RNC nodes and eNBs configure and retrieve radio measurements from
user handsets in 3G and 4G networks correspondingly. If a handset is in RRC
connected mode, then user-level data is reported as soon as a triggering condi-
tion is met. Upon retrieving the data, RAN node adds a time stamp. Logged
MDT approach specifies the data collection process for a handset in idle mode.
MDT configuration is carried out when the handset is in connected state. While
being offline the handset measures network conditions and stores relevant infor-
mation in the memory. As soon as the user equipment returns to a connected
state, the stored information is reported to the RAN node. RAN nodes retrieve,
process, and send MDT measurements from mobile terminals to Trace Collection
Entity (TCE).

2.5.2 MDT Measurements

MDT configuration parameters extend the subscriber and equipment trace con-
cept, see (Hämäläinen et al., 2012). The configuration parameters define condi-
tions for data collection and reporting processes as well as the list of radio mea-
surements. The existing immediate MDT and logged MDT data management
schemes feature similarities, but also possess significant differences.

Data collection and reporting conditions are standardized in (3GPP, 2015e).
User-level measurements are triggered by either a network event or a periodic
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counter. Only online MDT approach performs event-based measurements. As
soon as an event-based measurement is taken, it is immediately sent to a base
station. The base station stores the received data item and assigns a time stamp
to it. Periodic-based measurements are carried out by both immediate MDT and
logged MDT. During a logged MDT session a user device stores the data with a
time stamp. The periodicity of measurements and validity of MDT configuration
parameters are defined by logging interval and logging duration. In the case of
immediate MDT, similar parameters are referred to as report interval and report
amount. For example, in LTE networks the time between two sequential reports
varies from 120 milliseconds up to 1 hour.

The current thesis makes use of immediate MDT scheme with the data col-
lection process triggered by network events, see (3GPP, 2015b). The reported
measurements represent timely ordered sequences, because a base station assigns
a time stamp upon receiving a data item. The sequential analysis of network
events underlies the proposed cell outage detection approach, see Section 3.5. In
simulations, we considered the following set of network events: ”A2 Enter”, ”A2
Leave”, ”A3”, ”HO Command Received”, ”HO Command Complete”, ”Physical
Layer Problem (PLP)”, and ”Radio Link Failure (RLF)”, see (3GPP, 2015b). Trig-
gering conditions for LTE events ”A2 Enter” and ”A2 Leave” are the Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP) of the serving cell becomes worse or better than
a specified threshold correspondingly. An ”A3” event occurs when the signal
power of a neighboring cell becomes offset better than the power of a serving cell.
”HO Command Received” and ”HO Command Complete” events are related to
a handover procedure. A sequence of ”out-of-sync” indications triggers a ”PLP”
event and starts a T310 or T313 timer. ”RLF” is reported upon expiry of these
timers. An ”out-of-sync” trigger criteria is either the quality of the dedicated ra-
dio channel becoming worse than the threshold or the last 20 transport blocks are
received incorrectly. As soon as one of the events occurs, a user device performs
a measurement procedure. An MDT parameter ”List of Measurements” indicates
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what kind of measurements should be taken, see (3GPP, 2015e). This list includes
such network characteristics as data volume, throughput, and signal power. In
the case of an LTE network the following measurements can be scheduled on a
user device:

– RSRP and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) measurement
– Power headroom
– Received interference power
– Data volume separately for downlink and uplink connections
– Scheduled IP throughput separately for downlink and uplink connections
– Any combination of aforementioned items

(3GPP, 2014c) enhances MDT report with information about RLFs and Handover
Failures (HOFs) experienced by a user equipment.

With the introduction of Release 11, 3GPP enriches MDT with location mea-
surement of a user device, see (Johansson et al., 2012). (Ericsson, 2011) lists LTE
positioning methods. The location can be presented as cell Identification (ID),
radio frequency fingerprinting, or geographical coordinates. Assisted Global Po-
sitioning System (A-GPS) provides the highest accuracy for outdoor positioning.
However, A-GPS is not supported by all handsets and features relatively high
power consumption.

MDT enables a mobile operator to employ field measurements in order to
improve a networks performance and reduce Opex. However, MDT technology
features noticeable drawbacks. Huge amount of field measurements pose addi-
tional challenges related to data management. Operators are needed to build data
centers, optimize information flows, and perform intelligent data analysis. Be-
sides, data collection and reporting processes impact on a user device battery life,
which is significantly valuable for modern smartphones. Furthermore, MDT is
not capable of completely replacing traditional drive tests, see (Baumann, 2014).
For example, a rolled out cellular network needs validation before being put into
operation.

2.6 Cell Outage Detection

Automatic detection of malfunctioning cells is part of the self-healing mechanism,
see (Hämäläinen et al., 2012). In general, cell outage takes place due multiple
reasons: hardware or software failures, external failures of power supply, erro-
neous configuration or even environmental changes. For instance, cell failure
can be caused by improper network planning, misconfiguration of multi-vendor
equipment, erroneous antenna tilt, or a software bug. Usually, the detection of
a malfunctioning cell is performed via the analysis of alarms, KPIs, or multiple
customer complaints.

Depending on the ability to provide a service, cell outage is roughly classi-
fied into three types: degraded, crippled, and catatonic, see (Cheung et al., 2006).
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The most difficult to detect is a degraded cell. A degraded cell is able to carry
network traffic, but not as much as a properly functioning cell. A crippled cell is
characterized by severely degraded performance, but still provides a service to
a few users. A cell which experiences complete inoperability is referred to as a
catatonic cell.

A sleeping cell is a cell outage type, which is invisible for network operators
via traditional alarms (Hämäläinen et al., 2012). This peculiarity makes a sleeping
cell problem a very challenging task. Usually, this special type of a cell outage
becomes visible after drive tests, via the detailed analysis of KPIs, or even due
to user complaints. (Xiaojin, 2012) distinguishes the following failure scenarios
resulting in the appearance of a sleeping cell. These are physical channel failures,
Cell/LTE base station failures, and transport channel failures.

With the introduction of MDT functionality, it became possible to collect
user-level statistics from regular user devices. Such an approach provides much
larger volumes of data to be analyzed and poses problems related to data man-
agement schemes. In order to process enormous user-level measurements data
mining techniques look as a very promising tool. One of the major use cases is
the human free detection of cell outage. Corresponding anomaly detection algo-
rithms are proposed and analyzed in the number of papers.

Advanced data mining and machine learning techniques are carried out for
the detection of cell outage in publications (Chernogorov et al., 2011; Turkka et
al., 2012). The approach in (Chernogorov et al., 2011) analyzes the data set of
signal strength and quality measurements reported by mobile terminals. These
measurements contain both serving and neighboring cell measurements in an
LTE network according to MDT. Advanced data mining techniques exhibit the
ability to reveal latent abnormal behavior in the high dimensional data set of
measurements. Thus, the developed approach pinpoints a problematic cell in the
network. In (Turkka et al., 2012) the same approach is extended by targeting to
find similarities between periodical measurements and reports related to failures
happening at the radio link. The investigated solution enables to substantially
increase the number of samples, which indicate the existence of a problem in
specific cells. Thus, more reliable and fast detection is achieved.

In a series of scientific articles Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) researchers
solely and later in a cooperation with a group from Stanford Research Insti-
tute (SRI) address the problem of automatic cell outage detection and root cause
analysis in LTE networks. The key outcome is the design and development of
anomaly detection and diagnosis framework for mobile network operators. The
underlying idea is the analysis of channel quality degradation through cell-wise
profiles of network KPIs. If the deviation of a KPI profile from normal behav-
ior is detected, then an alarm is raised. The deviation may be caused by the
degradation of cell performance or a cell outage; hence, even small deteriora-
tions can be identified. When the framework detects a malfunctioning cell, then
root cause analysis is performed. Root cause analysis involves an automatic in-
vestigation of problem KPIs and diagnosis regarding failure reasons. To be fully
automated the diagnosis process learns numerous decisions of human experts.
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In (Nováczki and Szilágyi, 2011) Nováczki and Szilágyi utilize Channel Quality
Indicators (CQIs) reported by user devices as KPIs. The designed framework is
evaluated in simulated LTE environment. Paper (Szilágyi and Nováczki, 2012)
considers three KPIs and tackles arising problems regarding fault management.
Nováczki and Szilágyi utilize 12 KPIs and demonstrate the capabilities of their in-
telligent system on 70 cells in live 3G network over 180 days, see (Nováczki and
Szilágyi, 2012). All further investigations regarding the automatic detection and
diagnosis framework are conducted on real 3G network data. (Nováczki, 2013)
makes one more step in the improvement of the profile and anomaly detection
modules of the framework. (Ciocarlie et al., 2013) is the first collaborative result
of NSN and SRI. The paper proposes an ensemble method that assigns weights
and combines different anomaly detection algorithms, which include an empiri-
cal cumulative distribution function, support vector machine, and autoregressive
integrated moving average. With the optimized weights the ensemble method
outperforms any other single algorithm. (Ciocarlie et al., 2014b) demonstrates
the feasibility of the framework implementation in a real network composed of
10 cells and estimates the execution time of key processes. As for training and
testing of the framework, the corresponding times are insufficient. The detection
delays are estimated in hours. The practical deployment involves configuration
of parameters like observation window size, acceptable false rates, and others.
(Ciocarlie et al., 2014a) is the next step towards the practical deployment of the
intelligent framework. The paper introduces a platform that enables a network
operator to visualize and adjust modules of the developed anomaly detection
and diagnosis framework. Based on the designed framework, (Ciocarlie et al.,
2014a) proposes SON verification system. The system aims to coordinate and
avoid possible conflicts of automatic network management processes.

An important factor for data-driven approaches is the amount of available
data. During nighttime or in rural areas the number of users is significantly
smaller than during the daytime in a city. In (Mueller et al., 2008) Muller et al.
consider the scarcity factor for the detection of antenna gain failure. The pro-
posed algorithm employs statistical classification techniques, which are utilized
to construct graphs from UE reports of neighboring cell patterns. Changes in
the constructed graphs served as indicators of a cell outage. The algorithm is
evaluated in a system level simulator for a macro-cell scenario. Although, the an-
tenna failure detection approach shows good performance, a detection error rate
increases with the decreasing number of active users.

Scarce user statistics is also a distinct feature of small or femto-cells. Small
cells will be deployed by regular users without any planning, what potentially
leads to the high probability of misconfiguration and malfunctioning of the net-
work equipment. As long as the wide spread of small cells is expected in the near
future, the development of appropriate self-healing algorithms is of high impor-
tance. (Wang et al., 2011) proposes a cell-aware transfer scheme for femto-cell
outage detection. In order to overcome the problem of scarce data, neighbor-
ing femto-cells share information between each other. Each femto-cell weights
the coming flow of information from surrounding units. The optimal choice of
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weights allows achieving higher accuracy than traditional methods. (Wang et
al., 2014) introduces a cooperative femto-cell outage detection framework. The
self-healing function employs trigger and detection mechanisms, which process
spatially and temporally correlated user statistics. The trigger phase utilizes col-
laborative filtering to analyze correlated measurements and to initiate the detec-
tion mechanism. During the detection phase an original cooperative detection
rule pinpoints the problem small cell. The developed framework demonstrates
low communication overhead and high detection accuracy.

The original thesis tackles the problem of RACH failure, which belongs
to the group of physical channel failures, see (Xiaojin, 2012). RACH is a con-
stitutional part of LTE uplink transport and physical levels, see (3GPP, 2015a).
According to this specification random access procedure is deployed for initial
access, radio resource connection protocol re-establishment, uplink synchroniza-
tion, and handover. When RACH failure occurs, it prevents a user device from
establishing a connection or making a handover to the malfunctioning cell. How-
ever, the problem cell still carries traffic for those users who were connected be-
fore the failure has occurred. Since, only a few users notice the problem the cell
belongs to impaired outage type. Due to mobility, users leave the malfunctioning
area and the cell becomes catatonic. Typically, RACH problem would be detected
only after a long observation time or after multiple user complaints. Thus, a
timely detection of RACH failures is an important issue in LTE networks.

The detection of a sleeping cell relies on the detailed analysis of network
KPIs (MDT measurements), because traditional alarms are not raised. Manual
analysis of KPIs is a tedious, error-prone, and expensive process. This thesis em-
ploys data mining, which is an intelligent approach for data discovery. Usually,
a data mining algorithm requires setting thresholds for decision making. Setting
a threshold is a key aspect in the algorithm’s adjustment process. A non-optimal
threshold may lead to a high false alarm rate or high misdetection rate. A high
false alarm rate requires additional network examinations, which increase Opex.
A high misdetection rate decreases quality of service and is potentially dangerous
for an operator’s revenue.



3 DATA MINING

We live in a world, where a vast amount of digital data – also called big data –
is collected from different sources every day. As reported by McKinsey Global
Institute (Manyika et al., 2011) the analysis of such big data brings forth business
competition to the next level of innovation and productivity. Therefore, the ex-
traction and interpretation of hidden patterns in data sets is of great importance.
Data mining is a modern tool that aims to discover meaningful knowledge from
large data sets and prediction trends. Data mining offers not only a retrospec-
tive view on a business process, but also enables humans to develop a successful
market strategy.

This chapter presents the origins of ”data mining” term. The next section
considers problems that are addressed by data mining techniques. The following
section illustrates knowledge discovery and databases processes. The chapter is
concluded by a detailed description of developed cell outage detection frame-
work.

3.1 Origins

”Data mining” originates in the 80s, when it was introduced and utilized within
a research community (Coenen, 2011). The term itself is misleading, because it
refers to the extraction or ”mining” of knowledge from data. Nevertheless, the
”data mining” term entered the scientists’ jargon, unlike the more appropriate
and verbose name ”knowledge mining from data”.

Piatetsky-Shapiro coined the term KDD, which was the name for KDD work-
shop in 1989. Nowadays, KDD refers to the whole analysis process introduced
by Fayyad et al (Fayyad et al., 1996b,a). Data mining, in its turn, is defined as the
component of KDD process and deals with the exploration of inner patterns in
databases. Besides that KDD is concerned about the evaluation and interpreta-
tion of discovered patterns. Although, exact meanings of KDD and data mining
terms differ from each other, often they are used interchangeably in the litera-
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ture. In this dissertation I utilize KDD and data mining as synonyms, if it is not
specified.

Hand et al in their book (Hand et al., 2001) give the following definition of
data mining:

Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected relation-
ships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the
data owner.

Data mining computational methods find themselves in the intersection of classi-
cal statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning (Kotu and Deshpande,
2015). Data mining as a whole knowledge discovery process also involves many
disciplines, such as databases, data cleaning, visualization, exploratory analysis,
and performance evaluation. KDD leverages the solutions of these disciplines to
benefit in different domains, such as business, medicine, and others.

3.2 Methods

Data mining techniques are categorized into supervised, semi-supervised, and
unsupervised methods. Supervised method learns the relationship between the
input items and their target values. Then the model predicts values for previ-
ously unknown data. Learning is completed with the help of a training data set,
where the mapping between input records and output values is provided. Unlike
the supervised approach, the unsupervised technique is fed by unknown train-
ing data and looks for the hidden rules and patterns between the input records.
Also data scientists identify semi-supervised learning, which is similar to a super-
vised one. In this case, only a portion of training samples is labeled; hence, these
samples have corresponding target values. Semi-supervised learning takes place
when the data preparation – labeling of all training samples – is an expensive,
time consuming, or even unrealizable task.

Data mining aims to discover existing patterns and predict possible trends.
Thus, data mining methods can be roughly split into predictive and descriptive
groups. As in (Kotu and Deshpande, 2015) I categorize the predictive group into
classification, time series forecasting, regression, and anomaly detection meth-
ods. As for the descriptive group, it is broken into clustering and association
analysis methods, see Figure 7.

Predictive:

– Classification aims to categorize unseen input data records into known
classes. The assignment model or classifier learns from the training
data set, where the relationship between records and classes is pro-
vided.

– Time series forecasting predicts the future value of a target function
based on the previously observed measurements.
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FIGURE 7 Data mining methods

– Regression aims to predict numerical values for input data records. The
mapping function learns from the training data set, where the relation-
ship between records and their values is known.

– Anomaly detection extracts points or outliers that are considerably dif-
ferent from the rest manifold of data points.

Descriptive:

– Clustering identifies manifolds of points – called clusters – with similar
properties or behaviors.

– Association analysis discovers relationships between records within the
same data set.

The research work conducted for the actual thesis addresses anomaly detection
task. To solve the task we utilized supervised learning, because training data
set consists of the entries of the same class – normal or anomaly free items. The
developed data-driven solution is briefly described in the following sections.

3.3 Knowledge Discovery in Databases Process

Data mining is not only about computational methods that retrieve hidden de-
pendencies, but it also embraces data preparation, interpretation of results, and
other steps. This nontrivial process is described in different standards. In ac-
cordance with Knowledge Discovery nuggets (KDnuggets) survey (KDnuggets,
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2014) in 2014 the most popular methodologies utilized for data analysis are Cross-
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM); Sample, Explore, Mod-
ify, Model, and Assess (SEMMA); and KDD. SEMMA and CRISP-DM are indus-
trial standards. KDD is more traditional and academic in approach. Although,
these methodologies are used by specialists from different spheres, they essen-
tially follow the same principle of sequential and iterative data analysis, as it is
shown in (Azevedo and Santos, 2008). In my research I leverage KDD process,
because it is common knowledge discovery approach in academia.

KDD is a nontrivial process, which aims to reveal hidden patterns and ex-
tract useful information from data. Fayyad in his model (Fayyad et al., 1996a,b)
defines data mining as a particular step in the whole exploratory analysis. Data
mining refers to the set of computational methods that extract valuable patterns
from original data. Additionally, KDD process is concerned about manipulation
with massive data, scaling algorithms for better performance, proper interpreta-
tion of retrieved information, and human interaction with the overall process.

KDD process is a sequential analysis that includes the following steps: selec-
tion, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and information interpretation
steps, see Figure 8. However, this sequential knowledge extraction approach may
involve iterations, because at any point the data analyst can change settings and
repeat previous steps again. Thus, the basic KDD sequence may include loops.
The knowledge exploration process starts with the development of necessary the-
oretical and practical background in the application domain. The understanding
of relevant knowledge is important to achieve customer’s goals. Here you have
the short overview of the following KDD steps:

Selection It implies the selection of the target data set. The target data set refers
to a set of items or data sources, which relationships and inner patterns are going
to be discovered. Often the set of available data sources or records is redundant or
uninformative. It is the work of data scientists to select the most relevant sources
for the solution of the customer’s problem.
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Preprocessing The quality of the selected data is often inappropriate for fur-
ther analysis, because of multiple reasons. Outliers (records featuring infeasible
or abnormal values), missing variables, or high level of noise during the mea-
surements require special data strategies – or preprocessing – for handling these
issues. This list also comprises the merging of data from multiple sources and
converting the values into correct formats.

Transformation The preprocessed data is described by a number of features.
This imposes many difficulties to find the perfect combination of them, in or-
der to solve the original problem. Transformation projects an original data into
a low dimensional space – embedded space – and includes linear and nonlin-
ear method. The reduced set of embedded features allows visual inspection and
facilitates the further mining of knowledge.

Data mining The core element of the KDD process is the data mining phase,
which includes several steps. Depending on the customer’s goal, a specific data
mining task is chosen – classification, anomaly detection, or other, see Section 3.2.
Then a human specialist selects the most suitable calculation method for retrieval
of information. This is done by matching the peculiarities of existing methods
and ultimate goals. Finally, the chosen data mining algorithm is executed to
search for underlying patterns and valuable knowledge.

Interpretation/Evaluation The final step of the KDD process is interpretation
and evaluation of the retrieved information. This step involves techniques for vi-
sual analysis and a number of performance metrics. The correct interpretation of
results is important, because it allows checking assumptions and tuning parame-
ters of preceding KDD components.

Finally, the discovered hidden patterns and designed KDD algorithm may
be integrated into an existing business model. The possible usage scenarios en-
compass reporting and prediction, optimization and automation of the business
processes.

3.4 Modeling

In data mining, modeling is the creation of a model that represents relation-
ship between data and underlying knowledge. Figure 9 illustrates the model-
ing of predictive and descriptive data mining; however, descriptive techniques
lack testing data set. Evaluation step presents in predictive and descriptive tech-
niques. The evaluation is needed to build a stable model and to avoid the over-
fitting and underfitting phenomena (Kotu and Deshpande, 2015). Overfitting is
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FIGURE 9 Data mining methods

referred to as memorization of training data, what causes significant under per-
formance on unseen data. Underfitting occurs when the level of generalization
of the build model is too high and the model fails to capture detail.

3.5 Cell Outage Detection Framework

The developed cell outage detection framework is illustrated in Figure 10. This
approach leverages the KDD process (see Section 3.3) and successfully pinpoints
a sleeping cell (see Section 2.6), as it is demonstrated in the included articles. The
detection of the sleeping cell is carried out in two phases. The first phase is re-
ferred to as training. During the training process, the overall scheme is fed by a
normal data set. Normal data is the data that reflects the regular – failure free –
network behavior. The detection framework extracts the profile of normal data
and learns the necessary decision boundaries and parameters. The second phase
is testing. This time the framework processes a new data set and assigns outage
scores to the network cells. These scores explain a current network state. The
higher the outage score, the more abnormal the behavior exhibited by a particu-
lar cell. Besides, the proposed framework is able to make strict decisions about
cells’ operability, i.e. label cell as ”normal” or ”broken”. The necessary decision
threshold learns during the training phase.

In a nutshell, to identify a broken cell the proposed framework explores
MDT logs, reported by Mobile Terminals (MTs). Data mining analysis extracts
anomalous MTs – MTs, whose logs deviate from normal behavior. Then anoma-
lous MTs are mapped on the network topology. The area with a high concentra-
tion of anomalous MTs is considered problematic.

The proposed cell outage detection framework is designed in accordance
with KDD standard, which involves selection, preprocessing, transformation,
data mining, and interpretation or evaluation steps. The selection step is straight-
forward and simply extracts target data – data to be processed – from MDT logs.
A target data instance includes a time stamp and MT coordinate, information
about triggered LTE network event and target cell. As long as data instances are
ordered in time, our framework employs algorithms for the analysis of sequential
data. The detailed description of the subsequent steps is given in the following
paragraphs.
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FIGURE 10 Cell outage detection framework

Preprocessing The preprocessing step is carried out during the training and
testing phases. It employs sliding window and N-gram analysis methods for the
processing of sequential data. Sliding window is a technique for slicing data in-
stances into smaller pieces, which can be considered as separate units. When MT
makes a call or data is transmitted, then a sequence of LTE network events is
triggered, see Section 2.5.2. Due to the random nature of these connections the
sequences have different lengths. Sliding window slices each sequence into sub-
sequences by a segment – window – with a predefined size and step. Large win-
dow hides abnormal behavior of subsequences; whereas, the small one provides
too much extensive granularity. Also, slicing performs length-wise normalization
and localizes subsequences on the map. N-gram is a feature selection algorithm
utilized for the analysis of sequential data. Sequential data is data with instances
ordered in time or space. N-gram finds itself in many applications. For example,
this algorithm is used for the analysis of whole-genome protein sequences (Gana-
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pathiraju et al., 2002), for computer virus detection (Choi et al., 2011), and in many
other fields.

N-gram analysis decomposes subsequences provided by sliding window
method into small pieces. This new representation is stored in a feature vec-
tor. The feature vector conveys frequencies of how often each particular N-gram
happens in the original subsequence. The number of elements of the feature vec-
tor is defined as all possible permutations of size N of unique instances in the
considered data set. The higher N is chosen, the more elaborate the description
of the original data is obtained. The detailed description of the original data is
potentially beneficial for the performance of data mining algorithm. However,
the increase of N raises both the dimensionality of the feature space and com-
putational complexity. Thus, the choice of N is a tradeoff between the overall
algorithm performance and computational efficiency. In this study N = {1, 2}.
For the sake of clarity, let’s apply N-gram to the string ’atadata’. Then 1-gram
analysis of ’atadata’ is

1-gram a d t
Frequency 4 1 2

and 2-gram analysis of ’atadata’ is

2-gram aa ad at da dd dt ta td tt
Frequency 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 0

Transformation High dimensional data requires extra computational resources.
To save the resources transformation carries out dimensionality reduction. Di-
mensionality reduction extracts the most meaningful features from the matrix
provided by the preprocessing step. The designed data mining framework maps
the manifold of points into a low dimensional space – embedded space – with the
help of Minor Component Analysis (MCA) and model order selection algorithm
Ration of Adjacent Eigenvalues (RAE). RAE chooses the actual components for
embedded space. It is worth noting that If the KDD process uses 1-gram analysis,
then the dimensionality reduction component is excluded.

Embedded space is composed of the subset of eigenvectors of covariance
matrix of the training data set. MCA forms embedded space out of the eigenvec-
tors with the smallest eigenvalues or minor components. The formal and elabo-
rate derivation of eigenvectors and eigenvalues is proposed in (Josse et al., 2011).
The splitting point between the smallest and the highest eigenvalues is chosen by
RAE, see (Cong et al., 2012). RAE defines the splitting point as the index of the
maximum value of the ratio of adjacent eigenvalues. Minor components learn
once while training and utilized during training and testing phases.

Data Mining The developed data-driven framework extracts anomalous sub-
sequences or points from the data set; hence, anomaly detection task is solved.
Firstly, a data mining algorithm assigns anomaly scores to points. Secondly,
points having the largest anomaly scores are classified by a decision threshold
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as ”anomalous”, others are treated as ”normal”. Assuming that the normal –
anomaly free – data set is provided, the supervised learning technique is carried
out. The necessary decision threshold is learned during the training phase. The
threshold is set such that n% of training points are labeled as ”normal”, while
others are ”anomalous”. Then the threshold is applied to training data set.

In the conducted research I applied and compared different anomaly detec-
tion methods, because it is a key element of the KDD scheme, see Figure 10. These
methods encompass distance (k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), (Angiulli and Pizzuti,
2002)) and cluster (FindCBLOF, (He et al., 2003)), centroid distance (glssom, (Ko-
honen et al., 2001)) and probabilistic based techniques (Local-Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) (Indyk and Motwani, 1998), Probabilistic Anomaly Detection (PAD) (Mutz
et al., 2006)). Comparison involves the analysis of theoretical computational com-
plexities and traditional performance metrics, such as Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) and Precision Recall (PR) curves (Davis and Goadrich, 2006).

Interpretation/Evaluation Interpretation/Evaluation step infers the current
condition of a mobile cellular network based on subsequences of LTE network
events, see Section 2.5.2. Each LTE event is associated with network cell ID in
accordance with either the MT location or MT target cell. Then a post-processing
method assigns outage scores to each cell. The higher the outage score, the more
abnormal behavior is shown by a particular cell. Cell outage histogram and net-
work outage map presents a visual interpretation of cell outage scores, see Fig-
ure 11. To make a strict decision about down cells a cell-wise threshold learns
during the training phase and is applied to the testing data set, see Figure 12. In
this study the threshold is equal to the cell-wise mean plus three standard devia-
tions of outage scores. The optimal choice of the decision boundary is the matter
of future research. To evaluate developed post-processing methods we propose
traditional and heuristic performance metrics.

Introduced post-processing methods assign outage scores to network cells.
Post-processing methods are grouped into deviation and non-deviation ones. De-
viation methods separately calculate cell outage scores for sets of all training and
”anomalous” testing subsequences. Then these vectors are subtracted from each
other, and a normalized result provides the final estimate. Non-deviation meth-
ods utilize only ”anomalous” testing subsequences to calculate cell outage scores.
The low-level description of post-processing methods is presented below.

Subsequences of LTE events are used to calculate cell outage scores. Firstly,
LTE events are associated with cell IDs by means of either coordinates or target
cell features reported in MDT logs. Afterwards, post-processing methods con-
sider adjacent pairs of LTE events within one subsequence. A pair of events can
be related to the same cell or to two different cells. Hence, post-processing meth-
ods are classified into residing (a pair of events related to the same cell) and sym-
metry (a pair of events related to different cells) methods. The residing method
leverages the property of uneven distribution of event pairs over cells. It implies
that the number of event pairs residing in a cell depends upon whether the cell
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FIGURE 11 Visualization of cell outage detection

is operating or broken. The symmetry property, in its turn, implies that the num-
ber of incoming and outgoing event pairs of the same kind is roughly equal for a
normal cell. However, this property does not hold in the presence of a sleeping
cell. The difference between the number of incoming and outgoing event pairs
serves as an estimate of cell operability. Then regardless a residing or symmetry
method is chosen, the estimated numbers – one number for each cell – are nor-
malized by the number of considered subsequences. Thus, at this point we have
a vector of scores corresponding to the network cells. The next step is called am-
plification. As long as ”anomalous” testing subsequences are localized within the
actual sleeping cell and its vicinity, the neighboring cells get unfairly high scores.
An amplification procedure lowers this effect and enhances the score of the sleep-
ing cell. Practically, the score of each cell is divided by the sum of scores of other
cells, but not its neighbors. The vector of amplified scores is normalized by the
sum of these scores and multiplied by 100. The normalized vector of amplified
scores is referred to as cell outage scores, which range from 0 to 100.

KDD framework evaluates the quality of cell outage detection by making
use of traditional performance metrics: accuracy, precision, F-measure, True Pos-
itive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR), False Positive Rate (FPR), ROC curve,
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FIGURE 12 Cell-wise decision threshold

and PR curve, as it is specified in (Davis and Goadrich, 2006). The listed metrics
are derived from elements of coincidence matrix: True Positive (TP), False Posi-
tive (FP), False Negative (FN), and True Negative (TN). TP denotes the case when
an impaired cell has been successfully detected. TN occurs when a cell has been
correctly identified as normal. FP stands for the case when a normal cell has been
recognized as broken. FN is the case when a malfunctioning cell has been labeled
as normal. The elements of coincidence matrix directly depend on the chosen
cell-wise decision threshold. The higher the threshold is set, the less FPs occur
and the other way around.

Before describing other utilized performance evaluation criteria, there is a
need to introduce an ideal cell outage detection algorithm. If a cellular network
is functioning normally, then the ideal algorithm assigns equal outage scores to
all cells. Due to normalization such a vector of scores is composed of 100/Ncells
values, where Ncells is the number of cells in the network. In the case of a mal-
functioning scenario, the ideal algorithm assigns an outage score of 100 to the
sleeping cell and zero values to the rest of the cells. Figure 13 illustrates cell out-
age histograms for normal and problem (cell 1 fails) scenarios.

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and an original heuristic metric are ad-
ditional ways for the performance evaluation. Both criteria estimate the devia-
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FIGURE 13 Cell outage histograms of the ideal algorithm

tion of cell outage scores of a post-processing algorithm from the ideal vector of
scores. RMSE measures the root of Euclidean distance between vectors of ideal
outage scores and scores estimated by a post-processing algorithm. The devel-
oped heuristic metric maps the vector of outage scores to a point in a heuristic
space. The heuristic performance is equal to the Euclidean distance between two
points related to the ideal solution and a proposed post-processing algorithm.
The heuristic space is defined a coordinate plane (”cumulative standard devi-
ation”; ”sleeping cell magnitude”). A ”sleeping cell magnitude” coordinate is
measured as the highest value among cell outage scores and can reach 100 due
to normalization. A ”cumulative standard deviation” coordinate is equal to the
standard deviation of cell outage scores, except the highest one. There are two
points of interest corresponding to the ideal solutions on the heuristic plane. The
first point [0; 100/Ncells] is the mapping of cell outage histogram of normal net-
work scenario, see Figure 13a. The second point [0; 100] refers to the problem
scenario, see Figure 13b. Note that RMSE and heuristic metrics represent the
distance from a proposed solution to the ideal one. Therefore, the smaller the
distance, the better the performance of a cell failure detection algorithm.



4 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

The main contribution of this research is the design and analysis of a framework,
which automatically detects impaired cells. Such automatic functionality enables
mobile operators to increase network robustness and decrease maintenance costs.
The proposed framework utilizes novel data collection and data processing ap-
proaches, namely, data mining algorithms analyze MDT measurements reported
by MTs. The developed knowledge discovery approach is verified and evalu-
ated via multiple experiments in LTE/LTE-A system level simulator, which runs
macro-cell and wrap-around network scenarios.

The study deals with malfunctioning cells, which are invisible for network
operators via traditional alarms and are referred to as sleeping cells. Usually, op-
erators detect sleeping cells after multiple client complaints or after the detailed
analysis of drive tests measurements. The considered cell outage is caused by a
failure in random access procedure. Due to this outage MTs are not able to es-
tablish a connection or to make a handover to the problem cell. However, the
cellular network still services MTs, which had been synchronized with the bro-
ken cell before the problem occurred. Thus, with full signal coverage there is a
lack of connectivity. This characteristic of RACH failure makes it a challenging
problem.

The developed cell outage detection framework successfully detects a sleep-
ing cell, without the need for expensive drive tests. The main findings of the
research have been presented in six scientific articles. The articles can be split
into two categories. PI and PV consider feasibility of the original idea and de-
sign KDD process for cell outage detection framework. The rest of the articles
carry out elaborate analysis of the key components of the proposed data mining
approach. The following subchapters exhibit the posed research problems and
summarize the results.
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4.1 Feasibility and Design of Cell Outage Detection Framework

4.1.1 Research Problem

PI and PV consider the problem of automatic detection of malfunctioning cells
in LTE/LTE-A cellular networks. In practice hardware or software failures cause
partial or complete degradation of cell performance. Most of the studies are fo-
cused on cell outages due to antenna gain failure or non-optimal network plan-
ning. We deal with the degradation of network service caused by RACH failure.
Unlike the traditional failure cases, RACH failure does not cause signal coverage
holes and therefore poses additional challenges for network operators. The other
major objective of the research is to employ data mining techniques and user-
level statistics to identify broken cells. The research questions to be answered
are:

– RQI: Feasibility of the detection of a malfunctioning cell by means of user-
level statistics and data mining techniques.

– RQII: Design of KDD based cell outage detection framework via user-level
statistics.

4.1.2 Results

The paper PI introduces an original data mining framework for cell outage de-
tection in LTE/LTE-A networks. The essence of the idea is to analyze sequences
of measurements reported by MTs. At first N-gram algorithm transforms these
sequences or items into feature vectors. Then dimensionality reduction and
anomaly detection techniques end up with outlier items – the items, whose be-
havior significantly deviates from the majority. The extracted set of abnormal
sequences reveals the location of the malfunctioning cell.

Journal article PV refines the original idea and describes in detail the pro-
posed KDD approach and experimental settings. The KDD preprocessing step
is complemented with the sliding window approach, which serves for the nor-
malization of the examined sequences. As compared to PI, major improvements
affect interpretation/evaluation step of the KDD process. Here we offer different
post-processing techniques and compare their performances. The comparison
is based on classical data mining metrics, such as precision, accuracy, and ROC
curve.

The developed data mining framework processes MDT logs. The results
demonstrate reliable, timely, and automatic detection of cells experiencing RACH
failure in LTE networks.
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4.2 Analysis of Cell Outage Detection Framework

4.2.1 Research Problems

Data mining framework introduced in our earlier publication PI exploits the KDD
process: selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and interpreta-
tion/evaluation steps. With an aim to improve computational complexity and
framework’s performance, we independently examine key KDD components and
the whole model under different conditions.

Paper PII considers preprocessing and transformation steps of the devel-
oped KDD framework. The preprocessing step exploits N-gram analysis and
maps input data on a feature space. The optimal choice of N is a nontrivial task,
that requires finding a compromise. High N preserves more information about
the original data and enables one to distinguish better between input items. At
the same time, high value of N increases the dimensionality of the feature space
and poses the curse of dimensionality problem. The problem is usually tackled
by dimensionality reduction techniques. However, in our model the dimension-
ality reduction is unnecessary if N is equal to 1. Thus, the goal is to optimize the
parameter N in N-gram analysis with respect to the complexity and performance
of cell outage detection framework.

Paper PIII examines data mining step of the developed KDD framework.
Data mining component is the heart of the proposed cell outage detection ap-
proach. In this paper we are aiming to compare multiple supervised learning
algorithms, which address the anomaly detection task. The essence of the data
mining process is, firstly, the discovering of the profile and properties of a normal
data set. Afterwards, the trained algorithm assigns anomaly scores and labels in-
put data records during the testing phase. The main challenge of this study is to
enhance the detection quality of impaired cells, while preserving low time com-
plexity of both training and testing phases.

Paper PIV considers the interpretation/evaluation step of the developed
KDD framework and takes into account location measurement noise. The frame-
work utilizes MTs’ locations to detect a malfunctioning cell. Although, it is bene-
ficial to know the exact coordinates of MTs, that much high accuracy is unachiev-
able in practice. 3GPP Release 9 standardized different positioning methods,
which provide estimates within meters and hundred meters of error range. In
this regard we tackle the question how the positioning accuracy of measurements
impacts on the performance of the developed approach.

Paper PVI discovers the influence of the data set size on the performance of
the cell outage detection approach. As long as the developed framework collects
user-level statistics, the density of MTs in a cellular network is of major impor-
tance – the more data available, the more reliable the estimation of the network
behavior is provided. The density of active users in modern cellular networks
varies as a function of time and location. For instance, traffic at night is signif-
icantly lower than during the day; also, network usage in urban areas is much
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higher than in rural ones. Besides, the future appearance of heterogeneous net-
works poses one more significant use case – malfunctioning of small cells. The
malfunctioning of small cells is likely to happen more frequently than the fail-
ure of macro-cells, because small cells are going to be deployed by end users.
Therefore, the main focus of paper PVI is to evaluate the proposed data mining
approach under different densities of active users.

The following research questions summarize the aforementioned problems:

– RQIII: Optimize parameter N in N-gram analysis with respect to the com-
plexity and performance of cell outage detection framework.

– RQIV: Examine different data mining algorithms in order to enhance the
detection quality of impaired cells, while preserving the low computational
complexity of KDD framework.

– RQV: What is the positioning accuracy impact of user-level measurements
on the performance of cell outage detection framework?

– RQVI: How does the density of user devices influence on the performance
of cell failure identification approach in LTE/LTE-A networks?

4.2.2 Results

Paper PII optimizes parameter N in N-gram analysis with respect to the com-
plexity and performance of cell outage detection framework. Parameter N has a
significant impact on time and space complexity of the approach. Results demon-
strate that N = 2, as opposed to N = 1, more efficiently distinguishes between
normal and outlier sequences of LTE events, but leads to higher dimensionality of
feature space. The latest raises the need for dimensionality reduction. However,
the advantage of high dimensional feature space is mitigated by the following
components of our KDD model. Paper PII concludes that N = 1 as compared
to N = 2 exhibits significantly lower space and computational complexity, while
the overall framework performance is comparable.

The key element of the introduced KDD framework is a data mining pro-
cedure. Paper PIII makes use of different data mining techniques to enhance
the detection quality of impaired cells and to preserve low computational com-
plexity of the KDD framework. For that purpose we leverage and compare the
following anomaly detection methods: distance based (k-NN), centroid distance
based (Self-Organizing Map (SOM)), and statistic based (PAD, LSH). Practical
comparison involves analysis of ROC and PR curves. Also, we present theo-
retical estimations of time complexities for the training and testing phases. The
paper PIII concludes that PAD overtakes the other data mining methods when
comparing ROC and PR curves. However, the cell outage detection quality of the
framework insignificantly depends on the performance of the anomaly detection
algorithm. The main reason is post-processing methods mitigate the differences
between data mining algorithms.

Paper PIV discovers the impact of the location accuracy of MT measure-
ments on the performance of the cell outage detection framework. The accuracy
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of MTs’ coordinates depends on a used positioning technology. Post-processing
methods of the KDD process utilize MTs’ locations to estimate the cellular net-
work state. In the paper, we propose and compare three post-processing al-
gorithm in the presence of a location error: ’Target Cell O-I’, ’Dominance Cell
C’, and ’Dominance Cell O-I’. In our experiments, the location error follows the
model of Rayleigh noise. RMSE and percent gain are utilized for the performance
evaluation of post-processing algorithms. As long as there is no a superior post-
processing algorithm at any level of location noise, the combined method is in-
troduced. This method combines the output of two distinct post-processing algo-
rithms and exhibits higher reliability.

Paper PVI investigates the influence of data set size on the performance of
cell outage detection approach in LTE/LTE-A networks. The data set size is a
function of the density of active users and the size of the observation interval.
The paper demonstrates that the proposed approach is able to detect cells experi-
encing random access failures, but the performance is vulnerable to the amount
of available data. The performance is evaluated in terms of an ROC curve, TPR,
RMSE, and fall out risk as a function of active users per cell per observation in-
terval. The metrics demonstrate that the cell outage detection quality improves
gradually, while the density of active users increases. The investigated depen-
dences hold for different classification algorithms based on distance (k-NN), cen-
troid distance (SOM), and probabilistic (PAD) data structures. Low cell load leads
to a high misdetection rate, what makes our outage detection approach disad-
vantageous for practical use. One of the ways for the further improvement is to
combine the presented approach with statistical quality control techniques.



5 CONCLUSION

No exaggeration to refer self-management and MDT functionalities as the cru-
cial steps of the radio networks evolution. These cutting edge functionalities are
highly anticipated remedies for challenges that network operators are starting
to face nowadays. Analytical companies unanimously forecast the exponential
growth of mobile traffic consumption over the next five years. The densification
of the network structure is one of the solutions to meet growing network capac-
ity demands. The appearance of small cells and the development of radio access
technologies are leading to sophisticated and heterogeneous network architec-
ture. The manual management of such multi-layer and multi-RAT structures
looks like a very expensive, error prone, sluggish, and sometimes even impos-
sible process. Introduced by 3GPP, the SON concept is an automated solution
for all stages of a radio network lifecycle: planning, deployment, maintenance,
optimization, and fault management. The implementation of this self-organizing
solution would be impossible without actual knowledge of a networks condi-
tion. Existing data collection tools such as drive tests are either expensive or not
enough. MDT is an auxiliary function for the network management optimiza-
tion. MDT enables network operators to collect location-aware measurements
about radio environment or service quality from regular cell phones. Aside from
substantial capabilities, the utilization of MDT measurements brings to network
operators additional challenges, such as data flow optimization, data storage, and
data processing. KDD seems to be one of the most efficient and promising tools
to overcome the data processing problem. KDD enables network operators to
leverage various dimensionality reduction and data mining techniques to extract
valuable knowledge from MDT databases. The extracted knowledge can be em-
ployed in a number of use cases, for example, cell outage detection.

The malfunctioning of network equipment negatively influences on
the quality of service, hence, on customer satisfaction. As a consequence, the rev-
enue of a network operator significantly depends on the efficiency of fault man-
agement. The thesis considers sleeping cell problem, which is a type of hardly
detectable cell outage. The degradation of a sleeping cell performance is invisi-
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ble to network operators via traditional KPIs, may last for days, and is usually
detected after multiple client complaints.

The main scientific contribution of the thesis is the design and development
of cell outage detection framework based on MDT measurements and advanced
data mining techniques. Paper PI investigates the feasibility of the original idea
and employs advanced data mining techniques for the detection of a sleeping
cell. Based on the results from Paper PI, Paper PV introduces a complete knowl-
edge data discovery process for cell outage recognition. The essence of the pro-
posed method is to analyze the sequences of network events reported by mobile
terminals to serving base stations. A supervised data mining algorithm at first
learns the profiles of normal event sequences. Then the algorithm – also called
as anomaly detection algorithm – extracts reported event sequences, whose be-
havior deviates from the learned normal profile. The extracted sequences are em-
ployed to reveal the location of the problematic cell. The other included articles
focus on the development of the proposed data mining framework.

The development of the original framework is carried out as follows. Pa-
per PII demonstrates that the choice of 1-gram feature selection algorithm pre-
serves high failure detection quality of the proposed framework. The result en-
ables one to exclude the dimensionality reduction module from the KDD process
and to significantly reduce overall computational complexity. Based on the im-
proved KDD process, Paper PIII infers that the post-processing step mitigates the
differences between the utilized anomaly detection algorithms. This particular
result lets one to implement the cheapest anomaly detection algorithm in terms
of computational complexity. The paper provides the theoretical computational
complexities of distance based (k-NN), centroid distance based (SOM), and prob-
abilistic based (LSH, PAD) algorithms for training and testing phases. Compu-
tational complexities are presented as functions of algorithms’ parameters. From
the theoretical comparison one may conclude that PAD beats others in the testing
phase. Other papers investigate the impact of the positioning accuracy and the
scarcity of MDT measurements on the performance of the cell outage detection
framework. It turns out that the location error negatively affects the framework’s
performance. Paper PIV introduces a combined post-processing algorithm that
demonstrates high reliability in the case of location errors. The combined algo-
rithm merges location based and target cell based post-processing algorithms.
Paper PVI exhibits the applicability of the proposed approach in suburban and
rural areas, where the density of cell phone users is low. This factor is critically
important for data-driven solutions. The result indicates the increase of a failure
detection error, while the density of users decreases. However, performance can
be improved by, for example, a change detection algorithm, such as a cumulative
sum.

The author’s vision on the future of the proposed cell outage detection ap-
proach is as follows. From an industrial point of view, the next step is the im-
plementation and validation within a real network infrastructure. It will require
the development of a mobile application to collection the necessary field mea-
surements. On the network side, the main challenges are related to the effective
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utilization of tracing functionality, the optimization of computational complex-
ity, and the improvement of failure detection performance. From an academic
point of view, future studies should consider a more complicated simulation lay-
out and network behavior. Hannover simulation scenario appears to be a good
option because it replicates the layout of a real radio network. Besides, network
behavior is characterized by day, week, and seasonal changes. These peculiarities
bring additional challenges for cell outage detection approaches. One of the ways
out is to leverage reactive and proactive concept drift methods. So far, there have
already been a number of algorithms addressing different types of cell failures.
To efficiently perform self-healing features of future radio networks, cell outage
detection solutions should be merged under a common framework. The main
findings of the actual thesis can be borrowed and incorporated into a unified SON
system such as the one developed within the European project SEMAFOUR.

Automated cell outage management is a highly anticipated feature for net-
work operators. Cell outage management covers cell outage detection, root cause
analysis, and recovery or compensation actions. Cell outage detection is a pop-
ular topic among academic and industry researchers. It is worth pointing out
that most of the existing studies deal with the complete inoperability of a cell.
The identification of cells with degraded performance is a more challenging task,
which lacks sufficient attention from the research community. Besides, the ma-
jority of the proposed solutions are examined in ideal simulation layouts and
requires practical validation. Although, there are already studies regarding a
unified approach for automated failure detection, a standardized common solu-
tion is a necessary step in this area. As for root cause analysis, researchers agree
that this module should represent an artificial intelligence algorithm that auto-
matically diagnoses a failure reason. The algorithm requires supervised learning
based on numerous decisions of human experts. Even though network operators
may already accumulate ’symptom’ – ’failure reason’ databases, it needs to be
integrated into a unified framework and continuously updated.

Future radio networks will feature a heterogeneous structure. One of the
major challenges of multi-layer networks is related to the wide spread of small
cells deployed by regular users without any planning. With this regard, the mal-
functioning of small cells because of misconfiguration is very likely. In most of the
cases, the existing solutions for macro-cell outage detection are inappropriate be-
cause of the following reasons. Usually, macro-cell solutions require centralized
statistical analysis, what may cause significant communication overhead in the
case of the dense deployment of small cells. Also, small cells reside within the
coverage of a macro-cell and lack the sufficient statistics of user-level measure-
ments. Thus, the development of fully automated failure detection algorithms
for small cells is the next step towards self-organizing radio networks.

Despite substantial opportunities that MDT provides to network operators,
the technology requires the further development. For example, algthough MDT
enables one to collect location-aware measurements the existing positioning tech-
niques fail indoors. Hence, the accurate indoor positioning is a challenge for fu-
ture technology. Besides, traditional drive tests cannot be completely excluded.
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Drive test campaigns are still needed in cases like new network deployment, in-
sufficient MDT statistics, the detailed investigation of coverage holes, and others.

Overall, SON is a vital concept for future radio networks and requires fur-
ther development. So far, academic and industry researchers have developed a
number of different SON solutions. Although, these solutions might be beneficial
in the short term, the management of numerous unsystematically designed SON
functions kills all the benefits in the long term. To prevent this effect a recently fin-
ished European project SEMAFOUR introduces a unified self-management sys-
tem. The system performs network configuration and maintenance across dif-
ferent RATs and cell layers via the set of common SON functions. With regard
to the unified self-management system, SEMAFOUR project elaborates on future
SON challenges. The first is the conflict diagnosis and conflict resolution between
different SON functions executed in parallel. The second is the development of
a mapping process from high-level objectives of a network operation into par-
ticular SON functions. The third is the interpretation of global network policies
through high-level objectives. The solutions to these challenges will bring the
operation of radio networks to the next self-management level.
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YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY)

Mobiilidatan suosion ja kasvun ennustetaan kasvavan eksponentiaalisesti vielä
usean vuoden ajan. Radioverkkorakenteen tiivistämisen, eli nk. pienten solu-
jen käytön, nähdään olevan avainasemassa kapasiteetin kysyntään vastattaessa.
Monitasoisen verkon manuaalinen hallinta on erittäin kallis, virhealtis ja hidas
prosessi. Tämän lisäksi verkon toiminnan koko elinkaaren automatisointi lisää
kustannuksia ja manuaalisen työn määrää edelleen. Tähän vastatakseen 3GPP on
spesifioinut radioverkon automaattisen itsehallintakonseptin nimeltä SON (Self-
Organizing Networks). Keskeinen osa SONia on tiedonkeruu päätelaitteilta, joka
voidaan toteuttaa esimerkiksi MDT-mekanismin avulla. MDT mahdollistaa
verkko-operaattorille signaalin ja palvelunlaadun mittaukset suoraan matka-
puhelimista. Itsekorjautuvuus on SONin ominaisuus, joka hyödyntää radio-
verkkojen vianhallintaa. Viallisen solun automaattinen ja varhainen havainnointi
on vieläkin eräs verkko-operaattoreiden isoista haasteista.

Väitöskirja tarkastelee itseorganisoituvia radioverkkoja ja esittelee vikaan-
tuneen solun tunnistusmekanismin, joka perustuu MDT-mittauksiin sekä edis-
tyneisiin tiedonlouhintatekniikoihin. Tutkimus perustuu LTE-verkon tapahtu-
mien sekventiaaliseen analyysiin. Tutkimus demonstroi alkuperäisen hypoteesin
toteutettavuutta sekä KDD-prosessin malleja soluhäiriöiden automaattista ana-
lyysiä varten. Tutkimuksen toinen osa parantaa ehdotetun ratkaisun laskennal-
lista vaativuutta ja suorituskykyä. Tämän lisäksi tutkimuksessa saatiin selville
MDT-mittausten sijaintitarkkuuden ja niukkuuden vaikutuksia vikaantuneen
solun havainnointitarkkuuteen. Teorian validointiin käytettiin huipputason
LTE/LTE-A simulaattoria. Tulokset osoittavat, että viallinen solu voidaan havain-
noida luotettavasti ja hyvissä ajoin. Täten kehitettyä tunnistusmekanismia
voidaan harkita käytännön validointiin ja käyttöönottoon.
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ABSTRACT

Sleeping cell detection in a wireless network means to find the
cells which are not working properly due to various reasons.
The research in the area has mostly focused on cell outage
detection, e.g. due to hardware failures at the base station
antennas or non-optimal network planning. In this paper we
extend the research into a more challenging setting which is
overlooked in the literature: the case where no outages occur
in the network. The essence of the proposed method for de-
tection of problematic cells is to analyze the sequences of the
events reported by the mobile terminals to the serving base
stations. The suggested n-gram analysis includes dimension-
ality reduction and classification of the data and ends up with
providing a set of abnormal users, which at the end reveal
the location of the problematic cell. We verify the proposed
framework with simulated LTE network data and using the
minimization of drive testing (MDT) functionality to gather
the training and testing data sets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Self-healing, which is a part of self-organizing network con-
cept, means automated detection of problems or malfunction-
ing in the radio network elements and actions to automatically
recover from these problematic situations [1]. Most of the
works considered so far have focused on cell outage detection
(see e.g. [2–4] and references therein) and management [5, 6].
Reasons for outage situations are many, but the usual ones are
hardware problems in base station antennas, improper radio
network planning, erroneous antenna tilt or transmit power.
Hence the usual approach for cell outage detection is to an-
alyze several key performance indicator (KPI) measurements
from both base stations and mobile terminals.

Latest works in this line of research were recently pub-
lished by the authors in [7] and [8]. The approach in [7] was

This work was financially supported by Tekes (the Finnish Fund-
ing Agency for Technology and Innovation) under grant 40040/08 “Real-
Time Management of Industrial Processes and Communication Networks
(MIPCOM)” and Celtic-Plus (an industry-driven European research initia-
tive) project “Cognitive Network Management Under Uncertainty (COM-
MUNE)”. Authors would like to thank colleagues from University of
Jyväskylä and Magister Solution Ltd. for their professional advices and sup-
port.

to analyze the data set of signal strength and quality measure-
ments reported by mobile terminals. These measurements
contained both serving and neighboring cell measurements
in LTE network according to minimization of drive testing
(MDT) functionality specified by 3GPP. The main finding
was that advanced data mining and machine learning tech-
niques, which rely on autonomous learning of network be-
havior, were able to reveal latent abnormal behavior in the
high dimensional data set of RF measurements and can thus
be used to pinpoint a problematic cell in the network. In [8]
this approach was extended by targeting to find similarities
between periodical measurement reports and reports related
to failures happened before at the radio link. By this way one
was able to substantially increase the number of samples (in
addition to true failure reports) which indicated the existence
of a problem in specific cells, resulting in more reliable and
faster detection.

All the above-mentioned approaches rely on the measure-
ments of the radio environment, which however, are able to
reveal only radio related problems. In this paper we extend
the scope of problem detection in radio networks by consid-
ering the case where radio coverage outages do not exist. This
is a relevant case in practice e.g. when there exists hierarchi-
cal cells (pico/micro/macro) in the same area or when the real
problem of a particular cell is not radio related at all. An
example of the latter case is a software bug or a malfunction-
ing protocol. Detecting a cell having such problems is no
longer doable by analyzing RF measurements, but calls for
another approach. A relevant solution where the problematic
cell was detected by investigating graphs constructed from the
reported neighboring cell patterns can be found in [4]. The
essence of this paper is to employ more generic approach by
analyzing the sequences of events reported by mobile termi-
nals to the serving base stations. Subsequently, the approach
will end up with providing a set of abnormal users (or calls)
in the networks, which can be utilized at the end to reveal the
location of the problematic cell.

2. SLEEPING CELL PROBLEM

Sleeping cell is a special kind of cell degradation. A cell is
called degraded in case if it is not 100% functional - its ser-
vices are suffering in terms of quality what affects user ex-



perience. There exist a vague classification of degraded cells
depending on how much they affect the network operation
(partly based on [9]). The first type is impaired cell - which
still carries some traffic, but the performance characteristics
are slightly lower expected. The second kind of degradation is
crippled cell, characterized by a severely decreased capacity.
The last, clearly most critical type of sleeping cell is catatonic
cell - kind of outage which leads to complete absence of ser-
vice in the faulty area and cell does not carry any traffic and
for that reason it is important to timely detect such cells and
apply recovery actions.

Usual degraded cell produces fault alarms which are avail-
able to mobile network operator. In opposite, in sleeping cells
degradation appears seamlessly and no direct notification to
the service provider is given.

Different hardware or software failures can cause appear-
ance of a sleeping cell and due to that it is considered to be a
complex umbrella term. In this research we investigate cata-
tonic sleeping cells with RACH (Random Access Channel)
problem described in further details in Section 4.

3. DETECTION FRAMEWORK

3.1. N-Gram Analysis

An n-gram is defined as a subsequence of n terms. These
terms can be e.g. letters or words from a sequence. The analy-
sis results in statistics regarding the frequency of occurrence
of n-grams within string sequence. Thus, feature vector of n-
gram frequencies can be assembled from the string sequence.

N -gram analysis is widely used in spheres concerning
data processing. It has been utilized e.g. for the analysis of
whole-genome protein sequences [10], computer virus detec-
tion [11] and also in a wide variety of natural language pro-
cessing applications.

In our research the terms are network events reported by
the mobile terminal to the base station (in total 10 events listed
in Table 1). 1 The data used for sleeping cell detection is a K

by 10n matrix containing the n-gram frequencies of each of
K individual users (or call), where n is the number of terms
in considered subsequences.

3.2. Dimensionality reduction and classification

The goal for data analysis here is first to identify abnormal
calls. As a next step this information is used for the detection
of the sleeping cell. To do that, one usually performs reduc-
tion of the dimensionality for the data and clusters the data in
low dimensional space. Here we performed standard princi-
pal component analysis for dimensionality reduction and ap-
plied the FindCBLOF [14] algorithm for clustering and out-

1RSRP = Reference Signal Received Power; RSRQ = Reference Signal
Received Quality; A2 = an event which triggers when the serving cell be-
comes worse than threshold; A3 = an event which triggers when a neighbor-
ing cell becomes an offset better than the serving cell.

Table 1. Network events triggering MDT log entry

PL PROBLEM - Physical Layer Problem [12].

RLF - Radio Link Failure [13].

RLF REESTABLISHMENT - Connection reestablish-
ment after RLF.

A2 RSRP ENTER - RSRP goes under A2 enter threshold.

A2 RSRP LEAVE - RSRP goes over A2 leave threshold.

A2 RSRQ ENTER - RSRQ goes over A2 enter threshold.

A3 RSRP - A3 event, according to spec.

HO COMMAND RCVD - handover command received
[13].

HO COMPLETE RCVD - handover complete received
[13].

HO TO VOID - handover is done to one of the cells in
outer tier.

lier detection part. The advantage of FindCBLOF is in its
ability to find local outliers based on the clustering solution
for training data.

3.3. Symmetry Analysis of 2-Gram Subsequences

Under symmetry we mean the following: if the first event of
a 2-gram is located in cell A and the second event is located
in cell B, we are interested in how many of those 2-grams
originate from A and how many originate from B. In simula-
tions, where the user movement is random, one expects any
2-grams to be somewhat balanced. Hence, the deviation from
learned balance is to be used as an indication of problem in a
particular cell.

4. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS AND GENERATED
DATA

Dynamic system level LTE simulator with step resolution of
one OFDM2 symbol has been used as a platform for data gen-
eration in this research. The simulator is designed in accor-
dance to specifications 3GPP E-UTRAN Release. 8 and be-
yond. Methodology for mapping link level SINR to system is
presented in [15].

Network scenario utilized in the simulations for this study
and shown on Fig. 1, is an extended version of 3GPP macro
case 1, described in [16]. Scenario setup is such that outer tier
of cells is used only for interference generation to make radio
link conditions more realistic. On the other hand 21 center
cells are utilized for statistical data collection. The main sim-
ulation parameters applied in this research are presented in
Table 2.

2OFDM - Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing



Fig. 1. Macro 57 network scenario layout

Table 2. General Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Cellular layout Homogeneous Macro 57

Number of cells 21 active and 36 interfering

Inter-Site Distance 500 m

Link direction Downlink

Maximum BS TX power 46 dBm

Initial cell selection crite-
rion

Strongest RSRP value

Simulation length 142 s (2000000 steps)

Simulation resolution 1 time step = 71.43 μs

Max number of UEs/cell 20

UE velocity 30 km/h

Duration of calls Uniform 30 to 140 s

Traffic model Constant Bit Rate 256 kbps

Reference case Simulation without sleep-
ing cell

Problematic case Simulation with RACH
problem in cell 28

In this paper the sleeping cell was modelled through mal-
functioning of the Random Access Channel (RACH). RACH
is a channel used in connection establishment in the begin-
ning of a call when establishment procedure is initiated, dur-
ing handover to another cell or connection re-establishment
after handover failure or RLF.

By simulating LTE network operation we generate a per-
formance monitoring dataset using the principle of drive test
minimization reporting. This principle implies addition of
log entry by the mobile terminal to a global MDT log either
periodically or at occurrence of a specified network events,
presented in Table 1. Usually one sample includes values of
different performance indicators, time stamp and location fin-
gerprint. Depending on the type of the sleeping cell we might
need different amount of information from the log. As far as
in this research we are doing identification of random access
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Fig. 2. FindCBLOF testing and training results

sleeping cells the required MDT data limits to event type and
location of this event occurrence. In more details the pro-
cedure of drive test minimization, variables of the MDT log
utilized for detection of other kinds of sleeping cells are pre-
sented in [7, 8].

5. RESULTS

5.1. Analysis of Abnormal User Calls

In accordance to our detection framework the first step is the
construction of n-gram subsequences as described in Sec-
tion 3.1. Using network events shown in Table 1, we chose
n = 2 for simplicity and generate the full set of 2-gram sub-
sequences.

Reference data were used for creation of a normal net-
work operation model. There were 264 users with sequences
longer than 20 event-triggered MDT log entries, while shorter
user sequences were filtered. On the basis of these reference
user sequences corresponding matrix of 2-gram occurrences
was constructed. After that same procedure was done with
the problematic data, Resulting occurrence matrix of 2-grams
was compared to the corresponding reference matrix in order
to find anomalous users.

Reference data were clustered to five groups, among
which there were two large and dense clusters (1 & 3) and
three small (clusters 2, 4 & 5), as shown in Fig. 2a. In prob-
lematic data, users were clustered into normal and abnormal
groups; red markers shown on Fig. 2b represent abnormal
user, while the rest belong to normal users’ group. Decision
whether a certain point is abnormal or not was based on the
value of CBLOF, where higher likelihood sample abnormality
corresponds to high score values. From Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b
it can be seen that points from the problematic dataset which
belong to the areas of compact clusters in training data are
marked as normal, while samples which are outside of dense
clusters or are in low density areas are clustered as abnormal.
In total 113 users were marked as abnormal and 205 users as
normal.

After having detected the abnormal users, their movement
can be traced by locating the events through dominance maps
like in [7]. As can be seen from Fig. 3, abnormal users tend to
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Fig. 3. Number of cell visits by abnormal users

be those who have visited the sleeping cell 28. Naturally due
to mobility they visit other cells as well. In these simulations
abnormal users on average camp in 6 different cells, while the
range varies from 3 to 11 cells. From the histogram on Fig.
3, it can be observed that 85 abnormal users (75.2%) have
visited cell 28. Next 8 most visited cells get from 38 to 55
visits from which 6 are neighbors of cell 28 (cells 24, 27, 29,
39, 41 & 44). On the basis of this information we can claim
that there is some anomalous behavior in the area of cell 28.

5.2. Analysis of Abnormal 2-Gram Sequences

Observation of the abnormal users gives only a rough idea
of possible problem in the cell of interest. For that reason
more detailed analysis of 2-gram subsequences of the abnor-
mal users’ calls needs to be employed. As further results
demonstrate, this approach gives more reliable indication of
problem existence. In particular, the knowledge of the most
descriptive 2-grams, meaning that over 50% of abnormal
users have this 2-gram occurred at least once, is taken into
account. Nine 2-grams met this condition and as an example
the characteristics of two of them are shown on Figs. 4 and 5.

Sequence “A2 RSRP LEAVE - A3 RSRP” is a common
2-gram all over the network and it should occur within all
users who are on the move. In the group of abnormal users
it exists for all users and the total number of occurrences is
869. However, in the dominance area of cell 28 this sequence
occurs far less frequently than for the rest of the network, as
it can be seen from Fig. 4a.

Sequence “HO COMMAND - A2 RSRP ENTER”, on the
other hand, is a direct consequence of Random Access prob-
lem. In normal network behavior “HO COMMAND” should
be followed by “HO COMPLETE”, but as it can be seen “A2
RSRP ENTER” appears instead. Thus this sequence happens
only in the area of problem (in total 126 times), as it can be
seen from Fig. 5a.

The described examples of abnormal 2-gram sequences
are the only ones among the nine selected 2-grams. To se-
lect these subsequences in automatic manner, thus being able
to detect sleeping cell, symmetry analysis based on their lo-
cations is employed, as described in Section 3.3. As it can
be seen from Figs. 4b and 5b there exists a clear unbalance
for each of these 2-grams in the dominance areas of cell 28
and also in its neighbor cells 29, 39, 41 and 44. Elsewhere
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of abnormal 2-gram sequence “A2
RSRP LEAVE - A3 RSRP”, which is a common 2-gram for
all the abnormal calls.
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Fig. 5. Characteristics of abnormal 2-gram sequence “HO
COMMAND - A2 RSRP ENTER”, which is a common 2-
gram for all the abnormal calls.

in the network these 2-grams are more or less in better bal-
ance. In fact, the sequence “A2 RSRP LEAVE - A3 RSRP”
completes in cell 28 more often than it starts from there and
more often than it ends in one of its neighbor cells. Regarding
“HO COMMAND - A2 RSRP ENTER” subsequence, it starts
more often from cell 28 ending up in one of its neighbors than
vice versa. Thus, the symmetry analysis demonstrates that the
behavior of cell 28 is clearly abnormal.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this article advanced data mining framework for the net-
work performance monitoring automation was presented.
The considered problem of sleeping cell detection, is among
highly complex identification problems as far as there is no di-
rect alarm sent to the operator. A validation of the framework
was given in this setting using the random access malfunction
as an example for the sleeping cell root cause.

Suggested detection framework is based on such tech-
niques as n-gram analysis, association-based clustering algo-
rithm and dimensionality reduction. Altogether application of
these methods in the proposed way on top of MDT data leads
to a reliable detection of random access sleeping cell.
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Abstract—Sleeping cell problem is a particular type of cell
degradation. There are various software and hardware reasons
that might cause such kind of cell outage. In this study a cell
becomes sleeping because of Random Access Channel (RACH)
failure. This kind of network problem can appear due to
misconfiguration, excessive load or software/firmware problem
at the Base Station (BS). In practice such failure might cause
network performance degradation, which is hardly traceable
by an operator. In this paper we present a data mining based
framework for the detection of problematic cells. In its core is
the analysis of event sequences reported by a User Equipment
(UE) to a serving BS. The choice of N in N-gram feature
selection algorithm is considered, because of its significant
impact on computational efficiency. Moreover, qualitative and
heuristic performance metrics have been developed to assess
the performance of the proposed detection algorithm. Sleeping
cell detection framework is verified by means of dynamic LTE
(Long-Term Evolution) system simulator, using Minimization of
Drive Testing (MDT) functionality. It is shown that sleeping cell
can be determined with very high reliability even using 1-gram
algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, reduction of operational expenses becomes one

of the main requirements for constantly growing mobile cel-

lular networks in addition to such needs as high throughput,

low capital expenditures, etc. Maintenance of more and more

advanced networks is significantly complex and an expensive

issue. In order to automate network operations and reduce

operators expenditures, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP) has proposed Self-Organizing Network (SON) tech-

nology in Release 8 and subsequent specifications [1].

Self-healing is a part of SON paradigm, which is designed

for automated detection of the malfunctioning and for the

outage management in cellular networks. So far, there are

many studies that are focused on the cell outage detection

[2] and the mitigation of the malfunctioning cells [3]. The

most common reasons for network faults are hardware and

software failures, external failure of power supply or network

connectivity, or even erroneous configuration.

Advanced data mining and machine learning techniques

were used for the detection of cell outages in publications

[4, 5]. The designed methods utilized MDT functionality as it

is specified by 3GPP [6]. MDT records are reported by UEs

and combine signal strength and quality measurements from

serving and neighboring eNBs . The presented detection algo-

rithms are based on radio frequency measurements. Therefore,

they are able to pinpoint only problems in the radio part of

the network.

In the paper [7] we considered the other kind of cell failure,

which is not related to radio coverage outages. The radio

access malfunctioning is a highly complex failure as long as

there is no direct alarm for network operators. The application

of data mining methods to MDT measurements resulted in a

reliable detection of a sleeping cell.

The target of this study is to provide more advanced and

improved knowledge data discovery framework than in paper

[7]. Besides, authors consider the choice of N in N-gram

feature selection algorithm, as long as it has a great impact

on computational efficiency of the overall framework. The

other novelties are the automatic sleeping cell decision making

and extended usage of both conventional and own-developed

performance metrics.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section

2 we describe in more details a sleeping cell problem and

consider RACH failure, which causes such network mal-

functioning. Then description of the simulation tool used

for this study and corresponding simulation assumptions are

given in Section 3. After that we present our sleeping cell

detection framework in Section 4. in Section 5 we demonstrate

simulation results and discuss performance of the developed

framework. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. SLEEPING CELL PROBLEM

Sleeping cell is a special kind of cell degradation that means

a malfunction resulting in a network performance decrease.

In many cases it remains invisible for a network operator.

Depending on the extent of performance degradation, sleeping

cells can be roughly classified into three groups [8]. The first

type of sleeping cell is called impaired. In this case the certain

part of traffic is carried, but performance characteristics are

slightly lower than expected. The second kind of degradation

is crippled cell, characterized by a severely decreased capacity.

The last, and clearly the most critical type of sleeping cell is

a catatonic cell. This kind of outage leads to the complete

absence of service in the faulty area and cell does not carry

any traffic. For that reason it is important to timely detect such

cells and apply recovery actions.
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Fig. 1. Wrap around Macro 21 scenario

Sleeping cell problem can be caused by different hard-

ware or software failures. In this study we consider sleeping

cell problem caused by RACH failure. This kind of failure

can appear due to RACH misconfiguration, excessive load

or software/firmware problem at the eNB side [9]. RACH

malfunction leads to inability of the affected cell to serve any

new users. However, earlier connected UEs get served, because

pilot signals are still transmitted. Thus, the problematic cell

belongs to crippled sleeping cell type and tends to become

catatonic with time. For a network operator in many cases

RACH problem would become visible only after a long

observation time or even due to user complains. Thus, it is

easy to underestimate the importance of timely detection of

RACH failures in LTE networks.

III. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS

Verification of the developed data mining framework is

based on MDT measurements generated by means of dynamic

LTE system simulator. This simulator has been designed

according to 3GPP specifications from Releases 8, 9, 10 and

partially 11. Step resolution of the simulator is one Orthogonal

Frequency-Division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol.

Simulation scenario is created on the basis of 3GPP macro

case 1 [10]. Investigated LTE network scenario is wrap-around

and consists of 7 base stations with inter site distance of

500 meters. Each eNB contains 3 directed antenna sectors,

resulting in 21 cells network layout, as it can be seen from

slow faded dominance map on Fig. 1a. On Fig. 1 colors and

numerical labels represent cell IDs. Modeling of propagation

and radio link conditions includes slow and fast fading. The set

of the main configuration parameters of the simulated network

is shown in Table I. Mobile Terminals (MT) travel throughout

the whole network with a random walk mobility model, as it

is shown of Fig. 1b.

The effects of RACH sleeping cell failure is as follows:

whenever UE tries to initiate random access to cell 1, this

attempt fails. The malfunction area covers around 5% of the

overall network.

As an output from the simulations we get two kinds of data

files: MDT log and dominance map information. MDT log

includes a lot of variables, but in this study we employed the

following ones: MDT triggering events (listed in Table II), UE

IDs and target cell IDs.

TABLE I
GENERAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Cellular layout Macro 21 wrap-around

Number of cells 21

Inter-Site Distance 500 m

Link direction Downlink

Maximum BS TX power 46 dBm

Initial cell selection criterion Strongest RSRP value

Simulation length 572 s (9.5 min)

Simulation resolution 1 time step = 71.43 μs

Max number of UEs/cell 20

UE velocity 30 km/h

Duration of calls Uniform 30 to 140 s

Traffic model Constant Bit Rate 320 kbps

Normal and Reference case Simulation without sleeping cell

Problematic case Simulation with RACH problem
in cell 1

TABLE II
NETWORK EVENTS TRIGGERING MDT LOG ENTRY

PL PROBLEM – Physical Layer Problem [10].

RLF – Radio Link Failure [11].

A2 RSRP ENTER – RSRP goes under A2 enter threshold.

A2 RSRP LEAVE – RSRP goes over A2 leave threshold.

A3 RSRP – A3 event, according to 3GPP specification.

HO COMMAND RECEIVED – handover command received [11].

HO COMPLETE RECEIVED – handover complete received [11].

IV. THEORETICAL BASIS

In order to pinpoint an outage cell we have developed

sleeping cell detection framework based on advanced data

mining techniques. The exploited algorithms are described in

the following subsections.

The flowchart of the framework is depicted on Fig. 2. In a

nutshell, the detection of the sleeping cell is done in two steps.

First, outlier sub-calls are extracted by means of k-nn anomaly

score outlier detection algorithm. Then the target cell feature

of the outlier sub-calls is cosidered and sleeping cell scores

are assigned to cells. The necessary thresholds and values are

discovered from the normal dataset during the training phase.

A. Sliding window approach

Sliding window approach is a technique for slicing data

instances into smaller pieces, which can then be considered as

separate units. The slicing is done in such way that adjacent

pieces have overlapping parts. The depth of the overlapping

and size of a piece are set by two self-explanatory parameters

– sliding window step and size.

The bottom line of sliding window technique is as follows.

If there is an abnormal behavior in one part of the long time se-

quence of events, then the abnormality will be hidden bacause

the rest and major part of the sequence is normal. However, if

we cut a long sequence to smaller subsequences and consider
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Fig. 2. Sleeping cell detection framework

them as single units, then the abnormal behavior of a small

unit will be more noticeable. Therefore, the detection will be

more robust. Besides, subsequences of events have the same

lengths, what is in turn, eliminates the need of normalization.

B. N-gram analysis

N-gram analysis is one of the popular feature selection

methods concerning sequential data. For instance, this method

is utilized for the analysis of whole-genome protein sequences

[12], for computer virus detection [13], and in many other

fields.

N-gram analysis decomposes the original ordered dataset to

small pieces. This new representation is stored in a feature

vector. The feature vector conveys frequencies of how often

each particular N-gram sub-sequence happens in the original

dataset. Essentially, N-gram analysis is a sliding window with

size equal to N and step is 1.

It is worth noting that the higher N is chosen, the more

elaborate description of the original data is obtained. However,

the increase of N raises the dimensionality of the feature space.

Thus, the choice of N is a tradeoff between computational

efficiency and the overall algorithm performance.

C. Dimensionality reduction and model order selection

Dimensionality reduction and model order selection method

transform original matrices to the lower dimensional embed-

ded space of new features.

In the current research Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) and Minor Component Analysis (MCA) are utilized

for the dimensionality reduction. Both these methods build the

embedded space from the subset of eigenvectors of covariance

matrix of an initial dataset. The eigenvectors corresponding to

the biggest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are referred to

as principal components and taken by PCA. The eigenvectors

with smallest eigenvalues are chosen by MCA. The formal and

elaborate derivation of the components is proposed in [14].

The splitting point between biggest and smallest eigenvalues

is defined by means of the method called Ratio of Adjacent

Eigenvalues (RAE) [15]. RAE breaks the space composed of

eigenvectors into the signal and noise subspaces. The maxi-

mum value of the ratio of adjacent eigenvalues corresponds to

the splitting point.

D. k-NN anomaly score outlier detection algorithm

k-NN anomaly score outlier detection algorithm belongs to

distance based anomaly detection methods. The anomaly score

assigned to each point is the sum of distances to k nearest

neighbors [16]. The rule of thumb is to set k equal to squared

root of the number of points in the dataset.

Points with the largest anomaly scores are referred to as

outliers. Anomaly score threshold is defined such that n%
data points having the smallest anomaly scores are labeled as

cluster and the rest are outliers. In other words, k-NN anomaly

score threshold is n% quantile.

E. Post-processing

Post-processing phase extracts meaningful information out

of the detected outlier sub-calls and assigns sleeping cell

scores to each cell. These scores are represented as bars on a

histogram called sleeping cell detection histogram.

In this study we have developed target cell sub-call deviation

method. It is based on target cell ID feature of considered sub-

calls. Finally, the influence of the order of N-gram analysis

is evaluated in accordance to the suggested post-processing

method.

At first, all normal sub-calls are stored during the training

phase and are used while model is trained or tested. These

normal sub-calls are considered to construct the vector of

scores denoted by a(N). The number of entities is equal to

the number of cells in the network. Entity is denoted by

ai
(N). Each sub-call increments value of ai

(N) by one, if the

corresponding sub-call’s target cell feature value is equal to i,
where i stands for cell ID. Finally, the calculated vector a(N)

is normalize by the number of all normal sub-calls.

The very same procedure is implemented with the outlier

sub-calls, and score vector a(O) is obtained.

The deviation of scores Δb is the absolute value of the

difference of all normal and outlier sub-calls scores. Δb is

defined by equation 1.

Δb =
∣
∣
∣a(N) − a(O)

∣
∣
∣ (1)

The post-processing method assigns high deviation scores

to a sleeping cell and adjacent cells. The reason is the outlier

sub-calls point to neighbors as well. In order to emphasize

malfunctioning cell equation 2 is performed. It reduces the
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height of normal bars, while the height of the sleeping cell

bar is increased.

ci =
Δbi∑

j �=i
j �=nbr(i)

Δbj
(2)

where i and j are cell IDs, nbr(i) contains the set of cell IDs

neighboring to the cell i.
Equation 3 obtains sleeping cell scores scsi, which char-

acterize the behavior of each cell of the network. It is worth

noting that cells are always assigned outage scores and their

sum is equal to 100.

scsi =
ci∑

j

cj
∗ 100 (3)

The higher the score, the more chances for the cell to be

detected as a sleeping cell. Since, sleeping cell scores are in

the range from 0 to 100, it enables one to easily understand

the degree of cell malfunction.

F. Performance Metrics

In order to assess the performance of sleeping cell detec-

tion algorithms we have developed qualitative and heuristic

measures.

1) Qualitative measure: Qualitative performance measure

estimates accuracy, precision, F-measure, True Negative Rate

(TNR), True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate

(FPR) of a post-processing algorithm. This algorithm assigns

sleeping cell scores to each cell. During the training phase

the post-processing algorithm calculates a cell-wise normal

threshold, which is mean plus three standard deviations of

assigned sleeping cell scores. While the testing phase is run,

if an assigned cell score is higher than the cell-wise normal

threshold, then the cell is labeled as sleeping, otherwise it

is normal. Afterwards, confusion matrix is drawn and above

mentioned metrics are calculated.

2) Heuristic measure: Heuristic measure provides a quan-

titative estimation of sleeping cell detection histogram. The

idea is the mapping of the histogram into a two dimensional

heuristic space. It is taken into account that there is at most

one sleeping cell in the network.

The heuristic mapping works as follows. The height of the

highest bar of the sleeping cell detection histogram is referred

to as ’Sleeping Cell Score’. The standard deviation of heights

of other bars is ’Standard Deviation’. Thus, the histogram or

post-processing algorithm is depicted by a point on (’Standard
Deviation’; ’Sleeping Cell Score’) space.

The ideal sleeping cell detection algorithm for the network

with 21 cells works as follows, see Fig. 3. Let us say the

base station 1 has RACH failure. Then its sleeping cell score

is going to be 100, while the rest cells’ scores are equal to

0. In opposite, for the normal scenario all cells should be

characterized by the same outage values. Therefore, sleeping

cell histograms for the considered cases are mapped to points

[0; 100] and [0; 100/21] on the heuristic space.
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Fig. 3. Heuristic performance measure

The heuristic performance of any algorithm is measured

as Euclidean distance from the corresponding point to either

point [0; 100] or point [0; 100/21] depending on the network

scenario. The smaller the distance, the better the algorithm

performance.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The essence of supervised machine learning process is

to train a decision making model by means of a labeled

training dataset. Given training data as anomaly free dataset,

we extract the normal behavior of the network. Training and

testing processes are described in the following subsections

and shown on Fig. 2.

Three independent datasets are obtained from the simulator.

Normal and reference datasets are collected from the normally

functioning network. The scenario with a malfunctioning cell 1

corresponds to the problem dataset. In order to get statistically

valid results, each of three datasets is split into 6 sub-datasets.

Simulator provides raw data, therefore preprocessing phase

is performed. Calls are sliced to sub-calls by sliding window

with size 15 and step 10, as it is described in Section IV-A.

One more benefit of this step is that outlier sub-calls reveal the

area of the sleeping cell more precisely, because they interact

with fewer number of cells than the original calls.

1-gram and 2-gram feature selection algorithms are em-

ployed to construct 7 dimensional and 49 dimensional feature

matrices respectively, see Section IV-B. 1-gram features are

actual MDT events (Tabel II), whereas 2-gram features are

ordered pairs of events.

A. Training phase

Sleeping cell detection model learns regular network behav-

ior during the training phase. Basis vectors for the embedded

space, footprint of normal sub-call in the low dimensional

space, 95% k-NN anomaly score threshold and cell-wise

sleeping cell detection threshold are extracted from the normal

sub-datasets.

The embedded space is composed of eigenvectors of co-

variance matrix of normal data. Major components are utilized

for 1-gram analysis, whereas minor components are for 2-gram
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Fig. 4. Eigenvalues and RAEs of training dataset
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Fig. 5. Data in the embedded space

analysis. Although, this aspect makes the comparison between

2 orders of N-grams different, there is a clear reason for it.

As long as 1-gram features are mobile terminal events, then,

roughly speaking, all of them are evenly expected in both

malfunctioning and properly functioning cellular networks.

Thus, PCA is employed to simply cut off the noise space and

to reduce the dimensionality.

2-grams are ordered pairs of network events. Some of

them, for instance ’HO COMMAND RECEIVED - A2 RSRP

ENTER’, are uncommon for normal sub-calls and happen in

problematic scenario. Hence, embedded space based on MCA

is able to distinguish between normal and abnormal sub-calls.

Eigenvectors chosen by PCA and MCA are determined by

RAE, see Fig. 4. Although, the dimensionality reduction has

been implemented 1-gram PCA embedded space is four time

smaller than 2-gram MCA embedded space.

The pattern of normal sub-calls in the subspace is depicted

on Fig. 5a and 5c. Marker size shows the density of points.

The next step is the outlier detection based on k-NN

anomaly scores, Section IV-D. As long as each sub-dataset

contains about 1300 sub-calls, then k is set to 35. Besides, we

define the anomaly score threshold as a value that cuts off 5%

of normal sub-calls, having the highest k-NN anomaly score.

In case of 1-gram analysis, the k-NN scores and 95% anomaly

threshold of normal dataset are shown on Fig. 6a and 6c.

Finally, target cell sub-call deviation method is employed

to obtain sleeping cell detection histograms. Having multiple

normal sub-datasets, we capture the normal pattern for each

cell. The detection threshold is shown on Fig. 7 and equal

to the cell-wise mean plus three standard deviations of the

sleeping cell scores.
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Fig. 6. k-NN anomaly score
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Fig. 7. Cell-wise sleeping cell detection threshold. Target cell sub-call
deviation method

B. Testing phase

During the testing phase the sleeping cell detection frame-

work is fed by problem or reference dataset as it is shown

on Fig. 2. Decisions of the model are based on the normal

patterns and thresholds extracted during the training phase.

The detection of a sleeping cell is performed in two steps. At

first, outlier sub-calls are assigned by means of k-NN anomaly

detection method. Afterwards, the post-processing method

considers these outliers and provides sleeping cell detection

histogram. The performance of sleeping cell detection method

is defined in two ways, as it is written in Section IV-F.

To measure the classification accuracy of k-NN, sub-calls

are labeled as abnormal if they experienced a handover failure,

otherwise normal. However, this labeling is not utilized to

train the model. Abnormal sub-calls of problem dataset deviate

from the normal instances in the embedded space, as it can be

seen on Fig. 5. That is why k-NN assigns higher anomaly

scores to abnormal sub-calls. ROC curves of k-NN outlier

detection method are presented on Fig. 8a. As it can be seen

2-gram feature selection method provides better separation

between normal and abnormal sub-calls, than 1-gram analysis.

However, areas under ROC curves are high in both cases: 0.93

and 0.99 for 1-gram and 2-gram analyses respectively.

Having assigned outlier sub-calls, the framework executes

the post-processing algorithm. Sleeping cell detection his-

tograms of target cell sub-call deviation method for 1 and

2-gram analyses are compared on Fig. 9. Although, 2-gram

analysis obtains better separation between normal and abnor-

mal sub-calls, there is no a significant difference between the

final histograms.
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Fig. 9. Sleeping cell detection histogram. Target cell sub-call deviation
method

From the performance point of view, the usage of 2-gram

analysis provides slightly better results for the considered

method, see Fig. 8b. However, this difference is very insignifi-

cant. For instance, heuristic performance, see Fig. 8c, increases

by about 1% if 2-gram analysis is chosen instead of 1-gram

analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the data mining framework

for the detection of cell outages, such as sleeping cell. The

developed model has been verified by data gathered from

dynamic LTE system simulator. Sleeping cell was modelled

by means of random access channel failure.

The detection framework is based on data mining tech-

niques, and performance metrics are suggested. Outlier sub-

calls are assigned with help of N-gram analysis, dimensionality

reduction and k-NN anomaly score algorithms. Afterwards,

outlier sub-calls are allocated on the map, and outage cell is

defined. The choice of N in N-gram feature selection algorithm

is considered, as long as it has a great impact on computational

efficiency of the overall framework.
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Abstract—The Sleeping Cell problem is a particular type of
cell degradation in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks. In
practice such cell outage leads to the lack of network service and
sometimes it can be revealed only after multiple user complains
by an operator. In this study a cell becomes sleeping because of a
Random Access Channel (RACH) failure, which may happen due
to software or hardware problems. For the detection of malfunc-
tioning cells, we introduce a data mining based framework. In
its core is the analysis of event sequences reported by a User
Equipment (UE) to a serving Base Station (BS). The crucial
element of the developed framework is an anomaly detection
algorithm. We compare performances of distance, centroid dis-
tance and probabilistic based methods, using Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) and Precision-Recall curves. Moreover, the
theoretical comparison of the methods’ computational efficiencies
is provided. The sleeping cell detection framework is verified by
means of a dynamic LTE system simulator, using Minimization of
Drive Testing (MDT) functionality. It is shown that the sleeping
cell can be pinpointed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever increasing user demands to wireless communication
services and the inevitable growth of mobile cellular network
complexity pose ambitious challenges for mobile operators
and the telecommunication research community. The high
popularity of tablet computers and smartphones has led to
a fierce competition among wireless network providers. To
attract customers, the operators are forced to offer high quality
services and more network traffic for less money. On the other
hand, the configuration and maintenance of network equipment
is a rather expensive process, which in many cases requires
manual work of qualified specialists. One of the reasons is the
heterogeneous nature of wireless networks, i.e. they combine
different radio access technologies (HSPA, OFDM) and cell
layers (macro, micro, pico). In order to cope with the high
level of network complexity and to avoid an increase in capital
expenditures, 3GPP has been developing the Self-Organizing
Network (SON) concept since Release 8 [1].

The Self-Organizing Network concept introduced by 3GPP
consists of three solutions, namely Self-Configuration, Self-
Optimization, and Self-Healing [2]. Self-Configuration refers
to the automated configuration of the newly established net-
works, while Self-Optimization includes changing the network
parameters in order to meet the current demands on the
network. The purpose of the Self-Healing mechanism is to
detect and address problems automatically, avoiding significant
impact on subscribers’ experience and reducing operational
expenses. In one of the earliest research efforts [3] neighbor
cell list reports are considered in order to evaluate the network

functionality. Although, the algorithm has shown good perfor-
mance in failure detection, there is no possibility to detect
problems with a low number of active users. In a recent work
the authors of [4] propose anomaly detection and a diagnosis
framework for mobile network operators.

Our current study is related to the sleeping cell detection
problem caused by RACH failure. RACH failures can occur
when there is no radio coverage outage. Therefore, instead
of using radio environment measurements, we analyze se-
quences of events reported by Mobile Terminals (MTs). In [5]
we proposed a data mining approach that enables automatic
detection of malfunctioning cells. In a further study [6] we
considered the effect of the size of the N -grams for the feature
selection algorithm. Based on that research, we concluded that
the influence of the size is minimal, and hence we choose N -
grams of size 1 in this article.

In the current article we focus on another part of the
designed data mining structure. The quality of the sleeping
cell detection depends on the utilized data mining algorithm.
Therefore, we compare, against each other, the application of
different classification methods in our cell outage detection
framework. The methods used are based on distance (k-Nearest
Neighbors, k-NN), centroid distance (Self-Organizing Map,
SOM), and probabilistic data structures (Local-Sensitive Hash-
ing, LSH and Probabilistic Anomaly Detection, PAD). The
practical comparison involves analysis of ROC and Precision-
Recall curves. Finally, we present theoretical bounds of com-
putational complexities of the considered algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide
the description and simulation details of the sleeping cell
detection problem and RACH failure as its particular case in
Section 2. A short overview of the utilized simulation tool and
related assumptions is given in the same section. Afterwards,
the cell outage detection framework and its functional parts
are presented in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the main
results and compares performances of the considered anomaly
detection methods. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. SLEEPING CELL PROBLEM AND SIMULATION

A. Sleeping Cell Problem

Sleeping cell is a situation whereby a base station’s mal-
functioning is not detected by the operator as there is no
alarm triggered. There could be multiple reasons for this to
happen, including misconfiguration, excessive load or soft-
ware/firmware problem at the base station side. The main
danger is that the failure remains invisible for the network
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maintainers and would be revealed only after a number of
complaints from subscribers, in other words unsatisfied cus-
tomers. There are three types of sleeping cells. Impaired and
crippled cells show, respectively, slightly and significantly
lower performances than expected. The most critical type is a
catatonic cell, which leads to the complete absence of service.

In our study we consider sleeping cell caused by RACH
failure. This type of failure makes it impossible for users
to establish a connection or to make a handover to the
malfunctioning cell. However, MTs previously connected to
the sleeping cell do not experience any lack of service. Hence,
the cell starts out being impaired since only few users notice
problems, but over time it becomes catatonic since it does
not serve any MTs. Typically, a RACH problem would be
detected only after long observation time or after multiple users
complaints. Thus, a timely detection of RACH failures is an
important issue in LTE networks.

B. Simulation

The simulator used in our experiments has been designed
in accordance with LTE 3GPP specifications and is utilized
by the Nokia Network research group. The data are MDT
measurements generated using an advanced LTE system level
simulator.

The simulations have been run several times for a duration
of 572 simulated seconds each. The first simulation was
conducted without cell outages and corresponds to the normal
operation of the network. The normal patterns of the MDT logs
are learned and captured by the data mining framework. Cell
1 happened to have a RACH failure in the beginning of the
second run. In spite of the failure, Cell 1 was able to provide
services to the connected MTs. However, it finally became a
catatonic sleeping cell.

The utilized scenarios consist of 7 sites, respectively 21
cells, with a BS distance of 500 meters, see fig. 1(a). The
model of the radio propagation environment includes slow and
fast fading conditions. MTs were initialized uniformly random
on the map and traveled under a random walk mobility model.
Table I contains the whole list of the simulation parameters.

The simulations provided us with two kinds output: MDT
logs and signal strength information. MDT logs are described
by timely ordered sequences of variables, but we have em-
ployed MDT triggering events (listed in table II), MT IDs and
target cell IDs. Signal strength information reports the distri-
bution of the cells’ signal strengths on the whole map. Hence,
the dominance areas of the cells can be drawn, see fig. 1(b).

III. CELL OUTAGE DETECTION FRAMEWORK

The whole sleeping cell detection framework involves two
separate procedures, see fig. 2. At first, the model learns
a “normal” network behavior. It practically means that the
footprint of normal sub-calls in a feature space and necessary
thresholds are extracted. Afterwards, the current network state
is compared against the previously trained model, and cell
outage predictions are made.

In contrast to our previous work [6] we have not employed
dimensionality reduction. Actually, there is no high need for
it, since data are fully described by seven 1-gram features.
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Fig. 1. Wrap around Macro 21 scenario

TABLE I. GENERAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Cellular layout Macro 21 wrap-around

Number of cells 21

UEs per cell 15

Inter-Site Distance 500 m

Link direction Downlink

User distribution in the network Uniform

Maximum BS TX power 46 dBm

Initial cell selection criterion Strongest RSRP value

Simulation length 572 s (≈ 9.5 min)

Simulation resolution 1 time step = 71.43 μs

Max number of UEs/cell 20

UE velocity 30 km/h

Duration of calls Uniform 30 to 140 s

Traffic model Constant Bit Rate 320 kbps

TABLE II. NETWORK EVENTS TRIGGERING MDT LOG ENTRY

A2 RSRP ENTER — RSRP goes under A2 enter threshold.

A2 RSRP LEAVE — RSRP goes over A2 leave threshold.

A3 RSRP — A3 event, according to 3GPP specification.

HO COMMAND RECEIVED — handover command received [7].

HO COMPLETE RECEIVED — handover complete received [7].

PL PROBLEM — Physical Layer Problem [8].

RLF — Radio Link Failure [7].

In the current research we focus on the choice of an
anomaly detection algorithm as the main functional block of
the scheme. The utilized methods are based on distance (k-
NN), centroid distance (SOM), and probabilistic data structures
(LSH, PAD). The practical comparison is carried out by means
of ROC and Precision-Recall curves. The description of the
other functional parts is provided in the following sub-sections.

A. Sliding Window

Each MT causes an ordered sequence of events in the LTE
network. Due to the random nature of calls, the sequences have
different lengths. In order to do length-wise normalization and
localize calls, we slice the sequences to sub-sequences, or sub-
calls, by means of a sliding window. The chosen window step
and size allow a sub-call to visit three cells on average.

B. N -Gram Analysis

In order to extract features from sub-calls, which are
sequential data, we make use of N -gram analysis. An N -
gram is an ordered set of N terms. The number of N -grams
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is defined as all possible permutations of unique instances in
the considered data. In our research, the instances are network
events, see table II. Thus, sub-calls can be transformed into
feature vectors, which indicate how often each particular N -
gram occurs in these subsequences.

C. Anomaly Detection Algorithms

We define abnormal sub-call as sub-call that moved into
or travelled through a sleeping cell, otherwise the sub-call is
referred as normal. An outlier sub-call is a sub-call detected as
abnormal and a non-outlier sub-call is one detected as normal.
Next, we introduce binary classification methods, which split
the sub-calls into the outlier and non-outlier classes.

1) k-NN anomaly score outlier detection algorithm: this
algorithm belongs to the family of distance based anomaly
detection methods. The sum of distances to the k nearest
neighbors of a point is referred to as k-NN anomaly score
of that point [9]. In practice, k is usually chosen to be squared
root of the number of points in the dataset.

The higher the k-NN anomaly score the more chances for
a point to be assigned to the outlier class. The exact decision
boundary is introduced as n% quantile of normal dataset. Thus,
the defined threshold splits the considered dataset into two
classes: non-outlier class, having low anomaly scores, and
outlier class, having high anomaly scores.

2) Self-organizing map: SOM is a set of connected nodes
which “memorizes” the shape of a larger set of points [10].
SOM can be used for binary classification problems by con-
sidering points which are located in the interior of the map
being member of the one class and points which fall outside
it in the other.

For a given set of points, in our case the set of normal sub-
calls, the map is created by morphing a set of interconnected
nodes such that it covers the points. The morphing is an

iterative process and happens by moving the best matching
unit, i.e. closest node of the map, closer towards given random
training point. This also affects the connected nodes to a
smaller extend. We utilized a two dimensional, linearly ini-
tialized self-organizing map with a hexagonal lattice. 1 SOM
anomaly scores are assigned by mean of k-NN.

3) Probabilistic anomaly detection: PAD calculates density
functions of features of the normal dataset [11]. The untypical
or abnormal behavior can be defined as an event with a
small probability. There are two types of exploited density
functions, referred to as consistency checks. First and second
order consistency checks estimate, respectively, unconditional
and conditional probabilities of elements. The Friedman-Singer
estimator was used for the probability calculations. It allowed
us to estimate the probabilities for already known as well as
previously unknown elements.

During the training phase, PAD is fed by data representing
normal network behavior, and consistency checks are calcu-
lated. A testing record is labeled as abnormal if it has not
passed one of the consistency checks, i.e. the probability of
one of its elements is lower than a predefined threshold.

4) Locality-sensitive hashing: LSH first introduced as a
method for finding approximate nearest neighbors, given a
distance measure, d, and a threshold for the error, ε [12]. In
order to use the method, one needs a family of hash functions,
which likely map elements with a high similarity to the same
value and elements with low similarity to different ones. For
our experiment, the Jaccard distance measure (d (A,B) =
1− sim (A,B)) and its associated family of locality sensitive
hash functions, namely min-hash, were used.

Concrete, to test whether a sub-call is abnormal, we use
LSH and try to find near neighbors in our training data set. If
these are not found, we conclude that the sub-call is abnormal.

D. ROC and Precision-Recall curves

Common ways to represent the performance of binary
classifiers are ROC and Precision-Recall curves.

• Precision is the number of abnormal sub-calls, classified
as outliers, divided by the total number of outlier sub-
calls.

• Recall or True Positive Rate (TPR) is the number of
abnormal sub-calls, classified as outliers, divided by the
number of abnormal sub-calls.

• False positive rate (FPR) is the number of normal sub-
calls, classified as outlier, divided by the number of
normal sub-calls.

ROC curve represents TPR in function of FPR, while
Precision-Recall shows the relation between precision and
recall. A better algorithm will have a higher precision and
recall and a lower FPR. We used 6-fold cross validation
and included information about the standard deviation in the
curves. The ROC curves also contain the operating point
which shows the actual algorithm’s performance. This point
corresponds to the threshold used to split the sub-calls.

1We used the SOM Toolbox from http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/
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E. Post-processing

Post-processing is implemented by the target cell deviation
of sub-calls algorithm, which makes use of target cell feature of
sub-calls. Two groups of sub-calls are taken into account. The
first one consists of all instances of the training dataset. The
second one is composed of the sub-calls assigned to the outlier
class by the anomaly detection algorithm during the testing
phase. Next, two histograms representing the distribution of
target cell feature among cells are calculated and normalized
by the corresponding number of sub-calls. The deviation his-
togram is obtained as the absolute difference between testing
and training histograms.

The deviation histogram is not the final evaluation of the
network performance. A sub-call in itself hits several cells.
Hence, the outlier sub-calls can indicate as malfunctioning
not only the actually sleeping cell, but also its neighbors.
The proposed amplification procedure increases a sleeping
cell’s bar on the deviation histogram, while decreasing the
neighboring bars. It is worth to point out that if there is no
cell outage then the deviation histogram is not significantly
changed by the amplification. Finally, the amplified deviation
histogram is normalized and introduced as sleeping cell detec-
tion histogram, see fig. 6.

In accordance to our detection framework the ordered event
sequences generated by MTs are sliced into pieces by sliding
window with size 15 and step 10. 1-gram analysis construct
the set of features, which are basically network events listed
in table II. Normal and problem datasets projected on two
principal components of the problem dataset is plotted in fig. 3.
This first analysis of the data set shows that it is not trivial to
separate the abnormal sub-calls from normal ones.

An anomaly detection algorithm both assigns anomaly
scores to dataset’s points and separates them into outlier and
non-outlier classes. In fig. 4 we plotted the normalized density
of sub-calls in function of the k-NN anomaly score. Note
that in the figures we swapped the X and Y axis and that
the density is plotted on a logarithmic scale. A black line,
located around anomaly score 0.2, separates the figure in two
areas. This decision threshold is determined during the training
phase, such that the anomaly scores below the line represent
95% of the points in the normal dataset, while the remaining
5% are located above the line. The chosen threshold is mapped
to ROC and Precision-Recall curves as an operating point.

Figure 4(b) shows how the decision threshold works on
i) normal sub-calls ii) anomalous sub-calls from the problem
dataset. Note that many of the anomalous points obtain a high
anomaly score and will hence be correctly classified as outliers.
The points of curve of anomalous sub-calls under the threshold
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Fig. 5. Performances of anomaly detection algorithms. Colored areas show
3 standard deviations of the lines. Makers represent operating points: “♦” —
k-NN, “©” — SOM&k-NN, “×” — PAD, “+” — LSH

indicate sub-calls which will be erroneously classified as non-
outliers. The figure also shows the source of false positives.
These are sub-calls which are represented by the normal curve
above the threshold. Similar figures can be plotted for the other
anomaly detection algorithms, but we left them out for brevity.

We compare the performance of the different anomaly
detection methods visually using ROC curves in fig. 5(a) and
Precision-Recall curves in fig. 5(b). Note that we show only
the most interesting part of the ROC curves. Points with a
FPR greater than 0.2 result in pretty much the same TPR for
all methods. For interpretation of these figures, we remind that
an optimal method would find a TPR of 1 and a FPR of 0 and
hence the ROC curve would have a point in the top-left corner
of the chart. For the Precision-Recall curve the optimal method
would find a precision and recall equal to one corresponding
to a point in the top-right corner.

From the curves, we see that the PAD method performs
better as the other methods. SOM&k-NN, despite the fact that
it does not have the smallest AUC, could be considered the
weakest method. In order to get the TPR at an acceptable
level, one has to accept a high false positive rate. k-NN as
such scores fairly strong. Its main benefit is that is very stable
which can be seen from the small standard deviations. The
LSH method scores similar to k-NN in the regions of interest,
i.e. these with high precision and recall. However, the method
seems somewhat unstable. In other words, when performing
analysis using LSH on a limited dataset, the result might be
unreliable.

Another consideration regarding the used anomaly detec-
tion methods is their computational complexity. In a real-
life scenario the resource budget allocated for a Self-Healing
algorithm might be of great importance. In table III we listed
the computational complexities of the training and testing



TABLE III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF ANOMALY

DETECTION ALGORITHMS

Algrithm Training phase Testing phase

k-NN [13] O(dN2
trn) O(dNtrnNtst)

SOM & k-NN [14] O(duNtrn) O(d
√
uNtst)

LSH O(brNtrn) O(brNtst)

PAD [15] O(v2N2
trn) O(Ntst)

Ntrn, Ntst — number of instances in the training and testing dataset respectively

d — number of N -gram features or dimensions

u — number of unique instances in Ntrn

v — number of unique record values for each record component

b and r — number of bands and rows used for LSH
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Fig. 6. Sleeping cell detection

phases. As we can see, LSH is the only method which, with
fixed values for b and r, remains linear for both phases. Other
methods show a roughly quadratic complexity during training.
During testing, k-NN loses out with again a quadratic com-
plexity compared to a linear complexity for PAD. SOM&k-
NN outperforms k-NN and shows slightly better result than
during its training. The PAD method seems to utilize the least
computation resources to label testing dataset.

Figure 6 shows the anomaly scores obtained using k-NN
anomaly detection method. Note that the bars at Cell 1 are
significantly higher as what is found for the other cells. From
the histogram it is obvious that we are able to detect the
sleeping cell correctly.

Even though we observe differences in the anomaly detec-
tion methods, we note that all of them were able to determine
the sleeping cell correctly. Hence, we find that the performance
of the overall detection framework is not strongly dependent on
the choice of the classifier. Likely, the post-processing method
cancels out the small differences between the considered
anomaly detection methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a data mining framework
for sleeping cell detection, caused by RACH failure. One of
the crucial parts of the framework is the anomaly detection
algorithm. We compared computational complexity as well
as practical performances of several algorithms based on a
simulation. The considered algorithms have shown different
detection rates on the simulated scenario. PAD showed the
best result for the detection of abnormal sub-calls, but it is
computationally expensive to train. Finally, we noticed that
the utilized post-processing algorithm mitigated the differences
between methods’ performances.
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Abstract—Automated and timely detection of malfunctioning
cells in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks is of high im-
portance. Sleeping cell is a particular type of cell degradation
hardly detectable by traditional network monitoring systems.
Recent introduction of Minimization of Drive Test (MDT) func-
tionality enables to collect user-level statistics from regular user
devices without expensive and time-consuming drive-test and
measurement campaigns. In this study data mining techniques
are used to process MDT measurements to detect efficiently
a sleeping cell. The developed earlier data mining framework
is briefly overviewed in the paper. Special attention is devoted
to post-processing stage as one of the key elements of the
detection scheme. In practice, location information of collected
measurements might contain considerable errors. This factor
impacts the precision of malfunctioning cell detection. Therefore
several post-processing algorithms are proposed, where location
accuracy is taken into account. The performance of the algorithms
is compared based on the results of thorough system-level LTE
network simulations. Combined post-processing method shows
the best reliability against location errors in terms of Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) and percent gain.

Keywords—LTE, SON, Self-healing, cell outage, data mining,
anomaly detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The complexity of modern and constantly evolving mobile
cellular networks implies difficulties in their configuration and
maintenance. This task usually requires considerable capital
and operational expenses. For that reason, there is a strong
need for the automation of the network management functions.
The research activities related to this field are referred as
Self-Organizing Networks (SON). So far, 3GPP has already
included SON concept, requirements and solutions in the series
of cellular network standards [1, 2].

Automatized and prompt detection of outages in current
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A)
networks is a challenging problem. For cellular networks
operators it is important to:

• be aware about the problems in the network as fast as
possible;

• identify the problem with minimal human involve-
ment, for instance without the visit of maintenance
personnel or without extensive measurement cam-
paign;

• minimize amount of false and missed alarms;

• make the ”set-up” or training phase of the algorithms
as short as possible;

• minimize the amount of manually set parameters of
network performance monitoring system.

Presented targets can be combined only with the use of intel-
ligent network performance monitoring system. The accuracy
and efficacy of such analytic system directly depends on timely
and precise information about the network.

Traditionally, cell-level key performance indicators (KPI)
are used in network monitoring. Such approach for analyzing
failures in cellular networks is introduced in [3]. Two Bayesian
estimators are derived and suggested to be adopted by network
operators as robust cell KPIs. In paper [4] adaptive ensemble
method framework is presented and used to detect partial and
complete cell degradation. The base station performance status
is determined by cell-level KPIs.

Recently with the introduction of MDT functionality it
became possible to collect user-level statistics from regular
user devices. Such approach can replace expensive and time-
consuming drive-test and measurement campaigns. It also
provides much larger volume of data for analysis. For that
reason more advanced data processing techniques based on
data mining should be implemented. In particular, these mea-
surements can be used to detect outages in the network. Cor-
responding anomaly detection algorithms have been proposed
and analyzed in the number of papers [5–7]. Using statistical
classification techniques and neighbor cell lists reported by
mobile terminals (MT) authors of [5] developed an algorithm
for the detection of cell outages. In paper [6] diffusion maps
and nearest neighbors classification algorithm are utilized to
pinpoint a malfunctioning cell. The designed method is based
on certain features extracted from periodical MDT logs.

In our papers [7, 8] we have proposed complete data
mining framework for cell outage detection. Malfunctioning
was caused by a failure in Random Access Channel (RACH)
procedure. Due to this outage MTs were not able to establish
a connection or to make a handover to the sleeping cell.
The developed machine learning model was based on MDT
measurements and successfully pinpointed the malfunctioning
cell. Our following articles [9, 10] have improved certain com-
ponents of the initial framework. In particular, the influence
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of N in N -gram feature selection algorithm on the overall
framework performance was discovered in [9]. In [10] the
application of different types of anomaly detection algorithms
was compared to our model.

In this paper we consider the proposed earlier detection
framework [7, 8], RACH failure, and tackle a new topic -
precision of measurements. In the previous studies it was
assumed that location of MT is known exactly. However, due
to the natural reasons the error in MT location estimation
may change from few up to hundreds of meters. At the post-
processing stage locations of abnormal MTs are used to pin
out faulty cell. MTs can be localized by means of either target
cell feature or by their geographical location. No superior post-
processing method can be found out, because methods’ per-
formances depend differently on positioning accuracy. For that
reason a new combined post-processing methods is proposed.
It demonstrates higher reliability in case of errors in MT and
measurements position.

The paper is arranged in the following way: In the next sec-
tion simulation scenario and the scope of MDT measurements
are introduced. It is also described how MT can be localized
and what positioning error model is used. Section III overviews
a framework that leverages knowledge data discovery process
and detects a sleeping cell in the simulated scenarios. As
for post-processing, there is a detailed description of three
independent and one combined methods. The comparison
metrics are introduced and results are analyzed in Section IV.
The final section concludes the paper.

II. OUTAGE SIMULATION SCENARIO

Computer simulation is a widely adopted approach to study
big enough wireless networks, whereas real experiments are
usually much more expensive or even impossible. In our
research we made use of a system-level simulator, which
meets LTE-A 3GPP specifications and is utilized by the Nokia
Networks research group. The considered cellular network is
composed of 7 base stations as shown on Figure 1(a). There
are 3 sector antennas deployed on each base station. Thus, the
whole network consists of 21 cells. Besides, the considered
map and propagation model is endless due to wrap-around
technique. Specifically, if MT during its random walk goes
behind the network border, then it immediately appears on the
other side of the map without any interruption. Other general
simulation parameters are listed in Table I.

In the study two types of network scenarios have been
considered: normal and problem. As for normal ones, the

TABLE I. GENERAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Cellular layout Macro 21 wrap-around

Number of cells 21

UEs per cell 15

Inter-Site Distance 500 m

Link direction Downlink

User distribution in the network Uniform

Maximum BS TX power 46 dBm

Initial cell selection criterion Strongest RSRP value

Simulation length 572 s (≈ 9.5 min)

Simulation resolution 1 time step = 71.43 μs

Max number of UEs/cell 20

UE velocity 30 km/h

Duration of calls Uniform 30 to 140 s

Traffic model Constant Bit Rate 320 kbps

TABLE II. NETWORK EVENTS REPORTED IN MDT

Event Comment
A2 RSRP ENTER RSRP goes under A2 enter threshold.

A2 RSRP LEAVE RSRP goes over A2 leave threshold.

A3 RSRP A3 event, according to 3GPP specifi-
cation.

HO COMMAND RECEIVED handover command received [12].

HO COMPLETE RECEIVED handover complete received [12].

PL PROBLEM Physical Layer Problem [13].

RLF Radio Link Failure [12].

cellular system worked in a proper way, i.e. eNBs and MTs
did not experience any malfunctioning during the run time. The
distinctive feature of the problematic scenario is the existence
of a faulty eNB. Sleeping cell is introduced in the problematic
scenario. It is a special type of a cell failure that cannot not
be detected by traditional methods based on cell-level KPIs
monitoring. In our study a cell turned to be sleeping because of
RACH failure. This kind of malfunctioning prevents MTs from
the ability to connect to or to make a handover to impaired
cell, while previously connected MTs are still serviced.

A. MDT Measurements

MDT was introduced as a part of coverage and capacity
optimization in self-organizing networks [11]. One of the ma-
jor goals of MDT concept is to replace manual and expensive
drive testing data collection process. MDT measurements are
reported by MTs and provide actual information about network
quality in the target area.

In the study MDT measurements with corresponding time
and location stamps have been periodically reported by the
simulated MTs. MDT logs are composed of signal strength
information, target cell and MDT triggering events, presented
in Table II. Collected MDT events are ordered in time and
space sequences, which lay at the core of the actual sleeping
cell detection framework. These measurements can be con-
tributed by the propagation map corresponding to each of
eNBs. Hence dominance cell maps can be derived, showing
eNB with maximal reception power in each geographical point.
Figure 1(b) shows an example of such a map, where path loss
and slow fading are taken into account.
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B. Localization

MT localization is of importance for sleeping cell detec-
tion. In case of network faults the current serving cells cannot
always be used as a reliable indicator of the position. For
example, MT might be still connected to eNB with very low
signal strength, because it just cannot handover any other cell.
Therefore, in our algorithms it is proposed to use two different
ways in order to find relation between events and network
layout. First, MT can be matched with a cell in accordance
with a target cell of an event. For example, target cell can be
easily defined for such events as A3, handover, etc. Second,
MT localization can be related to the dominance areas of eNBs,
where the signal power of the cell exceeds the signal power of
the neighboring cells. Therefore, if we know the coordinates
of a terminal and network prorogation map, we are able to
define dominance cell for a MT. Dominance area is equal to
the dominance cell ID.

The geographical location of a MT in practice can be
determined by a number of methods, for example listed in
[14]. Although, Assisted-General Positioning System (A-GPS)
measurements provide the highest accuracy for outdoor posi-
tioning, it is not the superior approach. Since A-GPS receivers
are usually installed in modern smartphones and cause high
device battery consumption, they might be not present in MT
or switched off. Therefore, we cannot expect, that is possible to
get high location accuracy for all MTs in cell outage detection
algorithms.

The distribution of horizontal positioning error is well
approximated with Rayleigh noise, as it is shown in the
report submitted to Federal Aviation Administration [15]. In
order get realistic result, it was decided to add Rayleigh
noise to actual MTs coordinates in our simulations. Rayleigh
probability density function is

f(x, σ) =
x

σ2
e−x2/(2σ2), x ≥ 0, (1)

where noise mean value and variance are defined by scale
parameter σ.

III. ANOMALY DETECTION FRAMEWORK

In this section we present the framework, see Figure 2,
that leverages knowledge data discovery process and detects
a sleeping cell in the simulated scenarios. Leaving aside
a data collection process, the developed framework can be
broken into several parts: preprocessing and transformation,
data mining and post-processing. The more detailed description
of these steps is given in the following subsections.

The detection of the sleeping cell is carried out in two
phases. The first phase is referred as training. During the
training process, the overall scheme is fed by normal dataset,
see Figure 2. Normal data is the data that reflects the regular,
failure free, network behavior. Training phase enables the
detection framework to learn the profile of normal functioning
of the network.

The second phase is for testing. This time the anomaly
detection framework processes previously unseen datasets.
Records of these datasets assigned to an outlier class are
considered by post-processing algorithms. Finally, a sleeping
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Fig. 2. Sleeping cell detection framework

cell detection histogram provides outage scores for each cell
and, hence, explains the current network state.

A. Preprocessing

Preprocessing is a data preparation process, which is em-
ployed during both training and testing phases. Preprocessing
is carried out by sliding window and N -gram analysis meth-
ods.

Calls have different duration and consist of the different
number of MDT events. Having records of different scale is
a common situation in the data mining world. One usually
applies normalization procedures, such as min-max or z-score.
In our study we slice calls into equal pieces named sub-calls by
sliding window with a fixed size and step. The size is chosen
such that one sub-call visits 2 to 3 cells in average.

N -gram analysis is a feature selection procedure utilized
for the analysis of sequential data. One can think about N -
gram method as a sliding window of size N and step 1. Every
record is broken into smaller pieces by this sliding window.
These pieces or N -grams characterize a record by means of
a feature vector. The feature vector preserves frequencies of
each N -gram in the considered record. Thus, all sub-calls can
be described by feature vectors, which form a feature matrix.

B. Transformation

High dimensional data require extra computational re-
sources. That is why we have employed Minor Component
Analysis (MCA) in pair with Ration of Adjacent Eigenvalues
(RAE) methods that map the original manifold of points into
a low dimensional space.

MCA projects dataset to an embedded space composed
of minor components. Minor components are learned from
normal dataset during the training phase as follows. At first,
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eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of train-
ing dataset are calculated. The formal derivation is described
in [16]. Afterwards, eigenvectors corresponding to the lowest
eigenvalues are chosen as minor components. Normal points in
such embedded space are located in the vicinity of the origin.

The number of extracted minor components is defined by
Ration of Adjacent Eigenvalues (RAE) [17]. The maximum
value of the ration of adjacent eigenvalues is referred as
splitting point. Splitting point breaks eigenvectors into two
sets. The set of eigenvectors with lowest eigenvalues constitute
the low dimensional space.

Points from normal dataset slightly deviate from the origin
of the embedded space. It means that the chosen minor
components are perhaps the worst way to capture the nature of
the normal sub-calls. However, sub-calls visited the sleeping
cell reside comparatively far from the origin. Obviously, sub-
calls can be described by just one coordinate, which is a polar
radius. Thus, only the polar radius is taken into account for
the further processing.

C. Data Mining

In our previous research [9] we made use of k-NN anomaly
detection algorithm to label sub-calls as normal and outliers.
k-means separates normal and abnormal sub-calls in a better
way that is why it has been chosen for this study.

k-means is fed by testing dataset and aims at partition
considered instances into k clusters. At first, k random points
from testing dataset are taken and called as centroids. The con-
sidered space can be partitioned by the centroids into Voronoi
cells. Then the coordinates of each centroid are recalculated as
the average point of observed instances in centroid’s Voronoi
cell. The updated centroids split the considered space again.
This iterative process continues until some stop condition is
met.

In our implementation we initialize k-means by setting k
equal to 2. Having run the algorithm, big cluster is considered
as normal and sub-calls from other clusters are referred as
outliers. Sometimes there are few outlier points returned by
the algorithm. This small amount of outlier sub-calls is not
enough to diagnose the current status of the whole network.
That is why k-means is rerun with higher order of k, until
enough number of sub-calls are labeled as outliers. Thus, the
threshold should be introduced.

The minimum number of sub-calls needed to diagnose a
cellular network is determined by the following reasoning. If
there is a sleeping cell in a network and a malfunctioning
occurred from the beginning of the observation, then number of
abnormal sub-calls may be inferred from the average number
of sub-calls per cell and the average number of cells visited
by a sub-call. It is worth noting that in our simulation cells
had equal popularities, but in other case the threshold should
reflect possible unevenness.

D. Post-processing

Post-processing step infers the current state of a mobile
cellular network based on the given outlier sub-calls. Sub-calls
are localized on the map in accordance with their dominance

cell or target cell features. We have developed three distinct
post-processing methods that assign outage scores to each cell.

In our previous article [7] symmetry property of 2-grams
was discovered. It says that the number of incoming and outgo-
ing 2-grams of the same kind is roughly equal. However, this
symmetry property is broken in the presence of the sleeping
cell. Therefore, one type of anomaly score can be introduced as
a sum of absolute differences between the number of incoming
(I) and outgoing (O) 2-grams taken separately. Target Cell O-
I and Dominance Cell O-I methods utilize the property of
symmetry.

In this research we have discovered that the number of 2-
grams that completely reside (C) in a cell depends on whether
the cell is properly functioning or broken. The best effect of
this property is exposed when localization is defined with help
of dominance cell feature. Thus, Dominance Cell C method
is introduced as a sum of 2-grams that completely reside in
cells.

Post-processing methods assign higher outage scores to the
actual sleeping cell and its neighbors in contrast with the rest
cells. Amplification procedure increases the outage score of the
sleeping cell at the expense of its neighbors, while scores of
other cells remain barely touched. Practically, outage score of
each cell is divided by the sum of scores of other cell, but not
neighbors.

Normalization of calculated estimates enables us to com-
pare post-processing methods. Each outage score is divided
by the sum of scores. The received histogram is referred as
sleeping cell detection histogram.

Combined method is a weighted sum of sleeping cell
detection histograms derived by other methods. Weights are
equal to the portion of sub-calls allocated to post-processing
methods.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The main focus of this paper is on the post-processing
algorithms. For that reason the other parts of the sleeping
cell detection framework are not discussed in details here,
but can be found in the following publications [7–10]. It is
worth noting that the chosen feature space, composed of 2-
grams, enables to distinguish explicitly normal and abnormal
sub-calls. The utilization of k-means clustering technique is
an important novelty of this study. k-means carries out the
most accurate separation of sub-calls. The other new approach
concerns the estimation and comparison of the utilized post-
processing algorithms. These terms are referred as RMSE and
percentage gain and are describe in the following sub-section.

A. Comparison Metrics

The proposed post-processing methods are compared in
terms of root mean squared error (RMSE) and percent gain.
The following discussion clarifies the way of usage of these
metrics. The outcome of the failure detection framework is
outage scores assigned to each cell. There were no hot spots,
such as markets or other public places, in the considered
simulations. Hence, for the normal scenario an ideal post-
processing algorithm would assign equal outage scores to each
cell, see histogram given by Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) depicts
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Fig. 3. Ideal sleeping cell detection histograms
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(a) Outlier sub-calls from the normal
scenario are considered
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(b) Outlier sub-calls from the problem
scenario are considered

Fig. 4. Number of 2-grams ”A2 RSRP LEAVE - A3 RSRP” originated and
ended in each cell

outage scores produced by the ideal algorithm in the problem
case. Here the sleeping cell gets the highest anomaly score
and the rest cells are not suspected at all. The deviation
of estimated outage scores of a proposed post-processing
algorithm from the ideal one is determined by RMSE. The
less RMSE, the closer a proposed algorithm to the ideal one.

The advantage of algorithm 1 over algorithm 2 is expressed
by percent gain:

PercentGain =
|RMSEalg1 −RMSEalg2|

RMSEalg2
· 100 (2)

These two metrics are an objective way to compare the
efficacy of proposed algorithms.

B. Results Analysis

The diagnosis of network cells is drawn from the outlier
sub-calls. Post-processing methods leverage 2-gram properties
of outlier sub-calls and infer the outage scores. For instance,
the number of times ”A2 RSRP LEAVE - A3 RSRP” event
pair originates and ends in a given cell is rather balanced for
normal scenario, see Figure 4(a). However, the symmetry is
broken in the presence of sleeping cell. Note that the same
2-gram ends in the malfunctioning cell, which is Cell 1,
several times more often than originates, see Figure 4(b). The
given example considers dominance cell feature of sub-calls.
The same dependencies are hold for the target cell feature.
Thus, the difference between the frequencies of incoming and
outgoing 2-grams may be interpreted as outage score. Based
on the discussed property we propose ’Target Cell O-I’ and
’Dominance Cell O-I’ methods.

Figure 5 shows the number of times ”A2 RSRP LEAVE -
A3 RSRP” event pair from outlier sub-calls completely resides
in cells. The distribution of this 2-gram remains rather even
on Figure 5(a), which corresponds to normally functioning
network. In contrast, in problem scenario the histogram of
the same distribution emphasizes abnormal behavior of the
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(b) Outlier sub-calls from the problem
scenario are considered

Fig. 5. Number of 2-grams ”A2 RSRP LEAVE - A3 RSRP” completely
presented in each cell

(a) 95% confidence interval in range
0:400 meters

(b) 95% confidence interval in range
0:100 meters

Fig. 6. Overall RMSE of ’Target Cell O-I’, ’Dominance Cell C’ and
’Dominance Cell O-I’ methods as a function of 95% confidence interval for
location error. Colored areas show standard deviations of the lines

sleeping cell and its neighbors. This property motivated us
to propose ’Dominance Cell C’ method.

The presented figures are drawn from dominance cell fea-
ture of outlier sub-calls. The same properties are hold for target
cell feature. Remember, that dominance cell feature exploits
MT positioning information and significantly depends on its
accuracy. Positioning error conforms to the model of Rayleigh
noise, which is defined by σ. From the practical perspective,
one should understand the location error as follows. Given
sigma set to σ, 95% of measurements are within 2.45 σ radius.
This value is referred as 95% confidence interval in statistics.
In our simulations we varied 95% confidence interval within
a range from 0 up to 400 meters. It is worth noticing that the
inter-site distance is equal to 500 meters.

Overall RMSE is the sum of RMSEs corresponding to
normal and problem scenarios. Figure 6 depicts Overall RM-
SEs of considered post-processing methods as a function of
Rayleigh sigma. Dominance cell methods overtake target cell
symmetry method if relatively high positioning accuracy is
achieved. Further increase of sigma leads to the degradation of
dominance cell based approaches, while target cell one remains
stable and becomes superior. It is worth noting, ’Dominance
Cell O-I’ fails to assign the highest outage score to the sleeping
cell when sigma is greater than 10. Thus, ’Dominance Cell O-
I’ method remains reliable only if A-GPS or other equally
accurate positioning technology is available.

’Target Cell O-I’ and ’Dominance Cell C’ methods have
been chosen to generate combined estimate. Figure 7(a) shows
Overall RMSEs of these post-processing methods. These
curves depend on the number of sub-calls allocated for each
of the methods. ’Dominance Cell C’ outperforms ’Target Cell
O-I’ algorithm if accurate MDT measurements of all MTs are
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(a) Overall RMSE of combined method.
Colored areas show standard deviations
of the lines
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Fig. 7. Comparison metrics in the presence of location error. 95% confidence
interval is equal to 50 meters

available. However, it might be the case that a mobile operator
is able to figure out accurate enough coordinates only for the
portion of MTs. Therefore, the combination of the results of
dominance and target cell methods is the best option. RMSE
of the combined estimate decreases as the number MTs with
available dominance cell feature increases.

’Dominance Cell C’ outperforms ’Target Cell O-I’ method
by 7% in terms of percent gain as shown in Figure 7(b).
The more Combined method rely on the ’Dominance Cell C’
algorithm the higher percent gain is achieved.

V. CONCLUSION

Our current research exploits MDT measurements and
introduces machine learning framework for sleeping cell detec-
tion, caused by RACH problem. This article mainly considers
the impact of precision of MT location on the post-processing
algorithms’ performances. In the real life MTs’ locations
are estimated with different accuracies. As long as there is
no a post-processing algorithm that would exhibit the best
performance at any level of location noise, the combined
method was introduced. The combined post-processing method
demonstrates higher reliability in a case of location errors
of MTs. All the measurements were carried out by system-
level LTE network simulator, which is utilized by the Nokia
Networks research group. In our future work we are going to
study how the amount of testing and training data influences
on the performance of the detection framework.
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Abstract This article presents an automatic malfunction

detection framework based on data mining approach to

analysis of network event sequences. The considered

environment is long term evolution (LTE) of Universal

Mobile Telecommunications System with sleeping cell

caused by random access channel failure. Sleeping cell

problem means unavailability of network service without

triggered alarm. The proposed detection framework uses

N-gram analysis for identification of abnormal behavior in

sequences of network events. These events are collected

with minimization of drive tests functionality standardized

in LTE. Further processing applies dimensionality reduc-

tion, anomaly detection with K-Nearest Neighbors, cross-

validation, postprocessing techniques and efficiency eval-

uation. Different anomaly detection approaches proposed

in this paper are compared against each other with both

classic data mining metrics, such as F-score and receiver

operating characteristic curves, and a newly proposed

heuristic approach. Achieved results demonstrate that the

suggested method can be used in modern performance

monitoring systems for reliable, timely and automatic

detection of random access channel sleeping cells.

Keywords Data mining � Sleeping cell problem �
Anomaly detection � Performance monitoring �
Self-healing � LTE networks

1 Introduction

Modern cellular mobile networks are becoming increas-

ingly diverse and complex, due to coexistence of multiple

Radio Access Technologies (RATs), and their corre-

sponding releases. Additionally, small cells are actively

deployed to complement the macro layer coverage, and this

trend will only grow. In the future this situation is going to

evolve towards even higher complexity, as in 5th Gener-

ation (5G) networks there will be much more end-user

devices, served by different technologies, and connected to

cells of different types [21, 33, 59, 62, 63]. New applica-

tions and user behavior patterns are daily coming into play.

In such environment, network performance and robustness

are becoming critical values for mobile operators. In order

to achieve these goals, efficient flow of Quality and Per-

formance Management (QPM) [36], which is a sequence of

fault detection, diagnosis and healing, should be developed

and applied in the network in addition to other optimization

functions.

The concept of self-organizing network (SON) [57, 58]

has been proposed to automate and optimize the most

tedious manual tasks in mobile networks, including QPM.

Automation is the key idea in SON and it has been pro-

posed for self-configuration, self-optimization and self-

healing in LTE and UMTS networks [27, 36, 68]. In tra-

ditional systems detection, diagnosis and recovery of
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network failures is mostly manual task, and it is heavily

based on pre-defined thresholds, aggregation and averaging

of large amounts of performance data—so called Key

Performance Indicators (KPIs). Self-healing [32, 67]

automates the functions of QPM process to improve reli-

ability of network operation. Though, self-healing is still

among the least studied functions of SON at the moment,

and the developed solutions and use cases require

improvement prior to application in the real networks. This

is especially important for non-trivial network failures such

as sleeping cell problem [13, 14, 36]. This is a special term

used to denote a breakdown, which causes partial or

complete degradation of network performance, and which

is hard to detect with conventional QPM within reasonable

time. Thus, in the research and standardization community

automatic fault detection and diagnosis functions,

enhanced with the most recent advancements in data

analysis, are seen as the future of self-healing. Thus,

development of improved self-healing functions for

detection of sleeping cell problems, through application of

anomaly detection techniques is of high importance

nowadays. This article presents a novel framework based

on N-gram analysis of MDT event sequences for detection

of random access channel sleeping cells.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes common practices of quality and performance

management in mobile networks, including MDT func-

tionality, and advanced methods based on knowledge

mining algorithms. Section 3 defines the concept of

sleeping cell and its possible root cause failures. In Sect. 4

simulation environment, assumptions and random access

channel problem are presented. Also Sect. 4 describes the

generated and analyzed performance MDT data. Sect. 5

concentrates on the suggested sleeping cell detection

knowledge mining framework. It includes overview of the

applied anomaly detection methods: KNN anomaly outlier

scores, N-gram, minor component analyses, postprocessing

and data mining performance evaluation techniques. Sec-

tion 6 is devoted to the actual research results. Data

structures at different stages of analysis are shown, and

efficiency of different postprocessing methods is com-

pared. In Sect. 7 the concluding remarks regarding the

findings of the presented research are given.

2 Quality and performance management
in cellular mobile networks

Performance management in wireless networks includes

three main components: data collection, analysis and results

interpretation. Data gathering can be done either by aggre-

gation of cell-level statistics—collection of KPIs, or col-

lection of detailed performance data with drive tests. The

mainweaknesses in analysis of KPIs are that a lot of statistics

is left out at the aggregation stage, due to averaging over

time, element and because fixed threshold values are

applied. Even though drive test campaigns provide far more

elaborate information regarding network performance, they

are expensive to carry out and do not cover overall area of

network operation. Root cause analysis is done manually in

majority of cases, and because of that there is a room for

more intelligent approaches to detection and diagnosis of

network failures, e.g. with data mining and anomaly detec-

tion techniques. This would provide possibility to automate

performance monitoring task furthermore.

2.1 Minimization of drive tests

Yet another way to improve network QPM is to collect a

detailed performance database. This is enabled with MDT

functionality standardized in 3rd Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) [28]. MDT is designed for automatic col-

lection and reporting of user measurements, where possible

complemented with location information. Collected data is

then reported to the serving cell, which in turn sends it to

MDT server [39]. Thus, large amount of network and user

performance is available for analysis. This is where the

power of data mining and anomaly detection can be applied.

Specification describes several use cases for MDT:

improvement of network coverage, capacity, mobility

robustness and end user quality of service [36]. According

to the standard, MDT measurements and reporting can be

done both in idle and connected Radio Resource Control

(RRC) modes. In logged MDT, User Equipment (UE)

stores measurements in memory, and reporting is done at

the next transition from idle to connected state. In imme-

diate MDT, measurements are reported as soon as they are

done through existing connection. In turn, there are two

measurement modes in immediate MDT: periodic and

event-triggered [39]. Periodic measurements are very use-

ful for initial network deployment coverage and capacity

verification as they provide detailed map of network per-

formance, say in terms of signal propagation or throughput.

The main disadvantage of periodic measurements is that

they consume a lot of network and user resources. In

contrast, event-triggered approach provides less informa-

tion regarding the network status, but can be very efficient

for mobility robustness and resource savings. In our study,

immediate event-triggered MDT is used for collection of

performance database. Table 1 presents the list of network

events which triggered MDT measurements and reporting.

2.1.1 Location estimation in MDT

One of the important features of MDT is collection of

geo-location information at the measurement time
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moments. Whenever UE location is provided in MDT

report there are several ways to associated it with

particular cell, such as: serving cell ID, dominance

maps and a new approach based on target cell ID

information.

Serving cell ID is available with MDT event-triggered

report, even for early releases of LTE. However, in case of

coverage hole or problems with new connection estab-

lishment, this approach can lead to mistakes in UE location

association, because the faulty cell would never become

serving in the worst case scenario. This limits the usage of

serving cell method for sleeping cell detection. To over-

come the problem presented above, a dominance maps

method can be used. This is a map, which demonstrates the

E-UTRAN Node B (eNB)1 with the strongest radio signal

in each point of the network, see Fig. 1. The main advan-

tage of dominance maps is that mapping of cell ID to

location coordinate of UE MDT measurement is very

precise, and this results in higher accuracy of sleeping cell

detection. The downside of dominance maps approach is

that it requires a lot of detailed input measurement infor-

mation. Though, MDT functionality is one of the efficient

ways to create such maps [25].

The last method for cell ID and UE report location

association uses target cell ID feature. This information is

available in the network events A3 RSRP, HO COM-

MAND, HO COMPLETE and RLF REESTABLISH-

MENT. The strong side of this method is that detection of

sleeping cell becomes possible with a very limited amount

of information, as it is shown in Sect. 6.

The key aspects which should be taken into account

when selecting a location association method are accuracy

and amount of information to create mapping between cell

and user location.

2.2 Advanced data analysis approaches in QPM

Studies in advanced data analysis for QPM can be divided

to several groups. In certain studies, the data reported by

the users is used for the analysis. For instance, in [55]

authors suggest a method for detection of sleeping cells,

caused by transmitted signal strength problem, on the basis

of neighbor cell list information. Application of non-trivial

preprocessing and different classification algorithms

allowed to achieve relatively good accuracy in detection of

cell hardware faults. However, the proposed anomaly

detection system is prone to have relatively high false rate.

In [71] a method based on analysis of TRACE-based user

data with diffusion maps is presented. More extensive

application of diffusion maps for network performance

monitoring can also be found in [49].

Even though, user level statistics is more detailed, still

majority of studies devoted to improvement of QPM rely

on cell-level data. The first proposals of sleeping cell

detection automation using statistical methods of network

monitoring are presented in [13, 14]. Preparation of normal

cell load profile and evaluation of the deviation in observed

cell behavior is suggested as a way for identification of

problematic cells. The idea of statistical approach has been

further studied in [61, 70], where a profile-based system for

performance monitoring is proposed. The strong side of

this study is that real data from 3rd Generation (3G) net-

work has been analyzed. Moreover a complete system for

fault detection and diagnosis is developed. However, the

disadvantage of the proposed method is substantial time

needed for training the algorithm (about 4 days of obser-

vation), and the necessity to manually input diagnosis

options. Though in [60], the latter drawback is overcome

using Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test [48] for
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Table 1 Network events triggering MDT measurements and

reporting

PL PROBLEM—Physical Layer Problem [30].

RLF—Radio Link Failure [69].

RLF REESTAB.—Connection reestablishment after RLF.

A2 RSRP ENTER—RSRP goes under A2 enter threshold.

A2 RSRP LEAVE—RSRP goes over A2 leave threshold.

A2 RSRQ ENTER—RSRQ goes over A2 enter threshold.

A3 RSRP—A3 event, according to 3GPP specification.

HO COMMAND—handover command received [69].

HO COMPLETE—handover complete received [69].

1 Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN)
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automatic creation of diagnosis profile database. Bayesian

networks have also been applied for diagnosis and root

cause probability estimation, given certain KPIs [3–5, 51].

The complications here are preparation of correct proba-

bility model and appropriate KPI threshold parameters.

More advanced data mining methods are applied to anal-

ysis of cell-level performance statistics, and novel method

of using an ensemble of classification algorithms is pro-

posed [17, 20]. The idea is to use multiple algorithms for

fault detection. At the training phase classification is done

with real, manually labeled data, and the best performing

methods are prioritized with higher weight. One of the core

drawbacks of this approach is that rather extensive set of

data is needed to achieve reliable detection. Data collection

has been done for 2 months of network operation and 12

KPIs are observed. Labeling of the collected dataset is also

a tedious manual task. In [18] application of classification

and clustering methods for detection and diagnosis of

strangely behaving network regions is presented. For this

study a huge data collection campaign has been done: 4000

cells have been monitored for over 2.5 months, and 11

KPIs gathered. Authors manage to create a complete

detection and diagnosis system. The largest achievement of

this study is that no training or error free data is needed to

find the anomalous/problematic cells. However, the critical

question is the applicability of the presented method with a

smaller input data set, both in terms of geographical scope

and time scale. The continuation study [19] makes initial

attempt to address changes in the network behavior,

through adjustment of data mining model parameters on

the fly. Some studies also consider neural network algo-

rithms for detection of malfunctions [53, 65].

Among the drawbacks of the reviewed studies on

advanced performance monitoring is that collection of

appropriate statistical base takes substantial amount of time

(from days to months). This increases reaction time in case

of outages and does not completely solve the problems of

operators in optimization of their QPM. For some of the

proposed methods a very large geographical scope of data

collection is also required.

In order to overcome weaknesses of the traditional QPM

systems and advanced approaches described above we

propose a sequence-based analysis method. The scope of

our study is concentrated at the analysis of the user-level

data, collected with immediate MDT functionality [40, 46].

Efficient detection and localization of the faulty cell is

achieved through application of the knowledge mining

framework based on N-gram analysis. Data collection for

training and testing phases of the framework can be done

within minutes of network operation. This becomes pos-

sible by configuring and running a compact management-

based MDT campaign. Overall detection execution, toge-

ther with initial learning stage, is going to take in the order

of tens of minutes, but not days or even weeks. Subsequent

detection, where training is not involved must be even

faster.

In the early works cell outage detection caused by signal

strength problems (antenna gain failure) is studied [10, 11,

72]. This area matches the 3GPP use case called ‘‘cell

outage detection’’ [32]. Identification of the cell, in mal-

function condition is done by means of analysis of

numerical properties of multidimensional dataset. Each

data point represents either periodic or event-triggered user

measurement. Such methods as diffusion maps dimen-

sionality reduction algorithm, k-means clustering and

k-nearest neighbor classification methods are applied.

To increase robustness of the proposed solutions in

MDT data analysis and make the developed detection

system suitable for application in real networks, a more

sophisticated experimental setup is considered. Sleeping

cell caused by malfunction of random access channel,

discussed in Sect. 3, does not produce coverage holes from

perspective of radio signal, but still makes service

unavailable to the subscribers. This problem, which is an

instance of physical channel malfunction, is considered to

be one of the most complex for mobile network operators,

as detection of such failures may take days or even weeks,

and negatively affects user experience [36]. To make fault

detection framework more flexible and independent from

user behavior, such as variable mobility and traffic varia-

tion, analysis of numerical characteristics of MDT data is

substituted with processing of network event sequences

with N-gram method. Network events can include different

mobility or signaling related nature, such as A2, A3 or

handover complete message [44]. Initial results in this area

are presented in [12].

3 Sleeping cell problem

Sleeping cell is a special kind of cell service degradation,

which leads to network performance decrease, invisible for

the operator, but affecting user Quality of Experience

(QoE). On one hand, detection of sleeping cell problem

with traditional monitoring systems is complicated, as in

many cases KPI thresholds do not indicate the failure. On

the other hand fault identification can be very sluggish, as

creation of cell behavior profile requires long time, as it is

discussed in the previous section. Regular, less sophisti-

cated types of failures usually produce cell level alarms to

performance monitoring system of mobile network opera-

tor. In contrast, for sleeping cells degradation occurs

seamlessly and no direct notification is given to the service

provider.

In general, any cell can be called degraded in case if it is

not 100% functional, what negatively affects user
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experience. Classification of sleeping cells, depending on

the extent of performance degradation from the lightest, to

the most severe [13, 15]: impaired or deteriorated—

smallest negative impact on the provided service, crip-

pled—characterized by a severely decreased capacity, and

catatonic—kind of outage which leads to complete absence

of service in the faulty area, such cell does not carry any

traffic.

Degradation can be caused by malfunction of different

hardware or software components of the network.

Depending on the failure type, different extent of perfor-

mance degradation can be induced. In this study the con-

sidered sleeping cell problem is caused by Random Access

Channel (RACH) failure. This kind of problem can appear

due to RACH misconfiguration, excessive load or soft-

ware/firmware problem at the eNB side [1, 73]. RACH

malfunction leads to inability of the affected cell to serve

any new users, while earlier connected UEs still get served.

This problem can be classified to crippled sleeping cell

type, and with time the affected cell tends to become

catatonic. In many cases RACH problem becomes visible

for the operator only after a long observation time or even

due to user complains. For this reason, it is very important

to timely detect such cells and apply recovery actions.

3.1 Random access sleeping cell

Malfunction of RACH can lead to severe problems in

network operation as it is used for connection establish-

ment in the beginning of a call, during handover to another

cell, connection re-establishment after handover failure or

Radio Link Failure (RLF) [69]. Malfunction of random

access in cell with ID 1, is caused by erroneous behavior of

T304 timer [30], which expires before random access

procedure is finished. Modeling of this failure is done so

that at certain moment of network operation cell 1 loses

capability to successfully go through random access pro-

cedure. Thus, whenever UE tries to initiate random access

to this cell, this attempt fails. Malfunction area covers

around 5 % of the overall network (1 out of total 21 cells).

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Simulation environment

Experimental environment is dynamic system level simu-

lator of LTE network, designed according to 3GPP Releases

8, 9, 10 and partly 11. Throughput, spectral efficiency and

mobility-related behavior of this simulator are validated

against results from other simulators of several companies in

3GPP [31, 50, 52]. Step resolution of the simulator is one

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

symbol. Methodology for mapping link level Signal to

Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) to the system level is

presented in [7]. Simulation scenario is an improved 3GPP

macro case 1 [29] with wrap-around layout, 21 cells (7 base

stations with 3-sector antennas), and inter-site distance of

500 meters. Modeling of propagation and radio link condi-

tions includes slow and fast fading. Users are spread ran-

domly around the network, so that on average there are 15

dynamically moving UEs per cell. The main configuration

parameters of the simulated network are shown in Table 2.

4.2 Generated performance data

Generated performance data includes dominance map

information and MDT log, which contains the following

fields:

• MDT triggering event ID. The list of possible events is

presented in Table 1. This is a categorical (nominal)

and sequential data, i.e. sequences of events are

meaningful from data mining perspective;

• UE ID. This is also categorical data;

• UE location coordinates [m]. It is numerical, spatial

data;

• Serving and target cell ID – spatial, categorical data.

It is important to know the type of the analyzed data to

construct efficient knowledge mining framework [9, 37].

Simulations done for this study cover three types of

network behavior: ‘‘normal’’ – network operation without

random access sleeping cell; ‘‘problematic’’ – network with

RACH failure in cell 1; ‘‘reference’’ – no sleeping cell, but

different slow and fast fading maps, i.e. if compared to

‘‘normal’’ case, propagation-wise it is a different network.

The latter case is used for validation purposes. All three of

these cases have different mobility random seeds, i.e. call

start locations and UE traveling paths are not the same.

Each of these 3 cases is represented with 6 data chunks.

The training and testing phases of sleeping cell detection

are done with pairs of MDT logs by means of K-fold

approach [37]. For example, ‘‘normal’’-‘‘problematic’’, or

‘‘normal’’-‘‘reference’’ cases are considered. Thus, in total

there are 72 unique combinations of analyzed MDT log

pairs, which is rather statistically reliable data base.

5 Sleeping cell detection framework

The core of the presented study is sleeping cell detection

framework based on knowledge mining, Fig. 2. Both

training and testing phases are done in accordance to the

process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD),

which includes the following steps [24, 37]: data cleaning,

integration from different sources, feature selection and
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extraction, transformation, pattern recognition, pattern

evaluation and knowledge presentation. The constructed

data analysis framework for sleeping cell detection is semi-

supervised, because unlabeled error-free data is used for

training of the data mining algorithms. The analysis can be

logically separated to two parts: identification of the

anomalous data points in MDT data and localization of

these points in the real network and assignment of the real

sleeping cell score to each cell (can be treated as extent of

cell performance abnormality). The first problem is solved

with preprocessing and pattern recognition, while the latter

is more a task of pattern evaluation and postprocessing. In

testing phase problematic data is analyzed to detect

abnormal behavior. Reference data is used for testing in

Table 2 General simulation configuration parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Cellular layout Macro 21 Wrap-around Number of cells 21

UEs per cell 17 Inter-Site Distance 500 m

Link direction Downlink RRC IDLE mode Disabled

User distribution in the

network

Uniform Maximum BS TX power 46 dBm

Initial cell selection criterion Strongest RSRP value Handover margin (A3 margin) 3 dB

Handover time to trigger 256 ms Hybrid Adaptive Repeat and reQuest

(HARQ)

Enabled

Slow fading standard

deviation

8 dB Slow fading resolution 5 m

Simulation length 572 s ( 9.5 min) Simulation resolution 1 time step = 71.43 ls

Network synchronicity

mode

Asynchronous Max number of UEs/cell 20

UE velocity 30 km/h Call duration 90 s

Traffic model Constant Bit Rate 320 kbps Normal and Reference cases Simulation without sleeping

cell

Problematic case Simulation with RACH problem in

cell 1

A2 RSRP Threshold -110 A2 RSRP Hysteresis 3

A2 RSRQ Threshold -10 A2 RSRQ Hysteresis 2

Feature 
selec�on &
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Score Algorithm
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Trans-
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Fig. 2 Sleeping cell detection

framework
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order to verify how much the designed framework is prone

to make false alarms.

5.1 Feature selection and extraction

Feature selection and extraction is the first step of sleeping

cell detection. At this stage, input data is prepared for

further analysis. Preprocessing is needed as reported UEs

MDT event sequences have variable lengths, depending on

the user call duration, velocity, traffic distribution and

network layout.

5.1.1 Sliding window preprocessing

Sliding window approach [64] allows to divide calls to sub-

calls of constant length, and by that to unify input data.

There are two parameters in sliding window algorithm:

window size m and step n. After transformation, one

sequence of N events (a call) is represented by several

overlapping (in case if n\m) sequences of equal sizes,

except for the last sub-call, which is the remainder from

N modulo n.

In the presented results overlapping sliding window size

is 15, and the step is 10 events. Such setup allows to

maintain the context of the data after processing [49]. The

number of calls and sub-calls for all three data sets are

shown in Table 3.

5.1.2 N-gram analysis

When input user-specific MDT log entries are standardized

with sliding window method, the data is transformed from

sequential to numeric format. It is done with N-gram

analysis method, widely used e.g. for natural language

processing and text analysis applications such as speech

recognition, parsing, spelling, etc. [6, 8, 35, 45, 56]. In

addition, N-gram is applied for whole-genome protein

sequences [26] and for computer virus detection [16, 23].

N-gram is a sub-sequence of N overlapping items or

units from a given original sequence. The items can be

characters, letters, words or anything else. The idea of the

method is to count how many times each sub-sequence

occurs. This is the transformation from sequential to

numerical space.

Here is an example of N-gram analysis application for

two words: ‘performance’ and ‘performer’, N ¼ 2, and a

single unit is a character. The resulting frequency matrix

after N-gram processing is shown in Table 4. In case of

sequence analysis of MDT data, a letter from this example

corresponds to an MDT event given in Table 1. Thus, for

2-gram analysis pairs of network events are considered,

such ‘‘PL PROBLEM - RADIO LINK FAILURE’’, or ‘‘A3

RSRP—HO COMMAND’’.

5.2 Dimensionality reduction with minor

component analysis

Dimensionality reduction is applied to convert high-di-

mensional data to a smaller set of derived variables. In the

presented study Minor Component Analysis (MCA)

method is applied [54]. This algorithm has been selected on

the basis of comparison with other dimensionality reduc-

tion methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

[47] and diffusion maps [22]. MCA extracts components of

covariance matrix of the input data set and uses minor

components (eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues of

covariance matrix). 6 minor components are used as a basis

of the embedded space. This number is defined by means of

Second ORder sTatistic of the Eigenvalues (SORTE)

method [42, 43].

5.3 Pattern recognition: K-NN anomaly score

outlier detection

In order to extract abnormal instances from the testing

dataset K-NN anomaly outlier score algorithm is applied.

In contrast with K-NN classification, method is not

supervised, but semi-supervised, as the training data does

not contain any abnormal labels. In general, there are two

approaches concerning the implementation of this algo-

rithm; anomaly score assigned to each point is either the

sum of distances to k nearest neighbors [2] or distance to

k-th neighbor [66]. The first method is employed in the

presented sleeping cell detection framework, as it is more

statistically robust. Thus, the algorithm assigns an anomaly

score to every sample in the analyzed data based on the

sum of distances to k nearest neighbors in the embedded
Table 3 Number of calls and sub-calls in analyzed data

Amount / Dataset Normal Problem Reference

Calls (all) 2530 1940 2540

Sub-calls (all) 7230 7134 7201

Normal sub-calls 6869 5932 6821

Abnormal sub-calls 361 1202 380

Table 4 Example of N-gram analysis per character, N ¼ 2.

Analyzed word pe er rf fo or rm ma me an nc ce

performance 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

performer 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
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space. Euclidean metric is applied as similarity measure.

Points with the largest anomaly scores are called outliers.

Separation to normal and abnormal classes is defined by

threshold parameter T, equal to 95th percentile of anomaly

scores in the training data.

Configuration parameters of data analysis algorithms in

the presented sleeping cell detection framework are sum-

marized in Table 5.

5.4 Pattern evaluation

The main goal of pattern evaluation is conversion of output

information from K-NN anomaly score algorithm to

knowledge about location of the network malfunction, i.e.

RACH sleeping cell. This is achieved with postprocessing

of the anomalous data samples through analysis of their

correspondence to particular network elements, such as

UEs and cells. For this purpose we developed 4 post-pro-

cessing methods: Dominance Cell Sub-Call Deviation,

Dominance Cell 2-Gram Deviation, Dominance Cell

2-Gram Symmetry Deviation, and Target Cell Sub-Calls.

The essence of these methods, discussed throughout this

section, is reflected in their names. The first part describes

which geo-location information is used for mapping data

samples to cells, e.g. dominance map information, target or

serving cell ID. The second part denotes what is used as

feature space for postprocessing. It can be either ‘‘sub-

calls’’, when rows of the dataset are used as features or ‘‘2-

gram’’, when individual event pair combinations, i.e. col-

umns of the dataset are used as features. The last, third part

of the method name describes analysis considers the dif-

ference between training and testing data (‘‘deviation’’

keyword), or whether only information about testing set is

used to build sleeping cell detection histogram.

Output from the postprocessing methods described

above is a set of values—sleeping cell scores, which cor-

respond to each cell in the analyzed network. High value of

this score means higher abnormality, and hence probability

of failure. To achieve clearer indication of problematic cell

presence, additional non-linear transformation is applied. It

is called amplification, as it allows to emphasize

problematic areas in the sleeping cell histogram. Sleeping

cell score of each cell is divided by the sum of Sleeping

Cell (SC) scores of all non-neighboring cells. Sleeping cell

scores, received after postprocessing and amplification are

then normalized by the cumulative SC score of all cells in

the network. Normalization is necessary to get rid of

dependency on the size of the dataset, i.e. number of calls

and users.

5.5 Knowledge interpretation and presentation

The final step of the data analysis framework is visual-

ization of the fault detection results. It is done with con-

struction of a sleeping cell detection histogram and

network heat map. However, sleeping cell histogram does

not show how cells are related to each other: are they

neighbors or not, and which area of the network is causing

problems. Heat map method shows more anomalous net-

work regions with darker and larger spots, while normally

operating regions are in light grey color. The main benefit

of network heat map is that mobile network topology and

neighbor relations between cells are illustrated.

5.5.1 Performance evaluation

To apply data mining performance evaluation metrics

labels of data points must be known. Cell is labeled as

abnormal if its SC score deviates more than 3r (standard

deviation of sleeping cell scores) from the mean of SC

score in the network. Mean value and standard deviation

of the sleeping cell scores are calculated altogether from

72 runs produced by K-fold method for ‘‘normal’’-

‘‘problematic’’, and ‘‘normal’’-‘‘reference’’ dataset pairs.

Availability of the labels and the outcomes of different

postprocessing methods enables application of such data

mining performance metrics as accuracy, precision, recall,

F-score, True Negative Rate (TNR) and False Positive

Rate (FPR) [34]:

Accuracy ¼ TPþ TN

TPþ FPþ TN þ FN
ð1Þ

Precision ¼ TP

TPþ FP
ð2Þ

Recall ¼ TP

TPþ FN
¼ TPrate ð3Þ

FPrate ¼ FP

FPþ TN
ð4Þ

Fscore ¼2 � Precision � Recall
Precisionþ Recall

ð5Þ

In these equations TP, TN, FP, FN denote elements of

confusion matrix [37, 38, 41], and represent correspond-

ingly the number of true positive, true negative, false

Table 5 Parameters of algorithms in sleeping cell detection

framework

Parameter Value

Number of chunks in K-fold method per dataset 6

Sliding window size 15

Sliding window step 10

N in N-gram algorithm 2

Number of nearest neighbors (k) in K-NN algorithm 35

Number of minor components 6
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Fig. 3 Normal dataset used for training of the sleeping cell detection framework. a Normal training dataset in the embedded space. b Sorted

outlier scores of normal training dataset
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Fig. 4 Problematic dataset used at the testing phase of the sleeping cell detection framework. a Problem testing dataset in the embedded space.

b Sorted outlier scores of problem testing dataset
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Fig. 5 Reference dataset used at the testing phase of the sleeping cell detection framework. a Reference testing dataset in the embedded space.

b Sorted outlier scores of reference testing dataset
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positive and false negative points. On the basis of these

scores ROC curves are plotted.

In addition to the conventional performance evaluation

metrics described above, a heuristic method is applied to

complement the analysis. This approach measures how far

is the achieved performance from the a priori known ideal

solution. Performance of the sleeping cell detection algo-

rithm can be described by a point in the space ‘‘cumulative

standard deviation’’-‘‘sleeping cell magnitude’’. ‘‘Sleeping

cell magnitude’’ is the highest SC score, which can reach

value 100 due to normalization. ‘‘Cumulative standard

deviation’’ coordinate equals to the standard deviation of

SC scores of all other cells. This plane contains two points

of interest: [0; 100] and ½0; 100=Ncellsinthenetwork�. In case of

malfunctioning network, the ideal sleeping cell detection

algorithm assigns 100 value of SC score to the broken cell

and zero values to the rest cells. Thus, the corresponding

point [0; 100] is calculated. In case of error-free network,

the ideal performance is mapped to the point

½0; 100=Ncellsinthenetwork�, because all the cells have even SC

scores equal to 100=Ncellsinthenetwork. Thus, the smaller the

Euclidean distance between the achieved and ideal sleeping

cell histograms, the better the performance of the sleeping

cell detection algorithm.

6 Results of sleeping cell detection

This section presents the results of sleeping cell detection

for different post-processing algorithms. In addition, the

data at different stages of the detection process is illustrated.

Then performance metrics are used to compare effective-

ness of the developed SC identification algorithms.

6.1 Preprocessing and K-NN anomaly score

calculations

After preprocessing with sliding window and N-gram

methods we get a so-called 2-gram popularity matrix. The

size of this matrix equals to data chunk size and has 32

features—the number of non-zero 2-grams. This popularity

matrix is transformed with MCA. The output of dimen-

sionality reduction with MCA has 6 features—coordinates

of points in 6-dimensional embedded space based on

eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues. Then training

MDT data is processed with K-NN anomaly score algo-

rithm. As it is discussed in Sect. 5.3, the anomaly score

threshold, used for separation of data points to normal and

abnormal classes, is selected to be 95th percentile of outlier

score in training data. Shape of normal training dataset in
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Fig. 6 Results of sleeping cell detection for dominance cell sub-call deviation method. a Problematic dataset sleeping cell detection histogram.

b Reference dataset sleeping cell detection histogram, c Problematic dataset heat map, d Reference dataset heat map
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the embedded space is shown in Fig. 3a. In this Fig. 3

dimensions are selected on the basis of visual inspection to

demonstrate best the distribution of data points. Sorted

anomaly outlier scores are presented in Fig. 3b. It can be

seen that data points are very compact in the embedded

space, and because of that there is no big difference in the

anomaly score values. The main goals of analyzing testing

dataset are to find anomalies, detect sleeping cell, and keep

the false alarm rate as low as possible. At the testing phase

either problematic or reference data are analyzed. After the

same preprocessing stages as for training, the testing data is

represented in the embedded space. When testing data is

problematic dataset some of the samples are significantly

further away from the main dense group of points, Fig. 4.

These abnormal points are labeled as outliers, and the

corresponding anomaly scores for these samples are much

higher, as it can be seen from Fig. 4b. On the other hand,

some of the points with relatively low anomaly score are

above the abnormality threshold. This means that there is

still certain percentage of false alarms, i.e. some ‘‘good’’

points are treated as ‘‘bad’’. The extent of negative effect

caused by false alarms is discussed further in Sect. 6.4.

Though, there is no opposite behavior referred to as ‘‘miss-

detection’’—none of the anomalous points are treated as

normal.

Validation of the data mining framework is done by using

error-free reference dataset as testing data. No real anoma-

lies are present in the network behavior. Reference testing

data in the embedded space and corresponding anomaly

outlier scores are shown in Fig. 5. Only few points can be

treated as outliers, and in general the shapes of normal

(Fig. 3a) and reference (Fig. 5a) datasets in the embedded

space are very similar. Anomaly outlier scores of the ref-

erence testing data are low for all points, except 2 outliers.

6.2 Application of postprocessing methods

for sleeping cell detection

After training and testing phases certain sub-calls are

marked as anomalies. The next step is conversion of this

information to knowledge about location of malfunctioning

cell or cells, and this is done through postprocessing

described in Sect. 5.4.
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Fig. 7 Results of sleeping cell detection for dominance cell 2-gram deviation method a Problematic dataset sleeping cell detection histogram.

b Reference dataset sleeping cell detection histogram. c Problematic dataset heat map. d Reference dataset heat map
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6.2.1 Detection based on dominance cell sub-call

deviation

In our earlier study [12] postprocessing based on domi-

nance cells and call deviation for sleeping cell detection is

presented. One problem of using calls as samples is that, in

case if the duration of the analyzed user call is long, the

corresponding number of visited cells is large, especially

for fast UEs. Hence, even if certain call is classified as

abnormal, it is very hard to say which cell has anomalous

behavior. To overcome this problem, analysis is done for

sub-calls, derived with sliding window method, see

Sect. 5.1.1. Sub-calls contain the same number of network

events, and the length of the analyzed sequence is short

enough to identify the exact cell, with problematic

behavior. Deviation measures the difference between

training and testing data, and it is used to sleeping cell

detection histogram, presented in Fig. 6a. From this figure,

it can be seen that abnormal sub-calls are encountered more

frequently in the area of dominance of cell 1, which has the

highest deviation. One can see that there are 2 types of

bars—colorful (in this case blue) and grey. The second

variant implies additional postprocessing step—amplifica-

tion, described in Sect. 5.4. In addition to cell 1, its

neighboring cells 8, 9, 11 and 12 also have increased

deviation values, as it can be seen from the network heat

map in Fig. 6c. Sleeping cell detection histogram and

network heat map for reference dataset used as testing are

shown in Fig. 6b, d correspondingly. Even though cells 6

and 17 have higher SC scores than other cells, they are not

marked as abnormal, because their abnormality does not

reach mean ? 3r level.

6.2.2 Detection based on dominance cell 2-gram deviation

In this method problematic network elements are found

through the comparison of 2-gram frequencies in different

areas of dominance map. For this purpose we consider all

sub-calls from training data set against sub-calls assigned

to abnormal class from testing dataset. In case there is a big

increase or decrease, the cell associated with these changes

is marked as abnormal. From sleeping cell detection his-

togram in Fig. 7a it can be that cell 1 has a clear difference

in number of 2-gram occurrences in testing data, if com-

pared to training data. This happens because handovers

toward this cell fail. Due to this fact 2-gram sequence with

events related to handovers become imbalanced in testing

data if compared to training data. For instance, 2-grams
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Fig. 8 Results of sleeping cell detection for dominance cell 2-gram symmetry deviation method. a Problematic dataset sleeping cell detection

histogram. b Reference dataset sleeping cell detection histogram. c Problematic dataset heat map. d Reference dataset heat map
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like Handover (HO) Command—HO Complete and HO

Complete—A2 RSRP ENTER, become very rare. On the

other hand, 2-gram HO Command—A2 RSRP ENTER,

which can be treated as indication of unsuccessful han-

dovers, in opposite becomes very popular in testing data,

while in training data it does not exist at all. Among the

neighbors of problematic cell 1, only cell 11 has slightly

increased sleeping cell score. Testing sleeping cell detec-

tion framework with reference data and postprocessing

with Dominance Cell 2-Gram Deviation method demon-

strates lower false-alarm rate than Dominance Cell Sub-

Call Deviation, as it can be seen from Fig. 7b, d.

6.2.3 Detection based on dominance cell 2-gram symmetry

deviation

This postprocessing method analyzes the symmetry

imbalance of network event 2-grams. The symmetry

imbalance is evaluated based on all sub-calls from training

data set and sub-calls assigned to abnormal class from

testing dataset. Information about the number of 2-grams

directed to the cell, and from the cell is extracted from the

training set. The considered 2-grams consist of events

which sequentially occur in the dominance areas of 2 cells.

It means that if in the training data, the number of han-

dovers from Cell A to Cell B, and from Cell B to Cell A, is

roughly the same, and in the testing set it is not, it can be

concluded that symmetry of this particular 2-gram is

skewed. Most common types of 2-grams which are ana-

lyzed with this method are related to handovers, e.g. A3—

HO COMMAND sequences.

From Fig. 8 it can be seen that Dominance Cell 2-Gram

Symmetry Deviation finds sleeping cell 1, while its

neighboring cells 8, 9, 11 and 12 have suspiciously high

sleeping cell score, if compared to other cells in the

network.

Comparison of symmetry analysis method with two

previously described postprocessing approaches shows that

this method is very efficient in detecting sleeping cell and

its neighbors. At the same time stability, i.e. false alarm

rate, of this method is also very good, as it can be seen

from Fig. 8b.

6.2.4 Detection based on target cell sub-calls

As it is discussed in Sect. 5.4, deviation between training

and testing data is not calculated in this method. Extensive

location information, like dominance map information, is
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Fig. 9 Results of sleeping cell detection for target cell sub-calls method. a Problematic dataset sleeping cell detection histogram. b Reference

dataset sleeping cell detection histogram. c Problematic dataset heat map. d Reference dataset heat map
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not required for sleeping cell detection with target cell sub-

call method. The sleeping cell detection histogram, pre-

sented in Fig. 9, is constructed by counting all unique

target cell IDs for each anomalous sub-call. It can be

clearly seen that cell 1 is successfully detected. Neigh-

boring cells 8, 9, 11 and 12 also contain indication of

malfunction in this area, as it can be noticed from heat

map, shown in Fig. 9b. For this method, the SC score of

cell 1 is slightly lower than for the postprocessing methods,

based on dominance cell deviation. On the other hand,

target cell sub-call method is much simpler, and requires

significantly less information about user event occurrence

location.

6.3 Combined method of sleeping cell detection

The idea of this method is to create a cumulative sleeping

cell detection histogram based on the results from all 4

postprocessing methods described above. The resulting

amplified SC histogram is shown in Fig. 10. Cell 1 has

sleeping cell score well over lþ 3 � r threshold. Neigh-

boring cells 8, 9, 11, 12 also have increased sleeping cell

scores comparing to other cells, though they do not exceed

the lþ 3 � r threshold. Reference data used as testing also

demonstrates stability of the combined approach – no false

alarms are triggered. Though, it can be seen that usage of

target cell sub-call method introduces some noise. It is

important to note that postprocessing methods are applied

with equal weights. However, it is possible to emphasize

more accurate method by increasing its weight, and

penalize the unreliable, by reducing its weight. Though,

selection of optimal weights is a matter of a separate study

and is not discussed in this article.

6.4 Comparison of algorithms and performance

evaluation

The postprocessing methods discussed above have their

own advantages and disadvantages. Traditional data min-

ing metrics, discussed in Sect. 5.5.1, are applied for

quantitative comparison of sleeping cell detection methods,

Fig. 11a. Ideal performance is presented with the solid

double black line, and corresponds to the maximum area of

the hexagon. K-fold cross validation method is utilized to

obtain statistically significant results. Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and

10 show averaged values of the sleeping cell scores from

all runs of K-fold separation. In some of the runs certain

neighbors of cell 1 demonstrated sleeping cell scores
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Fig. 10 Results of sleeping cell detection for amplified combined method. a Problematic dataset sleeping cell detection histogram. b Reference

dataset sleeping cell detection histogram. c Problematic dataset heat map. d Reference dataset heat map
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higher than 3r threshold. This results in non-zero false

positive rates. Formally, according to the values of the

metrics, Dominance Cell 2-gram Deviation and Dominance

Cell Sub-call Deviation methods, demonstrate better per-

formance than other postprocessing techniques. However,

high false positive rate for Dominance Cell 2-gram Sym-

metry Deviation and Target Cell Sub-call methods does not

necessarily mean that these methods are worse. The reason

is that neighbors of cell 1 exceed the 3r threshold. This

happens because adjacent cells are not completely inde-

pendent, and are affected by malfunction in one of the

neighbors. Thus, Dominance Cell 2-gram Symmetry

Deviation and Target Cell Sub-call methods can be treated

as more sensitive than the others. The ROC curves of the

designed sleeping cell detection algorithms are presented in

Fig. 11b. True positive rate equals 1 for all postprocessing

methods. This is not always the case for many classification

applications in real world systems. However, the proposed

framework is able to create such projection of the input

MDT data, that all anomalous points are correctly classified

as abnormal. The latter can be seen from sorted anomaly

scores of problematic data sets, shown in Fig. 4b. The

negative side is that some methods mistakenly classify

some normal points as abnormal, and this is reflected in

false positive rate. Thus, the proposed framework is able to

create such a projection of the MDT data, that in the new

space normal data and anomalous data points are fully

separable and do not overlap. Hence, the suggested data

mining framework for sleeping cell detection is successful,

and for reduction of false alarm rate it is necessary to

invent a better separation rule, than 3r deviation from

mean SC score, see Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Another method for comparison of postprocessing

algorithms is a heuristic approach described in Sect. 5.5.1.

According to this method, more accurate postprocessing

algorithm is the one, which has the smallest distance to the

ideal solution point for either problematic or error-free case.

Cumulative distances for different algorithms in non-am-

plified and amplified cases are presented in Fig. 12a, b

correspondingly. Also the coordinates of different post-

processing methods in heuristic performance measure plane

are shown in Fig. 12c, d. It can be seen that Dominance Cell

2-Gram Symmetry Deviation method has the smallest dis-

tance from the ideal detection case. Thus, from perspective

of the heuristic performance evaluation approach this

method outperforms other postprocessing methods.

Regarding the same performance metric we may conclude

that amplified histograms show better results than non-

amplified ones, which holds for all postprocessing methods.

7 Conclusions

This article presents a novel sleeping cell detection

framework based on knowledge mining paradigm. MDT

reports are used for the detection of a random access

channel malfunction in one of the network cells. Experi-

mental setup implements a simulated LTE network, used to

generate a diverse statistics base with several thousands of

user calls and tens of thousands of MDT samples. Inves-

tigated failure case is a sleeping cell caused by RACH

malfunction. Even though the studied problem is rather

specific, the proposed framework does not consider any

properties or peculiarities of the random access failure for

the detection. Moreover, analysis of event sequences

makes the presented method applicable to data collected

with MDT, TRACE functionality, mobile quality agents,

and any other method, which is capable to gather the user

specific sequences of network events. The studied type of

sleeping cell problem is rather complex, and detection of

this problem has never been done before. The applicability

of our sequential analysis to other network failures might

be beneficial, but it has to be studied.
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The designed knowledge mining framework is semi-

supervised. From the perspective of SONs the proposed

system has centralized architecture, but it can also be

hybrid, with preprocessing and transformation stages done

in distributed manner. The heart of the developed detection

framework is the analysis of sequences with N-gram

method in the series of user event-triggered measurement

MDT reports. Data preprocessing with sliding window

transformation method allows to make the statistics base

more reliable through standardization of the input event

sequences. 2-gram analysis is used to convert sequential

data to numeric format in the new feature space. To sim-

plify analysis of the data in the new space, dimensionality

reduction with minor component analysis method is

applied. K-NN anomaly score detection algorithm is used

to find the outliers in the data. Using this information,

anomalous data points are converted with postprocessing to

the knowledge about location of the problematic regions in

the network. Comparison of different location mapping

postprocessing methods is done. Additionally, so called

amplification is used to take into account neighbor relations

between cells and network topology, for improvement of
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sleeping cell detection performance. As it can be seen,

amplified sleeping cell score of truly problematic cell is

higher than corresponding non-amplified score.

Results demonstrate, that the developed suggested

framework, based on sequence analysis, allows for efficient

detection of the random access sleeping cell problem in the

network. The projection of the data in the new space is

such that accurate separation of normal and abnormal data

points becomes possible. Evaluation shows that postpro-

cessing method named Dominance Cell 2-Gram Symmetry

Deviation demonstrates the best combination of results,

with respect to heuristic performance measure. According

to the same metric, the proposed amplification approach,

improves the detection quality of postprocessing methods.

However, this approach is an additional element of the

developed nontrivial framework and is not the most

important outcome of our research.

Results of this work lay grounds and suggest exact

methods for building advanced performance monitoring

systems in modern mobile networks. One of the possible

directions in this area is extensive usage of data mining

techniques in general, and anomaly detection in particular.

New systems of network maintenance would allow to

address growing complexity and heterogeneity of modern

mobile networks, and will help to meet the requirements of

5G.

Future work in this field includes validation of the

developed system in more complex scenarios, detection of

several or different types of malfunctions, and substitution

of semi-supervised approach with unsupervised. The ulti-

mate goal is to achieve accurate and timely detection of

different sleeping cell types in highly dynamic mobile

network environments. Obviously, low level of false

alarms must be supported, and at the same time significant

increase of computational complexity should be avoided.
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